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ABSTRACT 

 

Social Capital and SME Growth: an Emerging Market Perspective 

          

Natalya Totskaya 

Concordia University, 2013 

 

Does a ПТЫЦ’Ь stock of social capital influence the geographic scope of its activi-

ties? This study takes a closer look at the role played by social capital of small and medi-

um enterprises (SMEs) operating in emerging markets in relation to their strategies of 

growth.  It examines the role of the two facets of social capital, bonding and bridging 

capital, in making choices related to SME geographic growth strategies, on local, region-

al or international levels.  The effects of social capital on parameters of growth including 

total growth, out of home region growth, and utilization of complex of contracts are also 

tested. The levels of bonding and bridging capital are assessed across groups of SMEs 

that are 1) of different organizational types; and that 2) demonstrate different types of 

strategic behavior. My primary goal is to extend the current knowledge on growth strate-

gies of emerging market SMEs by developing a model specifying the effects of bonding 

and bridging social capital on SME growth.  The less structured, uncertain and changing 

context of emerging markets provides a unique setting for testing the value of relational 

capital for SME development. I identify SME human capital and external environment as 

the moderators of relationships between the facets of SME social capital and SME 

growth patterns.   
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This study contributes to the existing literature by extending the knowledge of 

SME growth in the specific context of emerging markets.  By testing the effects of rela-

tional ties on the choice of growth strategies, it clarifies the role of intangible resources in 

SME development.  It also compares the bonding and bridging social capital of different 

classes of SMEs.  In addition, it provides support for existing studies on the importance 

of contextual factors for the process of firm growth.  The implications of this study in-

clude practical recommendations for SMEs on building and using their social capital to 

assist in SMEЬ’ development.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Strategic management research has expanded dramatically in recent decades by 

trying to integrate a great diversity of theoretical perspectives, along with industry and 

national settings.  Yet many studies of the behavior and strategies of organizations reflect 

the situation in large firms, and in developed economies.  This study aims to add to the 

less than extensive literature on small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) operating in 

emerging markets. My focus is on the relationship between the structure of SME’Ь social 

capital and on strategies for their growth, including growth through internationalization.  

This research builds upon several theoretical perspectives such as social network theory, 

internationalization theory, and a resource based view of a firm.  The purpose of this 

study is to identify what facets of social capital are critical for SME development, and to 

assess their effects on SME choice of growth strategy.  

“TСО ЭОЫЦ ‘РЫШаЭС’ ТЬ ЮЬОН ТЧ ШЫНТЧКЫв НТЬМШЮЫЬО аТЭС ЭаШ 

different connotations. It sometimes denotes merely in-

crease in amount; for example, when one speaks of 

‘РЫШаЭС’ ТЧ ШЮЭput, export, and sales. At other times, how-

ever, it is used in its primary meaning implying an increase 

in size or improvement in quality as a result of a process of 

development, akin to natural biological processes in which 

an interacting series of internal changes leads to increases 
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in size accompanied by changes in the characteristics of the 

РЫШаТЧР ШЛУОМЭ” (PОЧЫШЬО, 1959: 1).   

Thus, growth includes both qualitative and quantitative changes in firm behavior 

and outcomes.  Probably the main distinction between the two is that quantitative growth 

mainly reflects change in the range of a firm’Ь activities; while qualitative growth refers 

to changes in the nature of those activities.  For instance, changes in firm size measured 

by the number of employees, or amount of assets reflect quantitative growth.  An increase 

in the volume of sales, revenue or profit also falls in this category.  On the other hand, 

qualitative growth is reflected by changes in organizational structure and management 

practice. New product development efforts, and new socio-economic functions carried by 

a firm can also be attributed to qualitative growth.  It is not uncommon that qualitative 

and quantitative changes are closely related. For instance, qualitative growth, as exempli-

fied by changes in product lines, services, or markets, is usually accompanied by a quan-

titative increase in sales or profit.  At the same time, a quantitative shift in firm size 

achieved through mergers and acquisitions is often followed by various adjustments in 

organizational culture and management.   

It is usually easier to assess quantitative than qualitative growth, as many objec-

tive measures capture the change in range of firm characteristics and outcomes. Measur-

ing the change in nature of activities is a less straightforward task, as these changes may 

not be easily observable.  In this study, both quantitative and qualitative changes will be 

assessed in order to emphasize the multidimensionality of growth in terms of the process 

of firm development.   
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SME growth has been studied in the literature without any significant distinction 

between economically advanced, emerging, and developing countries. The studies of 

SME growth have rather focused on growth determinants, barriers to growth and growth 

outcomes (for a review see Davidsson,  Achtenhagen,  Naldi, 2007).  Researchers agree 

that the forces affecting SME growth are internal factors, such as human capital (Baum & 

Locke, 2004; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003a), entrepreneurial orientation (Lumpkin & 

Dess, 1996), and external environmental conditions (Dess and Beard, 1984). Specifically, 

Peng and Heath (1996) argue that institutional frameworks represented some major con-

straints to the choice of growth strategies. They state that in transition economies, the in-

stitutional environment shapes strategic choices by pushing firms toward growth through 

networking, and somewhat limiting organic growth, or growth via mergers and acquisi-

tions.  

Thus, differences in external and internal environments may affect the growth 

strategies of small and medium companies operating in various socio-economic contexts.  

I would contend that large and small companies operating in emerging markets have dis-

tinct characteristics and paths of development, including strategies of growth.  However, 

one common variable for all these firms is an unstable, rapidly changing and often hostile 

environment of emerging economies.  It is widely acknowledged in the literature that 

formal market institutions in emerging markets are imperfect or non-existent.  At the 

same time, informal institutions such as cultural values, norms, traditions, and social rela-

tionships are often more influential in emerging countries than in developed ones (Peng 

& Heath, 1996; Peng, Wang, & Jiang, 2008).  In this regard, firms are accustomed to es-

http://0-www.springerlink.com.mercury.concordia.ca/content/?Author=Leona+Achtenhagen
http://0-www.springerlink.com.mercury.concordia.ca/content/?Author=Lucia+Naldi
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tablishing and maintaining the network of connections which are beneficial for their sur-

vival and long-term development.  

These connections represent a resource that is unique and important to any partic-

ular firm – its social capital.  Adler and Kwon (2002) perceive social capital as “ЭСО 

goodwill that is engendered by the fabric of social relations and that can be mobilized to 

ПКМТlТЭКЭО КМЭТШЧ” (AНlОЫ & Kwon, 2002: 17).  My literature review suggests that the value 

of social capital is widely acknowledged in social sciences (Adler, 2001; Adler & Kwon, 

2002; Coleman, 1988; De Carolis & Saparito, 2006; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Tsai & 

Ghoshal, 1998).  

Social capital is essential for a wide variety of entrepreneurial actions, including 

new venture creation, building competitive capabilities, and firm market expansion (Al-

varez & Barney, 2001; Chen & Chen, 1998; De Carolis & Saparito, 2006; Gulati, 1998; 

Peng & Luo 2000).  The forms and effects of social capital have been mainly studied in 

the context of developed economies (Granovetter, 1973; Coleman, 1988, Collins & 

Clark, 2003; McDonald & Westphal, 2003; McDonald et al., 2008; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 

1998).  While issues related to the social capital of individuals and organizations have 

been addressed in the literature, research into the social capital of SMEs operating in 

emerging markets is scarce.  Some researchers suggest that social capital and its conse-

quences for firm behavior are context dependent (Carney & Gedajlovic, 2002; Dakhli & 

De Clercq, 2004; Khanna & Rivkin, 2001; Park & Luo, 2001; Xin & Pearce, 1996). It is 

also widely accepted that contextual factors are especially strong in developing econo-

mies, including emerging markets.  Prior research suggests that the development of for-
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mal institutions, together with country-specific cultural and political conditions affect so-

cial, informal relationships within and among firms (Baker, Gedajlovic & Lubatkin, 

2005; Cao, Gedajlovic & Zhang, 2009; Carney & Gedajlovic, 2002; Dakhli & De Clercq, 

2004; De Clercq et al., 2009; Khanna & Rivkin, 2001, Park & Luo, 2001; Peng & Heath, 

1996; Peng & Luo, 2000; Xin & Pearce, 1996).   These networks, in turn, contribute to a 

ПТЫЦ’Ь КЛТlТЭв ЧШЭ ШЧlв to operate and grow its national market, but also go beyond nation-

al borders (Tung & Chung, 2010; Zhao & Hsu, 2007).  With a variety of studies on the 

subjects of social capital and emerging markets, there is still  a gap in understanding ex-

actly how different types and dimensions of social capital interplay with each other and 

with the external environment, and how the particular  features of  SME’Ь social capital 

ТЧПlЮОЧМО SME’Ь КЩЩЫШКМС ЭШ growth.   

Emerging economies bring into focus the importance of networking, while formal and 

informal ties are the main driving forces for firm development, raising the value of social 

capital as an indispensable asset for SMEs looking for opportunities to expand.   There-

fore, this study aims to investigate the relationship between various types of SMEЬ’ social 

capital and the choices of growth strategies for SMEs. I will adopt the notion here of 

bonding (internal) and bridging (external) ties as the two sources of social capital (Adler 

& Kwon, 2002).  By “bonding social capital” I ЦОКЧ “collective actors' internal charac-

ЭОЫТЬЭТМЬ” (Adler & Kwon, 2002:21), such as common identity, ascribed trust, reciprocity, 

etc.  By “bridging social capital” I mean “К ЫОЬШЮЫМО lШМКЭОН ТЧ ЭСО ОбЭОЫЧКl lТЧФКРОЬ ШП К 

ПШМКl КМЭШЫ” (AНlОЫ & KаШЧ, 2002:21), such as the network of connections with external 

actors such as other organizations, authorities, individuals and groups.  Whereas bonding 
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capital is an attribute of a group that is initially inherited by group members, bridging 

capital is created by reaching beyond group boundaries.  The context of emerging mar-

kets will provide a setting in which the role of social capital as a firm resource is espe-

cially visible. There are several research questions to be addressed in this study: 1) Which 

type of organizational social capital (bonding or bridging) is more valuable for SME 

growth in emerging markets? 2) What are the effects of bonding and bridging capital on 

the choice of SME growth strategies? 3) Do contextual factors such as human capital and 

external environment contribute to the relationship between SME social capital and 

growth?   

The central concepts of this study include bonding and bridging social capital, and 

growth strategies. Overall, I would argue that in a poorly structured market, supporting 

institutions are typically found in an emerging market, so SMEs will greatly rely on in-

tangible resources, such as social capital, to pursue their growth strategies.  An array of 

resources (financial, human, technological, etc.) is required to increase the SME output, 

or the number of markets served. As a rule, SMEs do not possess all the necessary re-

sources in abundance. This is why building their social capital, and relying on it for 

growth, becomes the SMEs’ predominant developmental strategy. Thus, social capital 

enables the SMEs to reduce the cost of growth, and increase their competitiveness based 

on incumbent information and help received from their network partners.   Building upon 

prior studies I propose that social capital is especially valuable to a firm functioning in 

emerging markets, and that there is a context specific component to social capital devel-

opment and deployment.  By examining SMEs as a particular type of firm operating in 
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emerging markets, this study argues that the specificity of a firm’Ь social capital shapes 

its strategies for growth.    

In order to answer the research questions outlined above, the second chapter of 

this study reviews and integrates prior literature on the role of social capital in firm be-

havior in general, and in emerging markets in particular. The third chapter presents a the-

oretical framework for the analysis of SME growth, placing a particular focus on the 

strategies of growth in relation to specific types of social capital. The fourth chapter de-

scribes the research methodology, and analytical procedures based upon primary survey 

data collected from manufacturing SMEs operating in the Siberian region of Russia. The 

unit of analysis is a firm. The sample consists of 65 SMEs, identified from the Novosi-

birsk City Chamber of Commerce database, and local business listings. The survey data 

is analyzed using statistical techniques to compare groups, hierarchical and regression 

analysis, and logistic regression. The results are reported in chapter five.  Finally, the last 

chapter provides a detailed discussion of results, and addresses the strengths, limitations, 

and research implications of this study in terms of theory and practice. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1. Types of Social Capital and their Effects on Firm Behavior 

2.1.1. Multifaceted Construct of Social Capital 

Over the past few decades, the construct of social capital has been studied at mul-

tiple levels of analysis: individual, dyadic, group, organizational, network.  The multi-

level taxonomy of social capital research, summarizing both theoretical and empirical 

studies for twenty years (1989-2008) has been developed by Payne, Moore, Griffis & Au-

try (2011).   With several conceptualizations being used by researchers, the large portion 

of extant literature links social capital to the value embedded in relationships among in-

dividuals, groups and networks (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Hitt et al., 2002; Tsai & Ghoshal, 

1998).  At a societal level, social capital manifests itself through patterns of economic 

development (Putnam, 1993; Woolkock, 1998) and through its “ЩЮЛlТМ good aspect” 

(Coleman, 1988).  These macro-level studies are mainly of conceptual nature; they build 

upon sociological observations and provide examples to illustrate the theory behind so-

cial capital at the level of communities, regions, and societies at large. At the group and 

networks level of analysis, social capital has been mainly studied through empirical test-

ing. The findings suggest that for these units of analysis social capital is reflected in the 

costs and benefits associated with group membership, including cultural or ethnic sub-

groups (Assudani, 2009; Chen & Chen, 1998; Park, & Luo, 2001), or associations of 

firms driven by common economic interests (Gulati, 1998; Khanna& Rivkin, 2001; 

McEvity & Zaheer, 1999; Uzzi, 1997).  Organizational social capital is embodied in rela-
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tionships among members of an organization (Leana & Pil, 2006; Pearson, Carr, & Shaw, 

2008; Yiu & Lau, 2008), and in connections with external parties (Dyer & Singh, 1998; 

Robson & Bennett, 2000; Zahra, 2010).  At a dyadic level of analysis, social capital is 

viewed as the goodwill engendered by relationship between pairs of individuals, groups 

or organizations (Chung, Singh & Lee, 2000, Dyer & Singh, 1998; Gargiulo & Benassi, 

2000; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Finally, at the individual level of analysis, social capital is 

perceived as a personal attribute, similar to reputation or personal ability, to access exter-

nal resources (Burt, 1997; Coleman, 1988; Granovetter, 1973; Putnam, 2000). The vast 

majority of social capital research at individual, dyadic, and organizational level has been 

conducted in empirical settings; thus testing the theoretical concepts developed by Adler  

& Kwon (2002), Coleman (1988), Granovetter (1973 and 1985), Nahapiet & Ghoshal 

(1998).  

This study explores the social capital of SMEs at the organizational level of anal-

ysis.  In small business and entrepreneurship literature it is quite common to associate 

SME with individual entrepreneurs as being central to SME’Ь ПШЮЧНТЧР, НОЯОlopment, 

and strategic decision-making.  While I agree with the crucial importance of individual 

founders to SMEЬ’ survival and growth, I do believe that an organization, as a unit of 

analysis, provides more opportunities for exploring the role of social capital in SMEЬ’ 

growth. Prior strategic management research has recognized the value of social capital at 

an organizational level as an embedded resource that “МШЦЩЫТЬОЬ ЛШЭС ЭСО ЧОtwork and 

ЭСО КЬЬОЭЬ ЭСКЭ ЦКв ЛО ЦШЛТlТгОН ЭСЫШЮРС ЭСКЭ ЧОЭаШЫФ” (NКСКЩТОЭ & GСШЬСКl, 1998: 243).  

OЫРКЧТгКЭТШЧКl ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl ЬКЭТЬПТОЬ BКЫЧОв’Ь (1991) МЫТЭОЫТК ПШЫ МШЦЩОЭitive advantage 
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as a firm-specific, non-imitable, and complex resource. As such, it provides access to in-

formation, opportunities and resources which are otherwise relatively restricted (Grano-

vetter, 1973; Putnam, 1993, 2000; Zahra, 2010) and it advances firm performance 

(Galunic & Rodan, 1998). At the same time, organizational social capital allows for re-

sources exchange and recombination within an organization (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998), and 

stimulates coherent actions and common vision of organization members (McCallum & 

O’CШЧЧОl, 2009).  Thus, at an organizational level of analysis, social capital can be 

viewed as both bonding (firm-internal) and bridging (firm-external) capital.  And while 

the assessment of social capital at an organizational level seems fairly impersonal, it cap-

tures several types of relations: 1) individual relations and group atmosphere inside a firm 

as bonding capital and 2) dyadic and network connections with external actors as bridg-

ing capital.  

Adler and Kwon (2002) have noted that, at any level of analysis, sources of social 

capital lie in the social structure, or in other words, in social relations.  “АО МКЧ НТЬЭТn-

guish conceptually among three dimensions of social structure, each rooted in different 

types of relations: (1) market relations, in which products and services are exchanged for 

money or bartered, (2) hierarchical relations, in which obedience to authority is ex-

changed for material and spiritual security, and (3) social relations, in which favors and 

РТПЭЬ КЫО ОбМСКЧРОН” (AНlОЫ & Kwon, 2002: 18).  In the context of this study market, hi-

erarchical, and social relations are analyzed using the embeddedness perspective (Grano-

vetter, 1985): economic behavior is embedded in social structures and affected by social 

relations.   
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GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ’Ь ЧШЭТШЧ ШП ОЦЛОННОНЧОЬЬ ТЬ widely used in social capital literature, 

allowing researchers to make a distinction between dimensions of social capital.  Two 

types of embeddedness, or in other words, two dimensions of social capital are structural 

and relational dimensions. The structural dimension refers to the configuration of linkag-

es between actors (Granovetter, 1992) which is characterized by the presence or absence 

of linkages, their density, and hierarchy, direct or indirect connectivity (Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998).  Relational dimension of social capital refers to the type of relations that 

are developed through the history of interactions (Granovetter, 1992).  Important attrib-

utes of relational dimension include trust and trustworthiness (Putnam, 1993), closeness 

and identity (Uzzi, 1996).  TСЮЬ, ЮЬТЧР AНlОЫ & KаШЧ’Ь (2002) ЭвЩШlШРв ШП ЬШМТКl ЫОla-

tions, and following the embeddedness approach, this study distinguishes between 1) the 

structural and relational dimensions of organizational social capital; and 2) social, mar-

ket, and hierarchical relations within social structure.  

Firstly, the structural dimension of social capital is assessed through horizontal 

and vertical ties. In this regard, both market and social relations are referred to as hori-

zontal ties. The horizontal ties of an organization represent the symmetrical business and 

social interactions between parties that are relatively equal in terms of power, status, and 

roles played in their respective domains of activities.  While market relations refer to 

business, and social relations refer to social or personal interactions, the level of in-

volvement, and the costs and benefits of horizontal ties are similar to all parties involved 

in this type of relations. Examples of horizontal ties include interactions with customers, 

suppliers, competitors, professional associations, etc.  Hierarchical relations are referred 
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to as vertical ties, representing asymmetrical relations between organizations and various 

levels of authorities that are more powerful, including government, financial, regulative 

and administrative institutions. Among the vertical ties are interactions between organiza-

tions and banks, local and federal governments, tax agencies, etc. Vertical ties are, in fact, 

institutional ties as they represent the relations between organizations (or individuals, or 

groups) and various institutional structures.   

Secondly, the relational dimension of organizational social capital can be assessed 

ЭСЫШЮРС ЭСО ЬЭЫОЧРЭС ШП ЭТОЬ. “TСО ЬЭЫОЧРЭС ШП К ЭТО ТЬ К (ЩЫШЛКЛlв lТЧОКЫ) МШЦЛТЧКЭТШЧ ШП 

the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the re-

ciprocal services which characterize tСО ЭТО” (GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ, 1973: 1361).  Social capital 

literature distinguishes between strong and weak ties (Granovetter, 1973).  Strong ties are 

characterized by reciprocity, ascribed trust, greater similarity of actors, and higher fre-

quency of interactions.  АОКФ ЭТОЬ, ШПЭОЧ ЫОПОЫЫОН ЭШ КЬ КЫЦ’Ь lОЧРЭС ЭТОЬ, КЫО МСКЫКМЭОЫТгОН 

by formal, sporadic transactions that allow for reaching out to many heterogeneous actors 

ШЮЭЬТНО ШЧО’Ь ШаЧ РЫШЮЩ ШЫ ЧОЭаШЫФ.  Weak ties are associated with earned trust that is 

based on the practice of repeated interactions or on the third-party references.  The main 

features of strong and weak relational ties are reflected in bonding and bridging social 

capital; the two types of organizational social capital discussed in the following sections 

of this chapter. 

Thus, social capital manifests itself in various setting, and at several levels of 

analysis. Appendix A provides a summary of the terminology and definitions used in this 

study to depict the structural and relational dimensions of SME bonding and bridging so-
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cial capital.  Overall, organizational social capital shows the commitment of owners, 

managers, and employees to the common goals and strategies of an organization. It is 

worth mentioning that the accumulation and use of organizational social capital do not 

depend on the level of capital markets’ development, or on firm credit history, or on rela-

tionships with financial institutions. As such, social capital is a valuable intangible re-

source which is potentially available to all the actors involved.  In the center of organiza-

tional social capital are bonding relations that reflect common identities and values, and 

which facilitate mutual understanding and cooperation among members of an organiza-

tion, and enhance organizational outcomes.  In addition to the bonding core, bridging 

connections allow access to external groups and individuals, expanding the range of op-

portunities available to an ШЫРКЧТгКЭТШЧ.  “SТЧМО ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl ОбТЬЭЬ ТЧ МШЧЧОМЭТШЧЬ, ТЭ Ыe-

sides both within and beyond ШЫРКЧТгКЭТШЧКl ЛШЮЧНКЫТОЬ” (MМCКllЮЦ & O’CШЧЧОl, 2009: 

156). Thus, bonding and bridging social capital represent connections created and inher-

ited by individuals and groups within and outside a firm. 

 

2.1.2. Bonding and Bridging Social Capital   

Social capital literature distinguishes between two types of social capital – bond-

ing social capital and bridging social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Rowley, Behrens & 

Krackhardt, 2000; Putnam, 2000; van Staveren & Knorringa, 2007; Woolcock 1998).  

Appendix B summarizes the costs and benefits associated with bonding and bridging so-

cial capital at multiple levels of analysis, and in various research settings.   

“Bonding social capital emerges from strong social ties, which are based on a so-

cial identity, for example family and kinship, gender, ethnicity, religion or organizational 
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МЮlЭЮЫО” (van Staveren & Knorringa, 2007:114).  As such, bonding connections are usual-

ly attributed to a group of individuals.  Strong ties characterizing bonding social capital 

are usually associated with shared social identity, ascribed trust, and sharing of fine 

grained information (Assudani, 2009; Gulati, 1998; Pearson et al., 2008; van Staveren & 

Knorringa, 2007; Woolcock, 1998). In terms of intra-group characteristics, bonding so-

cial capital facilitates an exchange of tacit knowledge (Uzzi, 1996; Uzzi & Lancaster, 

2003) and stimulates in-group collective actions, cooperation and learning (van Staveren 

& Knorringa, 2007).  

One of the most important features of bonding social capital is its ability to lower 

transaction costs due to ascribed trust and a decrease in the need for formal control and 

monitoring (Cardoza and Fornes, 2011; MМCКllЮЦ & O’CШЧЧОl, 2009). Thus, at a firm 

level, bonding social capital facilitates the efficiency of firm-internal, implicit processes 

that require mutual understanding and exchanges of fine-grained information among 

managers and employees. Bonding ties allow for the mobilization or restructuring of re-

stricted resources that are available within a firm or a larger social group.  On the nega-

tive side, bonding social capital creates barriers to group entry, and limits access to exter-

nal sources of information and resources (De Carolis and Saparito, 2006; van Staveren & 

Knorringa, 2007; Woolcock, 1998). As a result, too much bonding capital can be damag-

ing to a firm, limiting opportunities to generate more social capital (either bonding or 

bridging).  In addition, excessive bonding restricts the choice of competitive and devel-

opmental options by involving firms and other organizations in opportunistic and rent-
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seeking activities within the same social group (Grabher & Stark, 1997; Kaminska, 2010; 

McMillan & Woodruff, 1999; van Staveren & Knorringa, 2007).  

Unlike bonding capital, bridging relations arise on an individual level, and con-

nect unrelated groups and individuals across society (Granovetter, 1985).  When talking 

about the bridging ties of an organization, we can assume that while those ties are created 

by individual members of that organization, the benefits of bridging ties are extended to 

an organization as a collective actor.  Bridging ties can form vertically, through hierar-

chical relationships, and horizontally, forming collegial networks. Bearing in mind that 

horizontal ties reflect both market and social relations, we can conclude that at organiza-

tional level bridging capital can be formed on the basis of both weak and strong ties.   

Weak ties are the main sources of bridging capital, as they facilitate an organiza-

ЭТШЧ’Ь ШЮЭЫОКМС ЭШ ОбЭОЫЧКl КМЭШЫЬ КЧН unfamiliar environments (Granovetter, 1973). 

Bridging linkages are built upon explicit market relations, and upon earned rather than 

ascribed trust. This is why bridging ties are open to out-group members. Earned (general-

ized) trust may include occasional checks on ЩКЫЭЧОЫЬ’ ЭЫЮЬЭаШЫЭСТЧОЬЬ; ЭСЮЬ, ЛЫТНРТЧР ЭТОЬ 

are somewhat calculated, and not affect-based. As such, bridging social capital facilitates 

economic transactions among heterogeneous groups through various horizontal and verti-

cal ties, and provides benefits of spreading positive externalities (van Staveren & Knor-

ringa, 2007). Bridging connections help demonstrate firm legitimacy and credibility and 

allow for leveraging new knowledge and resources (Alvarez and Barney, 2001; Assudani, 

R. H. 2009).  
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Bridging social capital helps to increase efficiency through better coordination of 

actions and lower levels of opportunistic behavior (Putnam, 1993).  Overall, it enhances 

ПТЫЦ ШЩЩШЫЭЮЧТЭТОЬ МШЦЩКЫОН ЭШ lОЬЬ “МШЧЧОМЭОН” МШЦЩОЭТЭШЫЬ ЭСЫШЮРС аТНОЫ Оxposure to 

variety of new ideas (Cardoza and Fornes, 2011; Peng, 2004). This broader access to new 

information and ideas helps suppress group-thinking (McEvity and Zaheer, 1999), facili-

tates innovations (Prashantham, 2008), and helps НОЯОlШЩ “ЧШЯОl МШЦЩОЭТЭТЯО ЬЭЫКЭОРТОЬ” 

(Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997).   

Strong ties can also lead to the creation of bridging capital at an organizational 

level, as organizations are involved in market relations as well as in social relations; and 

organizations consist of individuals who are members of various social groups.  For in-

stance, strong familial or ethnic ties, or a common social background, can serve as a basis 

for initiating business partnerships between organizations.  The extant literature provides 

numerous illustrations of in-group social relations affecting market transactions among 

unrelated actors, across industries or geographic regions (Burt, 1997; Chen & Chen, 

1998; Coleman, 1988; Putnam, 1993).  It is worth noticing that the implications of bridg-

ing social capital for a firm do not necessarily depend on the type of relations underlying 

the generation of bridging ties. As the literature suggests, the outcomes of bridging social 

capital at any level of analysis reflect its boundary-spanning, opportunity-enhancing 

abilities. The benefits of bridging relations come with some costs associated with con-

formity pressures from external networks (Burt, 1997). Thus, excessive outreach for new 

resources and opportunities represent the downside of bridging capital.  
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Bonding and bridging social capital serve different purposes within a firm at the 

level of inter-organizational relationships (see Appendix B). While the former stimulates 

the intensity of exchanges within a group or organization, the latter widens the outreach 

beyond group or organization boundaries. At the same time, the two can reinforce each 

other, and enhance the market outcomes of a firm (Coleman, 1988).  Bonding capital is 

efficient in situations involving implicit exchanges, coherent behavior, and access to re-

stricted resources.  Bridging capital is effective in explicit exchanges; and for access to 

novel resources and opportunities (Appendix B).  Uzzi and Lancaster (2003) suggest that 

bonding capital has better use in transferring tacit knowledge, whereas bridging capital is 

better for communicating explicit knowledge.  Bonding ties enhance firm performance in 

an environment where exploitation of firm behavior is appropriate, and bridging ties are 

more useful when exploration of firm behavior is needed (Rowley et al., 2000; Zaheer, 

Gözubuyuk & Milanov, 2010). 

Bringing bonding and bridging social capital together in one framework of eco-

nomic development, Woolcock (1998) synthesized the effects of these two types of social 

capital on individual (micro) and societal (macro) levels of analysis. Figure 1 presents his 

model of four distinct categories of economic development relative to dimensions of in-

tegration, as exemplified by bonding capital, and linkage as demonstrated by bridging 

capital.  In this conceptual framework, the first quadrant represents low levels of both in-

ternal (bonding) and external (bridging) connections. This combination leads to the max-

imization of self-serving at an individual level, or to anarchy in the relationships between 

state and society. In both cases, economic development ceases to exist.  The second quad-
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rant describes “normless” behavior in situations when internal connections are minimal, 

but when external links are well developed. This situation is characterized by opportuni-

ties being provided to participate in multiple activities, but individuals’ commitments and 

contracts may be short-term because of the absence of social identity, and the lack of 

community support. At the macro level, states and societal groups follow their self-

serving agendas as exemplified in wide-spread corruption, violence and low tolerance. In 

the literature, normless behavior is often associated with modernization and rapid societal 

transformations (Durkheim, 1893, Galtung, 1996). 

The third quadrant reflects the situation of excessive internal ties which compen-

sate for the lack of external ties. At the micro level, greater ethnic and familial loyalties 

prevent individual actors from economic advancement and territorial mobility, creating a 

“РСОЭЭШ” ЭвЩО ШП ОМШЧШЦТc development with limited opportunities and outcomes. At the 

macro level too much bureaucracy is created, leading to rent-seeking, and inefficiency of 

developmental efforts.  This situation is illustrative of many emerging countries known 

for their weak institutional structures, lack of support for businesses and societal initia-

tives.  Finally, the fourth quadrant illustrates the case of internal integration complement-

ed by external linkages. This situation refers to the greater economic success and better 

adaptation of individual actors to the larger socio-economic environment. At the macro 

lОЯОl “К МШСОЫОЧЭ, МШЧЧОМЭОН, КЧН МШСОЬТЯО НОЯОlШЩЦОЧЭКl ПЫКЦОаШЫФ” (АШШlМШМФ, 1998: 

178) allows for the successful development of countries, industries, or groups.  

WoШlМШМФ’Ь (1998) ПЫКЦОаШЫФ СТРСlТРСЭЬ ШЩЩШЫЭЮЧТЭТОЬ КЧН lТЦТЭКЭТШЧЬ for eco-

nomic development across levels of analysis; pointing out that multiple combinations of 
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bonding and bridging social capital need to be presented simultaneously. Woolcock sug-

gests that the need for internal connections decreases as embeddedness in external net-

works increases. Thus, he sees bonding and bridging capital as two complementary types 

of social capital that are the most beneficial for any actor when they are well-developed 

and well-ЛКlКЧМОН: “… ЭШШ ЦЮМС ШЫ ЭШШ lТЭЭlО ШП ОТЭСОЫ НТЦОЧЬТШЧ КЭ КЧв РТЯОЧ ЦШЦОЧЭ 

ЮЧНОЫЦТЧОЬ ОМШЧШЦТМ КНЯКЧМОЦОЧЭ” (АШШlМШМФ, 1998: 175). 

For organizations as units of analysis, АШШlМШМФ’Ь ТНОКЬ ЭЫКЧЬlКЭО ТЧto growth 

strategies and outcomes which may be shaped by 1) the level of integrity and coherence 

within an organization showing its internal environment; and 2) the system of linkages 

with larger market, hierarchical, and social structures reflecting institutional build-up of 

external environment. Thus, both bonding and bridging capital are essential for an organ-

ization in terms of sustaining internal efficiency of organizational processes, and for 

providing external opportunities to improve outcomes.  

The notion of an external environment affecting the creation and use of social 

capital is supported by Reimer, Lyons, Ferguson & Polanco (2008). These scholars re-

view prior work on social capital conceptualization and application, and propose that so-

cial capital is not only embedded in social relations, but that its formation and functioning 

are affected by different types of relations and norms such as market, bureaucratic, com-

munal, and associative factors. Van Staveren & Knorringa (2007) also build upon Cole-

ЦКЧ’Ь (1988) КЧН Woolcock`s (1998) ideas reflecting on the relationship between bond-

ing and bridging social capital, and suggesting that bridging social capital can be devel-

oped on the basis of bonding capital.  
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“BШЧНТЧР ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl РОЧОЫКЭОЬ ОбЭОЫЧКlТЭТОЬ ПШЫ ТЧНТЯТdu-

Кl КРОЧЭЬ’ behavior from group practices, creating and re-

producing certain social capabilities, for example the ad-

herences to social norms, which may include mutual help, 

trustworthiness, sociability, loyalty and responsibility, as 

well as knowledge sharing. Bridging social capital builds 

on these social capabilities—it will not just arise by itself in 

a society without any experience of close bonds between 

people in families, friendships, associations and organiza-

tions. The relationship between the two, however, is not 

straightforward: the two levels of social capital seem to be 

partly trade-ШППЬ КЧН ЩКЫЭlв ЬЮЩЩШЫЭТЧР ОКМС ШЭСОЫ” (VКЧ 

Staveren & Knorringa, 2007:116). 

Van Staveren and Knorringa (2007) propose that bonding and bridging capital can 

be seen as being both complementary and a trade-off, and that at the societal level bridg-

ing capital can be developed on the basis of bonding capital. They conclude that business 

actors and society in general can benefit from transformation of bonding social capital 

into bridging social capital; as such a transformation can result in broader common values 

and greater interaction among heterogeneous groups and groups with different types of 

social identity. 

Much of the prior research is inconsistent regarding the relationship between the 

two types of social capital (complementarities or trade-offs).  However there is general 
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agreement among scholars that the transformation of bonding social capital into bridging 

is not an easy process; and that bridging capital is of more importance to development. 

Unlike inherited or taken-for-granted bonding relations, bridging ties require efforts to 

create and maintain them. They allow autonomous agents to reach the full potential of 

their development through becoming embedded in social structures.  The costs and bene-

fits of bonding social capital result from its integrating capacity, while the outcomes of 

bridging capital reflect its boundary-spanning abilities. However, very high levels of 

bonding social capital may impede the development of bridging social capital, resulting 

in low trust societies (Fukuyama, 1995): e.g. tightly bonded groups can become mafia-

style societies where strong obligations to one another outweigh obligations to a wider 

society. Internal organizational conditions and external environmental factors may re-

quire an organization to balance its social capital structure in a way which is suitable for 

its industry or general environment (Cooke & Wills, 1999; Reimer et al., 2008; Rowley et 

al., 2000).  Based on the prior work on social capital conceptualization and application, it 

is safe to conclude that social capital is not only embedded in broadly defined social rela-

tions, but that its formation and functioning are affected by different types of relations 

and market, bureaucratic, communal, and associative norms. 

 

2.2. The Value of Social Interactions in Emerging Markets 

Previous sections have demonstrated that the social capital of individual and col-

lective actors is embedded in the external environment; in other words, social capital is 

context-dependent (Edwards & Foley, 1998; Reimer et al., 2008).  
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“SШМТШОМШЧШЦТМ КЧН ЩШlТЭТМКl МШЧЭОбЭ ЩlКвЬ К ЩЫШЦТЧОЧЭ ЫШlО ТЧ НОЭОr-

mining the value of a specific form of capital - financial, social, cultur-

al, or human – and how that value varies, depending on the goal to-

аКЫН аСТМС ТЭ ТЬ ОбЩОЧНОН” (EНаКЫНЬ & FШlОв, 1998:130).  

It is generally accepted that an emerging market is "a country that satisfies two 

criteria: a rapid pace of economic development, and government policies favoring eco-

nomic liberalization and the adoption of a free-ЦКЫФОЭ ЬвЬЭОЦ” (HШЬФТЬЬШЧ, EНОЧ, LКЮ, 

and Wright, 2000: 249).  A wide variety of countries falls into this broad definition, rang-

ing from developing to transition and newly industrialized countries. Emerging markets 

as a group create a rather specific institutional context for the companies operating in 

these markets.   These countries usually lack reliable and well-functioning normative and 

regulative institutional structures as they undergo rapid socio-economic changes.  Most of 

the emerging and transition countries suffer from institutional voids, and do not provide 

any stable institutional mechanisms to support economic actors (Khanna & Palepu, 

1997). As a result, firms in emerging markets have to resort to other ways of finding ex-

ternal support by developing active vertical and horizontal ties for extensive networking 

(Peng and Heath, 1996; Peng & Luo, 2000).  The extant literature suggests that, across 

mature and developing economies, various connections are essential in many aspects of 

firm behavior.  Prior studies have demonstrated that the discovery of entrepreneurial op-

portunities (Adler & Kwon, 2002; De Carolis & Saparito, 2006; Zahra, 2010), firm com-

petitive advantage (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 

1998; Uzzi, 1996; Uzzi, 1997), strategy and performance (Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 
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1997), and capability building (McEvily & Zaheer, 1999) all depend on firm external 

connections.  However, the relative value of those connections is different in developed 

and developing institutional contexts.   

Social capital embedded in relationships is more important in emerging markets 

where formal institutional frameworks are weak, uncertainty is high, and information is 

highly fragmented (De Clercq et al., 2009; Peng & Luo, 2000; Xin & Pearce, 1996).  This 

view is supported by a comparative review of social capital in China, Korea and Japan by 

Hitt et al. (2002).  These authors argue that Asian “relational capital” which is perceived 

as an in-group phenomenon, or ascriptive ties can help to increase a firm competitive ad-

vantage by providing more intangible resources and more strategic flexibility to a firm, 

and by helping to disseminate new knowledge and information.  Hitt et al. (2002) have 

demonstrated that in an Asian context, bonding capital spreads beyond firm boundaries 

while in-group attributes such as family ties, common birthplace, or social background 

are very important for creating inter-organizational networks. Wright, Filatotchev, Ho-

skisson & Peng (2005) support this line of argument.  In the case of entrepreneurial ven-

tures, in-group ethnic ties provide the basis for firm establishment and survival in hostile 

conditions (Assudani, 2009). Thus, Asian countries illustrate that the bridging capital of a 

firm can indeed be sourced from bonding capital and strong ties; and that the structural 

dimension of social capital can be shaped by relational dimension.  

It has been argued that extensive vertical ties provide firms with increased access 

to complementary resources, technologies, competences, and knowledge (Li, Zhou & 

Shao, 2009), and improve adaptability to environmental uncertainties (Tallman, Jenkins, 
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Henry & Pinch, 2004).  Some authors, such as Xu, Huang & Gao (2012) state that the 

development of institutional ties between firms and government officials is led by envi-

ronmental uncertainty; and that strong interpersonal ties are in the center of such linkag-

es.   Similar results are reported by Park & Luo, 2001.   Hence, in the context of emerg-

ing markets, the creation of firm-external, bridging capital is significantly affected by the 

presence of bonding capital. The relational dimension of social capital and strong bond-

ing ties in particular impact the configuration of structural linkages between actors. Thus, 

the relational dimension of social capital reflects the main feature of social capital in 

emerging markets; and strong ties dominate both bonding and bridging social capital.   

Based on the evidence from emerging market research that emphasizes the value 

of bonding capital, it is safe to conclude that ascribed trust embedded in strong ties is es-

pecially important for firms in emerging countries.  Ascribed trust reduces the risks of 

doing business, including the risks of cooperation in uncertain environments at both firm-

internal and firm-external levels (Chung et al., 2000; McMillan & Woodruff, 1999; Peng, 

2004).  Hence, a weak formal institutional infrastructure, and a lКМФ ШП ЫОlТКЛlО КЫЦ’Ь-

length relations, reinforces the importance of in-group ties in bridging gaps in the hierar-

chical, market and social structures of emerging countries.  

Aside from the institutional imperfections of emerging markets, the nature of 

SMEs places more emphasis on social capital as a valuable firm resource.  It is widely 

accepted that SMEs are more vulnerable to unfavorable changes in market conditions be-

cause of their limited resources, and simplified management systems. A number of stud-

ies have demonstrated that smaller firms have less slack resources than larger firms (Pen-
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rose, 1959, Oviatt & McDougall, 1994; Lu & Beamish, 2001); and that SMEs use net-

works to compensate for their lack of resources (Julien, 1993).  Hence, in rapidly chang-

ing emerging economies, the vulnerability of SMEs and their sensitivity to poor man-

agement decisions increases. Thus, social capital can leverage a ПТЫЦ’Ь ЩШЬТЭТШЧ КЧН Тn-

crease its resistance to unfavorable external and internal changes.   

I must notice that behavioral and relational aspects of emerging markets SMEs 

and individual entrepreneurs, together with unique characteristics of emerging econo-

mies, have received a limited attention in extant literature (Burton, Ahlstrom, Obloj, 

2008).  However, despite the scarcity of studies on the role of SME social capital in 

emerging markets, there is some empirical evidence stating the benefits of both bonding 

and bridging relations for various types of SMEs and across emerging economies. For 

instance, many small firms in Eastern Europe are surviving and even growing without 

any significant governЦОЧЭ ЬЮЩЩШЫЭ, УЮЬЭ ШЧ ЭСО ЛКЬТЬ ШП ЭСОТЫ ПШЮЧНОЫ’Ь МЫОКЭТЯТЭв,  КЧН 

with the use of resources mobilized through social capital (Smallbone & Welter, 2001).   

For small Chinese firms, inter-firm networking facilitates rapid internationalization by 

offering foreign business resources (Tang, 2011).  On a similar note, global networks af-

fect Chinese and Taiwanese SMEs internationalization and export performance (Fila-

totchev, Liu, Buck & Wright, 2009; Zhou, Wu& Luo, 2007).  Thus, bridging relations 

seem to be essential for SME developmental efforts and outcomes in emerging markets.   

In terms of bonding relations, prior studies suggest that bonding capital helps to 

overcome the negative impact of rapidly changing market environment (Turner & Ngu-

yen, 2005), and improve firm performance (Wu & Leung, 2005).  In Poland, however, 
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bonding relations demonstrated dual effect: on one hand, they contributed to rapid growth 

of local entrepreneurial firms, but on the other hand, bonding ties impeded cooperation 

and knowledge-sharing across firms (Kaminska, 2010).  

Addressing the issue of the prevalence of bonding or bridging ties in SME busi-

ness activities, van Staveren and Knorringa (2007) conducted two case studies in Vi-

etnam and Ethiopia. They noticed that the composition of SME social capital varied be-

tween two countries, and that SMEs adjusted their market development strategies accord-

ing to the type of relations (bonding or bridging) that was more pronounced in their re-

spective countries.  Another cross-country comparative case study supported the earlier 

discussion regarding the overlap between bonding and bridging ties in emerging markets.  

Morris, Woodworth and Hiatt (2006) argued that cooperative inter-firm relations that 

were often based on strong ties resulted in higher survival and growth rates among mi-

croenterprises in Philippines and Bulgaria.  Thus, empirical results for the effects of 

bonding and bridging social capital for SMEs are in line with findings reported for wider 

population of firms operating in emerging markets. Summing up the previous discussion, 

in emerging markets the presence of bonding capital is reflected in strong in-group ties 

which, to some extent, overlap with firm-external bridging capital. Social capital in gen-

eral becomes more important than in developed economies, providing firms with better 

knowledge and information, and enabling them to respond to market challenges in a time-

ly manner, and with greater confidence.  While the relational dimension of social capital 

is of great importance in any type of environment, the value of social relations is espe-

cially pronounced in the mixed or changing institutional and economic context (Adler, 
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2001; Covin & Slevin, 1989; Peng & Luo, 2000). In emerging markets, bonding and 

bridging linkages serve a dual purpose. Firstly, they compensate for the lack of formal 

institutional support. Secondly, they contribute to ПТЫЦЬ’ КЛТlТЭв ЭШ МШШЩОЫКЭО КЧН МШЦЩОЭО 

with domestic and foreign companies in their respective national, regional, and global 

markets.  Vertical and horizontal network ties bring in more opportunities, and more in-

formation. They improve the quality of firm management, and affect overall firm behav-

ior, growth and performance.  While social capital is important for firms of any size and 

scope, its role is greater for SMEs as they have limited resources. Compared to large 

companies, they rely on simple information management systems, and on centralized, 

non-bureaucratic governance procedures (Torrès & Julien, 2005).  These specific charac-

teristics of SMEs together with the peculiarities of emerging markets institutional struc-

tures place more emphasis on relational resources, and require more attention to the role 

played by bonding and bridging capital in SME actions and outcomes.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

3.1.   Social Capital and its Implications for SMEs  in Emerging Markets 

3.1.1. Types of Social Capital  and  SME Growth 

In this thesis I aim to explore the implications of bonding and bridging social cap-

ital with regard to the growth of SMEs in emerging markets. As previously discussed, the 

peculiarities of emerging markets are reflected in their underdeveloped formal institutions 

and in the highly influential informal institutional arrangements that may place a higher 

emphasis on relationships such as trust, cooperation, knowledge- and risk-sharing. In 

such an environment, strong ties indicating a built-in ascribed trust, and the support and 

sharing of fine-grained information seem to carry higher value to an SME than weak ties.  

Strong ties allow firms to capitalize on close social relations, without carrying the costs 

and uncertainties of arm’Ь length transactions (Zhao & Hsu, 2007); and mobilize firm-

internal capabilities for knowledge sharing, innovation and resource recombination 

(Galunic & Rodan, 1998). Contracts and agreements that are based on ascribed trust, rec-

iprocity, and other in-group relational attributes allow firms to carry on various partner-

ships (Adler, 2001; Dyer, 1996; Macneil, 1980; Sako, 1992; Uzzi, 1997), and increase 

their overall market competence (Wu, Sinkovics, Cavusgil & Roath, 2007).  

In emerging markets, external connections built upon strong ties provide a firm 

with better access to the market (Li et al., 2009), more financial resources (Leuz & Ober-

holzer-Gee, 2006), government contracts, information, and updates on upcoming changes 

in regulations (Yiu et al., 2007).  The latter point makes vertical ties especially valuable 
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for firms seeking to grow into new domestic and international markets.  Since bridging 

connections can be built upon strong and weak ties, it would be interesting to discover 

which bridging ties reflect the pattern of in-group socialization in its broad sense; and 

which are built upon КЫЦ’Ь-length transactions between heterogeneous actors. Prior stud-

ies imply that kinship-based bonding relations are indeed reflected in inter-organizational 

networks, and that the majority of bridging ties are in fact strong ties (Peng, 2004; Zhao 

& Hsu, 2007). However, these results have not been tested outside of the Asian context. 

Thus, while the value of bonding capital is well established, this capital is measured not 

at a firm level, but rather at a group or network level. 

It seems that at, a firm level, the relative value of bonding and bridging social 

capital remains somewhat open for discussion. With a growing number of studies dealing 

with relational ties and their effects on firm behavior and outcomes in emerging and tran-

sition countries, the distinction between bonding and bridging capital at a firm level re-

mains vague. In emerging markets, in-group ties often cross firm boundaries; thus meas-

uring bonding capital at a firm level does not capture all the implications of close, bond-

ing ties for firm behavior.  In turn, the bridging capital of an emerging market firm heavi-

ly reflects strong in-group ties, rather than weak linkages.    

Since contextual factors affect both the creation and application of social capital, 

some common environmental features of emerging markets may be reflected in the types 

and effective use of social capital.  For instance, as discussed in previous paragraphs, the 

formation of bridging ties depends on environmental transparency and the level of gener-

alized trust in society.  Taking into account the many imperfections of emerging markets, 
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one may expect that arm’Ь-length bridging ties may not be as common in those countries 

as in developed ones. A lack of transparency and great instability in institutional ar-

rangements, together with poor information availability and law enforcement may lead to 

weak bridging ties being less reliable than strong ties.   

There is some evidence, however, which indicates that even when formal institu-

tions are poorly developed, and the external environment is hostile, small entrepreneurial 

firms still need to rely on arЦ’Ь-length relations if they are willing to grow beyond local 

limits, or above a certain size (McMillan & Woodruff, 2002).  The authors also observe 

that, as the quality of an institutional environment improves, the complexity of dealings, 

and the formality of contracts also increases.  Similar points were mentioned by Wright et 

al. (2005) in their review of strategy research in emerging economies. They deem К ПТЫЦ’Ь 

ability to explore new opportunities, and its “ЬЭЫКЭОРТМ ПlОбiЛТlТЭв” КЬ ТЦЩШЫЭКЧЭ МШЧНТЭТШns 

of survival and successful development in emerging economies.  Various other papers 

indirectly stress the role of bridging capital by pointing out the benefits of extensive inter-

firm networking (Koka & Prescott, 2002; Spicer, Kogut & McDermott, 2000) and the 

importance of environmental scanning (May, Stewart & Sweo, 2000).  At least one study 

has identified the positive impact of weak ties networking for firm performance (Batjar-

gal, 2003).  Taken together, these findings provide suggestions for testing a hypothesis 

regarding the role of bridging social capital in SME growth which may take a firm be-

yond its usual comfort zone, and beyond familiar markets.   

Hypothesis 1.1: Bridging capital of SMEs operating in emerging markets will 

be positively associated with an SME’s growth outside its home region. 
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The extant literature is inconclusive regarding the effects of bonding ties on or-

ganizational outcomes. The limitations of strong bonding ties for cooperative behavior 

and overall firm development have been acknowledged (De Carolis & Saparito, 2006; 

Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Granovetter, 1985; Woolcock, 1998). Yet the main focus of 

researchers has been on the benefits derived from bonding capital such as better firm sur-

vival capability (Pennings, Lee & van Witteloostuijn, 1998) or improved performance 

(Cooke, Clifton & Oleaga, 2005; Leana & Pil, 2006).  The value of bonding relations 

manifests itself through positive practices and effective firm processes (Collins & Clark, 

2003; Maurer, Bartsch & Ebers, 2011).  For instance, bonding capital increases mutual 

understanding and coherent actions (PОЧР, 2004; MМCКllЮЦ & O’Connell, 2009) and 

stimulates knowledge exchange and resources transfer (Pearson et al., 2008; Uzzi, 1996; 

Yli-Renko et al., 2002).  Thus, bonding capital allows for overcoming the internal barri-

ers to growth in a firm, both domestically and internationally (Cardoza & Fornes, 2011).  

Hence, strong bonding relations are expected to be related to SME growth as a measure 

of performance. 

Hypothesis 1.2: Bonding capital of SMEs operating in emerging markets will be 

positively associated with SME growth. 

Previous discussion suggested that the environmental conditions of emerging 

markets play an important role in defining SME social capital. However, some specific 

attributes of SMEs themselves may encourage firms to place more emphasis on creating 

more bonding or more bridging capital at a firm level.  With many studies having been 

carried out into SMEs, there is still a lack of agreement on the theoretical conceptualiza-
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tion of SMEs.  In entrepreneurship research, SMEs are often associated with an individu-

al entrepreneur and his/her behavior (Baker & Nelson, 2005; Lumpkin & Dess 1996; 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003b).  In the field of international business studies, SMEs are often 

seen as innovative, actively internationalizing firms (McDougall, Shane & Oviatt, 1994; 

Zahra, Neubaum, & Naldi, 2007).  A less known theoretical perspective on the nature of 

SMEs has been developed in the French literature. This deals with the specificity of 

SMEs in terms of their organization and management (D'Amboise & Muldowney, 1988; 

Julien, 1993, 1998; Torrès & Julien, 2005).  

This latter “ЬЦКll ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ МШЧМОЩЭ” fits well with the notion of social capital as it 

emphasizes the special nature of SMEs through SME management, and hence through 

internal relations within a firm, as well as the external relations with other actors. In 

ЬСШЫЭ, ТЭ ЬЮРРОЬЭЬ ЭСКЭ ЭСОЫО КЫО ЭаШ ЦКУШЫ ЭвЩОЬ ШП SMEЬ: 1) “ЭЫКНТЭТШЧКl” ЬЦКll business; 

КЧН 2) “КЧЭТ-ЬЦКll ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ”, КlЬШ ФЧШаЧ КЬ “НОЧКЭЮЫОН” ЬЦКll ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ. Julien (1993, 

1998) built a foundation for this concept by synthesizing some important characteristics 

of “ЭЫКНТЭТШЧКl” small businesses into one framework.  Firstly, he pointed out that tradi-

tional SMEs were engaged in informal, direct, and simple management practices and sys-

tems of information collection and exchange. Secondly, he argued that they preferred di-

rect contact or dialogue when communicating internally and externally. Thirdly, he stated 

that SMEs used informal networks to stabilize their position in the external environment.  

Julien noted that the latter feature could be explained by the fact that most traditional 

SMEs operated in markets that were geographically and psychologically close.   
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Alongside this classic view of SMEs exists the phenomenon of small business 

“НОЧКЭЮЫТЧР” (MОЬЬОРСОЦ, 2003; Torrès & Julien, 2005). These authors noticed that be-

havioral diversity among SMEs puts some of them outside (or on the boundaries) of the 

traditional small business concept. For instance, some SMEs adopt multiple product lines 

usually associated with large companies and use complex planning systems; they are fast 

on learning and innovation, and they compete internationally.  “AlЭСШЮРС ЭСО КЧЭТ-small 

business has the attributes of a large business, it is still small in size. In some ways, the 

anti-ЬЦКll ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ ТЬ К ЦТЧТКЭЮЫО ЛТР ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ” (Torrès & Julien, 2005: 363).   

Torrès and Julien (2005) also referred to prior research and identified some envi-

ronments that can lead to SME denaturing, including: 1) globalization of markets; 2) par-

ticipation in alliances and business groups; and 3) adoption of modern data and quality 

management systems. Such factors can cause SMEs to become more explicit in manage-

ment procedures, as well as less centralized and less informal.  Form the growth perspec-

tive, denaturing represents changes in the nature of SMEs, and hence exemplifies what 

Penrose (1959) refers ЭШ КЬ “ТЧЭОЫЧКl МСКЧРОЬ”, ШЫ the qualitative growth of a firm.  

Thus, it is reasonable to expect that in emerging markets SMEs will be affected 

by the denaturing factors listed above; and hence the changes in SMEs’ nature will lead 

to the specific features of SME social capital, as a result of qualitative growth.  For in-

stance, some SMEs may face the need to develop more bridging connections to be able to 

capture more opportunities, maintain complex strategies and keep up higher business 

standards than their traditional SME counterparts.   
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Nowadays globalization affects countries in all parts of the world and information 

management systems have become standard for any business organization of whatever 

size. Also, it is well known that business groups dominate emerging and transition econ-

omies around the world (Khanna & Palepu, 1997). Hence factors that can create an SME 

denaturing environment are as present in emerging countries as in mature ones.  For ex-

ample, SMEs that are members of business groups may lose at least part of their inde-

pendence and unique identity in terms of their strategy formulation, their management 

system, and their choice of partners. So they will rely less on the bonding core of their 

firm, and they will be more open to sharing or delegating some strategic business func-

tions to their business group partners. At the same time, SMEs within business groups 

need to maintain a wide variety of relationships with other group members, and with ex-

ternal parties that may be geographically and socially distant. As such, they have more 

bridging ties with other actors; and those ties reflect all kinds of relations, such as: 1) 

market or social; 2) КЫЦ’Ь lОЧРЭС, formal or strong, informal; and 3) short or long-term.  

On the other hand, SMEs which are willing to compete in larger markets may need to 

adapt to higher levels of competition, product and management requirements. Hence they 

will have to connect to greater business communities, carry out more environmental 

scanning, and become part of various networks.   

Overall, denatured SMEs will pay more attention to creating bridging social capi-

tal than traditional SMEs in order to be better positioned in the market, and to capitalize 

on opportunities that arise from their environment. Denatured SMEs will place less em-

phasis on bonding capital as, by definition, they are more explicit in their organization 
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and activities. Thus, the idiosyncratic nature of bonding ties will not fit well into the more 

formal and open context of denatured SMEs.  Hence, in the context of this study, I expect 

that denatured SMEs will have more horizontal bridging capital and less bonding social 

capital than their traditional counterparts.  

Hypothesis 1.3: Denatured SMEs will exhibit more horizontal bridging ties than 

traditional SMEs. 

Hypothesis 1.4:  Denatured SMEs will exhibit less bonding capital than tradi-

tional SMEs. 

 

3.1.2. Scope of  SME Growth and Complexity of Business Partnerships   

3.1.2.1. Factors Contributing to Multi-Dimensional  Process of Growth 

As any business organizations, SMEs change during their life cycle. Most of those 

changes can be defined as SME growth; and that growth can be either qualitative or 

quantitative.  PОЧЫШЬО’Ь broad view of the phenomenon of firm growth (1959) allows for 

considering SME growth as SME development. Thus, qualitative changes such as SME 

denaturing may be accompanied by quantitative changes, such as an increase in output or 

size. This multi-dimensional process implies that firm growth may have various sources 

and effects (Davidsson & Wiklund, 2000).  Bonding and bridging social capital are 

among relatively underexplored determinants of firm growth, which includes both quanti-

tative and qualitative development. 

There are various growth options available to any firm. Some are related to firm 

or industry lifecycle; others require changes in firm processes, or call for behavioral ad-

justments on the part of management and employees. For instance, strengthening a firm’Ь 
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market position, entering a new market, or exploring collaborative opportunities in the 

home country and abroad represent acts of entrepreneurship by a firm (Shane and Venka-

taraman, 2000; Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003b).  Entrepreneurship literature emphasizes 

several factors that are essential for successful firm development. These include: 1) dis-

covery and exploration of new opportunities, new information; 2) knowledge acquisition, 

leverage and transfer; 3) legitimacy-building, capacity-enhancing; and 4) coping with en-

vironmental uncertainty. The extant literature suggests that there are many benefits de-

rived by firms from bonding and bridging social capital (see Appendix B).  As such, firm 

growth in its broad sense is shaped by the creation and use of various social, hierarchical, 

and market relations that comprise firm social capital.    

How do the two distinct types of social capital; bonding and bridging; affect firm 

development, and in particular the scope of SME growth?  As mentioned above, SMEs in 

general have less access to resources than larger companies. They do not usually have a 

cushion of slack resources, and depend greatly on relational capital. For SMEs, social 

capital can be an extremely important asset in managing their daily activities, and in 

planning their developmental efforts.  Empirical studies suggest that SMEs from emerg-

ing markets rely on social networks even more in trying to compensate for their scarce 

resources and deficient external environments, while at the same time gaining access to 

new markets and business opportunities (Chen & Chen, 1998; Tung & Chung, 2010; 

Zhao & Hsu, 2007). 

Prior research suggests that the discovery of entrepreneurial opportunities takes 

place through recognition rather than searching (Kirzner 1997; Shane, 2000).  This means 
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that the distribution of knowledge and information is essential for an opportunity to be 

discovered; and that social capital shapes this entrepreneurial discovery through a combi-

nation of bonding and bridging relations.  The type and the level of knowledge or infor-

mation (internal or external) affect the involvement of any given firm in the exploration 

or exploitation of discovered opportunities (Li & Atuahene-Gima, 2001; Gaur & Lu, 

2007).  The industry environment also influences SMEs’ behavior, as some industries 

demand exploration, and others exploitation of market opportunities (Rowley et al., 

2000). The authors conclude that “strong ties are positively related to firm performance 

when the environment demands a relatively high degree of exploitation, and weak ties are 

ЛОЧОПТМТКl ПШЫ ОбЩlШЫКЭТШЧ ЩЮЫЩШЬОЬ” (RШаlОв ОЭ Кl, 2000: 384).   Exploitation requires 

more in-depth understanding of an industry, and deeper, fine-grained information that can 

be received through bonding relations. It implies an active search for new ideas and op-

portunities, and thus requires more reliance on bridging ties.  

3.1.2.2. Complementarity of Bonding and Bridging Capital for 

 Qualitative SME Growth 

The earlier discussion introduced some evidence that bridging connections were 

essential for firms seeking to pursue growth beyond local markets (McMillan & Wood-

ruff, 2002), and explore more opportunities (Wright et al., 2005).  The role of bonding 

capital for development has not been explicitly determined. Yet bonding ties provide co-

herence and meaningfulness for a firm (MМCКllЮЦ & O’CШЧЧОl, 2009; Pearson et al., 

2008); and bonding social capital is necessary for efficient use of firm resources includ-

ing knowledge (Galunic & Rodan, 1998; Yli-Renko et al., 2002). According to 
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WoolМШМФ’Ь (1998) КЧКlвЬТЬ ШП ЦТМЫШ КЧН ЦКМЫШОМШЧШЦТМ НОЯОlШЩЦОЧЭ, ЛЫТНРТЧР ЭТОЬ 

need to be complemented by bonding ties for any growth to take place.   

I believe that SMEs as organizations integrate both macro and micro perspectives 

on development viewed as growth. Firstly, the extant literature often associates SMEs 

with their individual founders, freedom of entrepreneurial action and more proactive 

market behavior (Covin & Slevin, 1989; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). Secondly, from the 

perspective of embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985) SMEs are connected to, and reflect the 

overall system of relations at higher levels such as industry, economy or the nation state. 

АТЭС ЭСОЬО КЬЬШМТКЭТШЧЬ ТЧ ЦТЧН, ТЭ ТЬ ЫОКЬШЧКЛlО ЭШ ЛЮТlН ЮЩШЧ АШШlМШМФ’Ь (1998) con-

ceptualization of economic development and extend his logic towards emerging markets 

SMEs.  Hence a linear combination of bonding and bridging social capital will lead to 

SME growth, provided that at least one of the variables in the equation exceeds the “lШа” 

rank.  I ЦЮЬЭ ЧШЭТМО ЭСКЭ “lШа” lОЯОl ШП ЛШЧНТЧР ШЫ ЛЫТНРТЧР ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl ЫОПlОМЭЬ ЭСО ЫОla-

tive lack of it, but not the full absence of respective relations (such as trust among firm 

members or connections to external environment).  

I would argue that the quadrant described by Woolcock (1998) as a case of low 

bonding and low bridging capital which is not applicable to SMEs as organizations; even 

putting aside the fact that this particular combination of internal and external ties is ex-

tremely rare, and ЫОПlОМЭЬ К “ЧШ НОЯОlШЩЦОЧЭ” ШЮЭМШЦО.  FТЫЬЭly, ТЧ АШШlМШМФ’Ь ТЧЭОЫЩЫe-

tation, “lШа” ЛШЧНТЧР capital refers to the absence of trust and common identity; and to 

there being no common goals and interests among group members. For any SME to es-

tablish itself and to operate as a collective actor, it needs to demonstrate some degree of 
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coherence and bonding relations among firm members.  Thus, the bonding social capital 

ШП КЧ SME КlаКвЬ ОбМООНЬ ЭСО “lШа” ЫКЧФ. SОМШЧН, “lШа” ЛЫТНРТЧР capital refers to the 

isolation of a firm from any social or business networks.  SMEs as organizations have to 

satisfy certain legal criteria, and at least comply with national business regulations; and 

they have to sell their products and services. Hence, they have to be connected to the ex-

ternal environment through interactions with authorities, market and societal structures. 

Thus an SME can not operate autonomously, and its bridging capital needs to be above 

the “lШа” lОvel. 

By factoring in a high degree of environmental uncertainty in emerging markets, I 

will further elaborate on the choice of scope of growth, and type of networking strategies 

associated with various growth options. I would posit that, depending on the overall level 

of bonding and bridging social capital, SMEs in emerging markets choose certain strate-

gies of growth accompanied by specific behavior (Figure 2).   

The level of development of bridging social capital sets limits to the scope of 

SMEs’ growth.  If bridging capital is well developed, and bonding capital is relatively 

weak, SMEs will tend to grow outside their СШЦО ЫОРТШЧ, КЧН РОЭ ТЧЯШlЯОН ТЧ КЫЦ’Ь-

length networking. Building on the previous analysis, I would expect that bridging ties 

may evoke more formal, and more complex contractual relationships, including some 

value chain activities.  Thus, the scale of growth in terms of diversity of business dealings 

may be large.  Putting together the scale and the scope of growth, SMEs with high bridg-

ing but limited bonding social capital may enter moderately distant markets, and make 

broader collaborative agreeЦОЧЭЬ ШЮЭЬТНО ЭСОТЫ “ЬШМТКl РЫШЮЩ”.  
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The higher a firm’Ь social capital is the greater ПТЫЦ’Ь involvement in transactions 

and in ownership of other business ventures is likely to be (Zahra, 2010).  Thus, I would 

expect that SMEs with well-developed bonding and bridging ties will exhibit a greater 

scale and scope of growth. In fact, they will exemplify a greater extent of growth outside 

their home region, and complex contractual relations with other parties. Having both a 

strong bonding core and bridging networks to enhance their market opportunities, SMEs 

may try internationalization as a long-term, strategic developmental option. Having the 

advantages of both bonding and bridging ties, SMEs may be capable of conducting 

knowledge- and information-intensive activities, such as foreign market entry. Well de-

veloped bonding and bridging ties taken together may provide SMEs with an adequate 

amount of resources, and allow for such expansion. Taking into account the process of 

SME denaturing, we may expect that SMEs with highly developed and well-balanced 

bonding and bridging social capital will try to compete based on levels of competence 

and experience similar to those of large firms. We may also expect that SMEs engaged in 

the process of internationalizing will adopt a wider range of contractual activities relative 

to SMEs which operate in the domestic market only.  

As discussed above, bonding capital provides the motivation for operating a SME 

and for seeking developmental opportunities.  At the same time, too many strong ties and 

too much homogeneity limit access to new ideas and growth (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; 

Uzzi, 1997; Woolcock, 1998). Thus, greater reliance on bonding capital, together with 

insufficient bridging capital may limit the scope of SME growth, leading to the creation 

of local clusters of SME with common values and goals. These SMEs will stay in their 
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home region, and will pursue low-risk, reactive developmental strategies.  Growth and 

networking options for these firms may ТЧМlЮНО КЧЬаОЫТЧР ШЭСОЫ ПТЫЦЬ’ НОЦКЧНs for local 

partners, or capitalizing on intra-firm information exchange and informal, trust-based in-

group cooperation. Thus, the scale of growth will be limited to informal or direct contrac-

tual relations.  

  To summarize the previous discussion, SMEs with highly developed bonding 

and bridging capital will have greater opportunities for growth, and may attempt interna-

tionalization on a go-it-alone or a cooperative basis. SMEs with higher bridging and low-

er bonding capital will also have multiple developmental options available on a regional 

and national level. Finally, firms with higher bonding and lower bridging social capital 

will be limited to growth within their local market. Thus, SMEs will choose their geo-

graphic scope of growth according to the levels of their bonding and bridging social capi-

tal. 

Hypothesis 2.1:  SMEs with greater bridging capital will be more likely to select 

wide growth in a geographic scope.  

Hypothesis 2.2:  SMEs with greater bonding capital will be more likely to select 

wider growth in a geographic scope. 

Continuing this line of argument, SMEs with highly developed bonding and 

bridging capital will pursue a greater variety of contractual relations, including complex 

business dealings such as domestic and foreign strategic alliances. Firms with higher 

bridging, but lower bonding capital will be involved in various domestic collaborations. 

SMEs with higher bonding and lower bridging social capital will maintain basic contrac-
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tual relations such as direct domestic sales or purchasing.  In other words, SMEЬ’ growth 

can be exemplified in the complexity of their business dealings and is related to the levels 

of bonding and bridging social capital they can achieve. 

Hypothesis 2.3: Greater bridging capital is more likely to lead to the utilization 

of more complex contracts. 

Hypothesis 2.4: Greater bonding capital is more likely to lead to the utilization 

of more complex contracts. 

 

3.1.3. Internationalization as a Special Case of SME Growth 

IЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКlТгКЭТШЧ ТЬ НОПТЧОН КЬ “ЭСО ЩЫШМОЬЬ ШП ЭСО ПТЫЦ’Ь ЛОМШЦТЧР ТЧЭОРЫКЭОН ТЧ 

international economic activiЭТОЬ” (MКЭСОаЬ 2006:16), and it covers the broad array of 

foreign operations. Stage models of internationalization (Johanson & Vahlne, 1997) have 

viewed internationalization as an incremental process of moving from low-risk activities 

such as indirect exporting to high-risk activities such as foreign direct investment (FDI). 

In the early 1990s, a new model of internationalization had been proposed for a group of 

ПТЫЦЬ РОЧОЫКllв ЫОПОЫЫОН ЭШ КЬ “ЛШЫЧ РlШЛКlЬ” ШЫ “ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl ЧОа ЯОnЭЮЫОЬ” (MМDШЮРКll, 

Shane, & Oviatt, 1994; Oviatt & McDougal, 1994, 1997; Rennie, 1993). International 

new ventures implemented the FDI route to foreign markets, raising capital, accessing 

other resources, and establishing their enterprises in multiple international locations.  For 

these firms, their early internationalization has been attributed to their entrepreneurial ca-

pacities and their ability to identify and exploit foreign market opportunities, as well as to 

mobilize the necessary resources and capabilities.  Yet another perspective incorporates 

social relations and inter-firm networks as the context of internationalization (Johanson & 
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Mattsson, 1998).  Studying New Zealand international new ventures, Coviello (2006) 

found that ПШЫ “born globalЬ” business network ties were more important than social ones, 

and that third-party connections and referrals served as catalysts for internationalization.   

Although many “born globals” are relatively small firms, not all SMEs follow the 

entrepreneurial approach and attempt early internationalization. Even though SME 

growth strategies do not exclude an opportunity to go international, many small firms 

grow domestically throughout their life cycle.  Those SMEs choosing early and aggres-

sive internationalization often have lower slack resources, less room for making mistakes, 

and a lower survival rate (Lyles et al., 2004).  SMEs often rely on networking as a vehicle 

to overcome resource limitations and reduce risks of foreign market entry (Chen & Chen, 

1998; Gulati, 1998). Thus there still is a debate regarding organizational and environmen-

tal factors encouraging the internationalization of SMEs (Westhead, Binks, Ucbasaran & 

Wright, 2002).  

In the context of this study, there is some evidence that relational connections 

help small businesses to go global. The evidence, however, is mixed in terms of identify-

ing what type of ties (strong or weak, social, market or hierarchical) are more important 

for helping SMEs to internationalize (see Coviello, 2006 for review).  Several studies of 

SMEs from emerging and newly industrialized economies have attributed the discovery 

of international opportunities to strong, in-group ties with Asian diasporas in foreign 

countries (Assudani, 2009; Tung & Chung, 2010; Wu et al., 2007; Yiu et al, 2007; Zhao 

& Hsu, 2007).  Bridging networks had helped Asian SMEs to develop business contacts 

that either led to exporting, or to establishing new ventures in foreign markets.  Ethnic 
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and cultural ties were in the center of Asian SMEs’ internationalization.  It is interesting 

to note that, unlike the usual bridging connections that joined together heterogeneous 

groups, the Asian experience of SME internationalization refers to bridging ties between 

geographically distant, but ethnically and culturally homogenous groups.  This raises the 

question if all SMEs from emerging markets tend to rely on strong bridging ties, or 

whether the Asian case is specific to the regional culture and traditions of business net-

working such as kinship and guanxi.   

Aside from the opportunities available to emerging market SMEs through social 

capital, there are often other motives behind expanding abroad. For example, Chinese 

SMEs may choose to internationalize because of an unfavorable domestic institutional 

environment that limits their domestic growth opportunities (Boisot & Meyer, 2008; 

Cardoza & Fornes, 2011). Overall, regulative pressures in China stimulate firms to inter-

nationalize and escape the hostile domestic market when other growth options are re-

stricted.  

I expect that, despite their motives for internationalization, all SMEs that choose 

foreign expansion as a growth strategy will exhibit similarities in the structure of their 

organizational social capital.  As Torrès and Julien (2005) suggest, when SMEs interna-

tionalize or go to geographically distant markets, they need to change their usual business 

coordination mechanisms.  As such, they have to become less centralized in their man-

agement style, and develop more bridging connections to secure their survival in an un-

familiar environment.  Thus, horizontal ties seem to be more beneficial for SMEs, as in 

the process of foreign expansion they can rely more on their abilities to explore, and learn 
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from other firms. Taking into account the resource limitations of SMEs, it is less likely 

that vertical ties will be used by SME as a vehicle to enter new markets. The power 

asymmetries between SMEs and the various authorities are too large for vertical ties to be 

instrumental in the process of SME internationalization.  Thus, I would posit that SMEs 

will choose growth through internationalization if they develop more horizontal bridging 

ties in their business environment, compared to their counterparts who will choose to 

grow domestically.  

Hypothesis 3: Internationalizing SMEs will exhibit more horizontal bridging 

ties than domestic SMEs. 

 

3.2. Moderating Effects of Organizational and Institutional Environment 

3.2.1. Human Capital and SME Development  

The literature on SME growth recognizes the influence of human capital as one of 

the determinants of growth.  Broadly defined, “СЮЦКЧ МКЩТЭal is created by changes in 

ЩОЫЬШЧЬ ЭСКЭ ЛЫТЧР КЛШЮЭ ЬФТllЬ КЧН МКЩКЛТlТЭТОЬ ЭСКЭ ЦКФО ЭСОЦ КЛlО ЭШ КМЭ ТЧ ЧОа аКвЬ” 

(Coleman, 1988:100). Like any kind of capital asset, human capital is of value to a firm. 

Thus, human capital can facilitate or hinder firm behavior, including opportunity seeking, 

decision-making, formulation and implementation of strategies.   

“AЦШЧР ЭСО ЯКЫТКЛlОЬ КЬЬШМТКЭОН аТЭС ЭСО ТЧНТЯТНЮКl, К Цa-

jority of studies found that for motivation, education, man-

agement experience, number of founders and functional  

ЬФТllЬ, ЭСО ТЧПlЮОЧМО ШЧ РЫШаЭС ТЬ ЩШЬТЭТЯО” (Davidsson et al, 

2007: 370).  
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Motivation is an important contributor to human capital. For instance, founders’ 

КЧН ЦКЧКРОЫЬ’ РЫШаЭС ТЧЭОЧЭТШЧЬ КЫО ЩШЬitively related to actual SME growth, especially 

if supported by proper education and business experience (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003a).  

BКЮЦ & LШМФО (2004) СКЯО ПШЮЧН ЭСКЭ “РШКlЬ, ЬОlП-efficacy, and communicated vision 

СКН НТЫОМЭ ОППОМЭЬ ШЧ ЯОЧЭЮЫО РЫШаЭС” (BКЮЦ & LШМФО, 2004: 587). The ability to discov-

er and exploit opportunities for firm growth is also important (Covin and Slevin, 1997).  

In addition to its role in encouraging growth, the human capital of an entrepreneur has 

been recognized as a source of competitive advantage (Alvarez & Busenitz, 2001; Brush 

& Chaganti, 1998).  “GЫШаЭС ШЫТОЧЭКЭТШЧ ТЬ ЩКЫЭТМЮlКЫlв ТЦЩШЫЭКЧЭ ПШЫ ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl 

growth, given the greater uncertainty and risks of international expansion compared to 

НШЦОЬЭТМ РЫШаЭС” (ВlТ-Renko et al., 2002).  With regard to qualities which are beneficial 

ПШЫ ЭСО ЬЩОМТКl МКЬО ШП ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl РЫШаЭС, ЫОЬОКЫМСОЫЬ СКЯО ТНОЧЭТПТОН “ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl 

ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ ЬФТllЬ” (CСКЧНlОЫ & JКЧЬОЧ, 1992; HОЫЦКЧЧ & DКЭЭК, 2002; MКЧШlШЯК ОЭ Кl., 

2002; Reuber & Fisher, 1997), personal characteristics of managers (Aaby & Slater, 

1989;   LОШЧТНШЮ ОЭ Кl., 1998), КЧН “ЩОЫМОЩЭТШЧЬ ШП ЭСО ОЧЯТЫШnЦОЧЭ” (CКЯЮЬРТl, 1984) КЬ 

factors positively related to internationalization. 

  While there is some debate regarding the effects of individual factors and the 

particular dimensions of human capital, the overall conclusion is that personal character-

istics such as motivation, education, management experience, and team size contribute to 

firm growth, while gender effects are inconsistent.   

 Since SMEs in general have more resource limitations than larger companies 

(Manolova et al., 2002), it becomes even more essential to put their available resources to 
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their best use.  As for the particular role of human capital in emerging markets, Puffer, 

McCarthy, & Peterson (2001) provide an illustration of growth and survival decisions in 

Russia, describing them as being affected by a “СШЬЭТlО ОЧЯТЫШЧЦОЧЭ” КЧН Лв the “Мreative 

ЮЬО ШП ЬМКЫМО ЫОЬШЮЫМОЬ” Лв ОЧЭЫepreneurs and managers. Overall, there is a need for more 

studies of ЦКЧКРОЫЬ’ cognitive abilities, and of human responses to environmental pres-

sures (Wright et al., 2005) 

Based on the existing studies it is, however, reasonable to conclude that the value 

of human capital for SME development and success increases as firmЬ’ strategies become 

more complex or risky. I would expect SME human capital to relate to social capital, and 

to shape a firm’Ь processes and outcomes, including its growth strategies.  In fact, human 

capital can affect the creation of social capital through the ТЧНТЯТНЮКl “СЮЦКЧ” ПКМЭШЫЬ 

attributed to every manager and employee of a firm.  Since I propose the direct effect of 

SME social capital on the choice of growth strategy, I expect that human capital will 

condition this relationship.  

Hypothesis 4.1: Human capital will positively moderate the relationship be-

tween bonding and bridging social capital and SME growth outcomes. 

Hypothesis 4.2: Human capital will positively moderate the relationship be-

tween bonding and bridging social capital and the geographic scope of SME 

growth. 

Hypothesis 4.3: Human capital will positively moderate the relationship be-

tween bonding and bridging social capital and the complexity of SME con-

tracts. 
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3.2.2. Environmental Embeddedness of SME 

Like other organizations, SMEs operate in an external environment where multi-

ple forces define socio-economic, political, and legal conditions, and shape the behavior 

and outcomes of economic actors.  Institutional theory posits that institutions create the 

“ЫЮlОЬ ШП ЭСО РКЦО” ТЧ ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ КЧН ЬШМТОЭв, КЧН МЫОКЭО МШЧЬЭЫКТЧЭЬ on human and business 

interactions (North, 1990).  North also notes that the major institutional arrangements are 

created by political, social and legal rules.  The quality of an institutional environment 

thus depends on the level of development of these multiple rules, and varies significantly 

from country to country and among groups of countries.  An institution-based view refers 

to the embeddedness of economic actors in their institutional environment (Peng et al., 

2008).  This means that the quality and specific characteristics of national institutions de-

fine the way a firm relates to its external environment. In emerging markets, institutional 

embeddedness seems more pronounced as formal institutional frameworks are relatively 

weak, and informal institutional arrangements prevail.  In addition, with the lack of ex-

ternal institutional frameworks, firms relay on their own proactive behavior in securing 

their place in the market, and protecting themselves from unfavorable external factors.    

According to Estrin et al. (2006), it is the institutional environment that distin-

guishes SME behavior, including growth options in emerging economies, and makes the 

overall experience of firms in emerging countries so different from experience obtained 

in mature economies. In emerging markets, firms develop customized, context-specific 

mechanisms to interact with their environment. Also, different types of external ties play 

an important role in establishing and maintaining these interactions. For instance, institu-
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tional connections provide a firm with better access to the market (Li et al., 2009) as well 

as financial resources (Leuz & Oberholzer-Gee, 2006), government contracts, infor-

mation and upcoming changes in regulations (Yiu et al., 2007).  The external institutional 

environment sets the limits and creates the conditions for firm operations; it provokes 

specific firm behaviors aimed at achieving a better fit with national institutional frame-

works, and stronger position in the market.  Peng & Heath (1996) suggest that in emerg-

ing markets the institutional environment constraints the growth choices available to 

firms in terms of both the extent and direction of growth.  In other words, the great im-

portance of the ТЧЬЭТЭЮЭТШЧКl ОЧЯТЫШЧЦОЧЭ ПШЫ ПТЫЦ ЛОСКЯТШЫ ШЧМО КРКТЧ ЫОПОЫЬ ЭШ ПТЫЦЬ’ 

embeddedness in their country-specific social, market, and hierarchical relations.  Thus, a 

firm’Ь МШЧЧОМЭion to its external environment, including its industry and institutional em-

beddedness, leads to its exposure to multiple opportunities and constraints that may affect 

its actions (McEvily & Zaheer, 1999).    

Aside from institutional regulations, market size and level of competition, indus-

try growth, economic and political uncertainty and even geographic location are among 

the factors that influence a firm’Ь processes and outcomes.  With regard to firm growth, 

Dess and Beard (1984) have identified environmental dimensions ЬЮМС КЬ “НвЧКЦТЬЦ, 

СОЭОЫШРОЧОТЭв, СШЬЭТlТЭв КЧН ЦЮЧТПТМОЧМО” that may stimulate or inhibit growth. At the 

same time, the exact outcome of environmental effects is difficult to estimate, because 

the effects may be contradictory, and because they interplay with the human components 

of a firm’Ь behavior (Davidsson et al., 2007).  As the previous section suggests, human 

motivation, goals and skills also affect growth, and their influence may be stronger than 
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other environmental effects. Thus, factors of external environment have their impact on 

firm growth; but those effects may not be the strongest ones.   

However, I would posit that two dimensions of external environment, namely en-

vironmental uncertainty and environmental munificence, will play distinct roles in shap-

ing SME growth.   Environmental uncertainty is expected to have negative effects on 

firm growth, as unpredictable situations beyond a ПТЫЦ’Ь МШЧЭЫШl КЫО СКЫНОЫ ЭШ ЧКЯigate 

(Smith, Baum & Locke, 2001).  Higher uncertainty forces firms to choose lower risk 

strategies (Palmer & Wiseman, 1999); to retreat to more familiar environments and sim-

pler organizational processes (Keats & Hitt, 1988).  Unpredictable changes in external 

environment may be especially threatening for SMEs. Not only do they limit develop-

mental opportunities, but also increase the impact of poor management choices (Covin & 

Slevin, 1989). Thus, greater uncertainty calls for cautious firm behavior, including devel-

opmental strategies. It also requires extensive monitoring and complex decision-making 

that may be too costly for resource restricted SMEs.  Taking all the above factors into 

consideration, I propose that environmental uncertainty may impede the process of de-

velopment, and hence weaken relations between SMEЬ’ social capital and growth. 

Hypothesis 4.4: Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and SME growth out-

comes.  

Hypothesis 4.5: Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and the geographic scope 

of SME growth. 
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Hypothesis 4.6: Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and the complexity of 

SME contracts.  

The extant literature agrees on the positive role played by environmental munifi-

cence for firm performance. Indeed, higher munificence reflects greater market and in-

dustry capacity and positive developmental trends. It provides more resources, more stra-

tegic choices and supports firm growth (Castrogiovanni, 1991; Dess & Beard, 1984; 

Keats & Hitt, 1988). In other words, high munificence offers more options to cope with 

various challenges (Smith et al., 2001) and explore more opportunities (Cao et al., 2010).  

The positive effects of high growth industry environments on firm performance have 

been established in prior research (Porter, 1980).  Munificent industry environment fa-

vors the growth of new ventures (McDougall, Covin, Robinson, & Herron, 1994); and the 

effect holds for firms in emerging markets (Peng & Luo, 2000). Thus, I would expect that 

greater environmental munificence will provide wider market opportunities, and 

strengthen relations between SMEЬ’ social capital and growth. 

Hypothesis 4.7: Environmental munificence will positively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and SMEs’ growth out-

comes.  

Hypothesis 4.8: Environmental munificence will positively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and the geographic scope 

of SME growth. 
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Hypothesis 4.9: Environmental munificence will positively moderate the rela-

tionship between bonding and bridging social capital and the complexity of 

SME contracts.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Sample and Procedure 

Sample. The target sample includes SMEs (up to 500 employees) from the Novo-

sibirsk region of Russia.  Three hundred firms from the Novosibirsk City Chamber of 

Commerce databases and from local business listings were contacted about participation 

in this study, either by me directly, or by the Novosibirsk City Chamber of Commerce.  

Seventy one firms agreed to participate in this study, making the response rate 23.6%.  

While this response rate was relatively low, it was very similar to response rates reported 

in prior research conducted in emerging markets that ranged from 18% to 26% (Batjargal, 

2007; Manolova et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2007).  The selection of firms was made using a 

combination of a snowball technique and convenience sampling.  Participating firms 

were identified 1) through the list of participants of the two major industrial exhibitions, 

SibPolitech and Sibstroyexpo; 2) through my personal contacts in Novosibirsk business 

community; and 3) following the expert advice received at the City Chamber of Com-

merce. This sample represents a mix of manufacturing firms from high- and low-tech in-

dustries (20 and 45 respectively). Most of the firms are privately owned, while some have 

a minor share of municipal ownership. Small businesses of 100 employees or less com-

prise 78% of the sample. The age of the firms ranges between 2 and 79 years, with an av-

erage age of 12.2 years. Young firms up to three years old comprise 18% of the sample, 

and mature firms of 20 years or more represent 11% of SMEs in the study.  In terms of 

respondents, 38% of them were co-founders of SMEs participating in the study. The 
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overall industry experience among respondents varied from 2 to 43 years, with an aver-

age industry tenure of 8 years. Company tenure ranged between 2 and 23 years; on aver-

age respondents have worked in the surveyed companies for 6 years.   Out of 71 ques-

tionnaires collected, 6 had some missing data that could not be verified or replaced 

through secondary sources of information.  As a result, six firms were excluded from the 

subsequent analysis, and 65 firms comprised the working sample.  

Instruments and Procedures.  The CEOs of selected firms were contacted to solic-

it their participation, and as a result, the questionnaires (Appendix E and Appendix F) 

were filled in either by the CEOs themselves, or by one of the top managers, who were 

well informed of the ПТЫЦ’Ь ЦКЫФОЭ НОЯОlШЩЦОЧЭ КЧН РЫШаЭС.  The participating firms and 

informants were notified that, while there were no direct benefits to be gained from par-

ticipating in this study, the individual responses would be analyzed in order to develop a 

better understanding of the structure of social capital, and its impacts on the choice of 

firm growth strategy.  Participants were offered an aggregated report on the results of this 

study, but most of them declined this offer.   The data collection process took place from 

July to October 2011, during two field trips to Russia. All the questionnaires were dis-

tributed in person, and filled in on-site and in my presence. Each paper and pencil ques-

tionnaire took about 45 minutes to complete.   In a small number of cases (about 15), a 

follow-up interview was conducted to elaborate on the survey questions, and to collect 

more in-depth responses to the topic of the study. Personal interviews were sought from 

contacts in sampled firms and conducted by myself.  All the questionnaires were person-
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ally delivered by me to Canada, where the data was checked for errors, properly coded, 

entered into an encrypted computer file, and stored on a secure computer at the JMSB.    

In addition to questionnaires, the data on firm growth was validated through sta-

tistical reports collected by the Russian Federal State Statistics Service, and by its local 

representative office1.  Statistical reports containing the data on sales growth and industry 

codes for surveyed firms were received in December 2011 and January 2012 via email 

from Moscow and Novosibirsk offices of the Russian Federal State Statistics Service. 

Firm-level data on regional and international activities and partnerships was also verified 

via firm web pages, firm booklets and catalogues.  Firm age data was verified through an 

on-line database of the Federal Tax Service of Russia.  Industry-level information on in-

dustry growth rates for industries represented in this study was collected in January 2012 

from the publicly available databases of the Russian Federal State Statistics Service. 

 

4.2. Measures  

All measures for this study were drawn from previously published research, 

which included previously validated multi-item scales, calculated ratios and parameters.  

Independent variables included the structural and relational dimensions of Bonding and 

                                                 
1  I have conducted a paired-samples t-tests to compare the 2-year average sales 

growth rates calculated on the basis of self-reported data (questionnaires), and on the ba-

sis of official statistical reports.  The test found no statistically significant differences in 

mean scores of self-reported (M = 18.337, SD = 18.18) and archival statistics-based (M = 

18.946, SD = 16.86) average sales growth rates; t(64) = .833, p=.408. In other words, 

self-reported growth data does not differ from the data obtained from secondary sources. 

Thus I may expect that other self-reported assessments are rather objective, and that the 

measures calculated on the basis of questionnaires reflect the real situation in surveyed 

firms. 
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Bridging Social Capital.  The dependent variable was Firm Growth (measured qualita-

tively and quantitatively).  There were also three moderator variables: Human Capital, 

Environmental Uncertainty, and Environmental Munificence, and three control variables: 

Firm Age, Size, and Industry.  Appendix C lists all the variables used in this study.  Ap-

pendix D provides itemized scales for measures used in this study, all of them tested in 

prior research.  Appendixes E and F present both English and Russian versions of the 

questionnaire used in this study. 

4.2.1. Independent Variables 

Researchers have taken many approaches to the operationalization of social capi-

ЭКl, “ЫОПlОМЭТЧР ЩОЫСКЩЬ ЭСО ЛЫШКН ЧКЭЮЫО ШП ЭСО МШЧЬЭЫЮМЭ КЬ аОll КЬ ЭСО lКМФ ШП К МШЧЬТЬЭОЧЭ 

ЯТОа ШП аСКЭ МШЧЬЭТЭЮЭОЬ ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl” (KТЫЬС ОЭ Кl., 2010: 478).  TСТЬ ЬЭЮНв aims to try 

to understand the overall and specific effects of SME bonding and bridging social capital 

on firm growth strategy. This is why I used several complementary measures of social 

capital (see Appendix D). 

Bonding Social Capital. I chose the operationalization of bonding social capital 

that 1) captured trust and information sharing as the major features of bonding relations, 

and 2) had been tested at organizational level of analysis. I have followed the approach to 

estimating bonding social capital developed in the prior research (Leana & Pil, 2006), 

asking participants to assess the situation in their firms as a whole, and not to refer to 

their own experience.  Structural and relational dimensions of bonding social capital were 

assessed using multi-item scales.   
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The structural dimension of bonding social capital was measured by social inter-

actions operationalized as information sharing among SME managers. Each of six items 

(Hyatt & Ruddy, 1997; Leana & Pil, 2006) was assessed using a 5-point Likert scale, 

from 1 (very untrue) to 5 (very true).  RОЩШЫЭОН CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 0.89.  An example of 

one of the items is: Managers engage in open and honest communication with one anoth-

er.  

Relational dimension was assessed by using a six-item measure of trust (Leana & 

Pil, 2006). CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 0.88.  An example of one of the statements is: Managers 

have confidence in one another in this firm. 

Bridging Social Capital.  Bridging social capital was assessed following the theo-

ry-based approach (Granovetter, 1973), for measuring bridging relations by the number 

and strength of ties.  This approach has been used in numerous empirical studies, and at 

multiple levels of analysis. The structural dimension of bridging social capital was meas-

ured by the density of horizontal and vertical ties.  Density (i.e. number) of ties was 

measured as proposed by Boissevain (1974), by verifying if potentially existing ties do 

actually exist. Statements with dichotomous answers were used to verify the existence of 

certain vertical and horizontal ties.  Examples of bridging ties include ethnic, cultural, 

professional, educational, and prior work experience; and ties with local, regional, na-

tional and foreign country authorities, and with industry authorities.  In this study I asked 

about fifteen different external ties. Eight of them were horizontal, including connections 

with customers, suppliers, business partners, competitors, professional associations, 

chambers of commerce, foreign commercial structures, and ethnic associations (Diaspo-
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ra).  Seven were vertical, including connections with banks, financial agencies, govern-

ment agencies, and also federal, regional, municipal and foreign government structures.  

A theoretical basis for the ties categorization was drawn upon analysis of external ties of 

emerging market firms (Cao, Simsek & Zhang, 2010; Xu et al., 2012; Yiu et al., 2007). 

Relational dimension was assessed by the strength of horizontal and vertical ties.  

Strength of ties was measured by their reciprocity. On a dichotomous scale, reciprocity 

was coded as 1 for close relationships and 0 for distant relationships, following Granovet-

ter (1973).  2 

4.2.2. Dependent Variables 

In studies on SME growth, there are several accepted measures of growth, such as 

sales, assets, employment, market share, profit (see Davidsson et al., 2007 for review). In 

this study I have measured firm growth qualitatively and quantitatively.  While assessing 

change in amount of growth is easy, measuring change in quality of SME operations is 

more difficult, and requires several indicators.  Therefore, I have used three variables to 

measure SME growth: one quantitative (out-of-home region growth) and two qualitative 

(geographic scope of growth and complexity of contracts). 

                                                 
2 Some researchers (Leana & Pil, 2006) measured the frequency of contacts 

(number of contacts per week), and time spent with external parties in addition to reci-

procity of contacts. Parameters of frequency and time, however, were assessed for educa-

tional organizations, and for routine tasks. In the context of this study the vast majority of 

informants could not answer questions regarding frequency of contacts or time spent with 

external parties. Since I was asking to make an assessment for a firm as a whole, and not 

for individual contacts of CEOs or top managers, none of informants could provide an 

aggregated assessment for their firm. All informants have explained to me that business 

processes are non-routine, and external contacts vary significantly across individual em-

ployees or departments, and during certain times of a year.   
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Total Growth was measured as an average percentage of sales growth for two 

years, following Florin, Lubatkin & Schulze (2003), and Zahra, Ireland & Hitt (2000).  

This relative growth indicator is the most general to firms, representing several indus-

tries; and it is commonly used in studies of firm performance (Capon, Farley & Hoenig, 

1990).  I have chosen 2008 and 2010 as my reference years, and have omitted the sales 

data reported for 2009 as this was the hardest year of recession for Russian business. 

Most of the business indicators were significantly lower in 2009 than in 2008 and in pre-

ceding years, and by eliminating this crisis year from my calculations I have attempted to 

minimize the negative macroeconomic effects on my dependent variable.  

Out of home region growth was calculated as total growth weighted by the share 

of SME revenue from all activities outside their local market, mirroring the measure of 

international growth widely used in prior studies (Bonaccorsi, 1992; Calof, 1994; Zahra 

et al., 2007). 

Two qualitative measures of growth were developed for the assessment of the 

scope of growth (local, regional, or international) and complexity of contractual relations 

(domestic direct contracts, domestic contracts (both direct and through intermediaries) 

and domestic and international contracts (both direct and through intermediaries). 

Geographic scope of growth was measured by the type of markets in which SMEs 

operate. This measure reflects direction of SME growth, and it qualitatively mimics the 

measure of geographic scope (number of markets) that has been well established in the 

literature on internationalization (Zahra et al., 1997; Zahra et al, 2007 Sullivan, 1994; 

Tallman & Li, 1996). The data was categorically coded as 1 if SME only operated in its 
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home region; 2 if SME worked in other regions or nation-wide, and 3 if SME was in-

volved in any international activities.   

Complexity of contracts reflects on qualitative changes in SME activities. This pa-

rameter of growth was measured by the scale and sophistication of SME business deal-

ings, using Manolova et al.’Ь (2002) measure of internationalization.  Each participant 

аКЬ КЬФОН КЛШЮЭ СТЬ ШЫ СОЫ ПТЫЦ’Ь ТЧЯШlЯОЦОЧЭ ТЧ КЧв ШП ЭСО ПШllШаТЧР КМЭТЯТЭТОЬ: ТЦЩШЫЭ, 

direct export, and export through intermediaries, licensing (product or service), contract-

ing (agency or distribution), franchises, direct sales and direct purchasing.  Each of these 

eight items was measured dichotomously (1 if yes, 0 otherwise).  Answers were later 

coded in 3 categories reflecting the complexity of SME contractual relations.  If a SME 

was only involved in direct domestic sales or purchasing, it was coded as 1. If in addition 

to that the SME had any agency or distribution agreements, it was coded as 2. And final-

ly, if the SME was involved in all the previously mentioned types of relations, and had 

any foreign contracts or partnerships, it was coded as 3.  These three categories allowed 

for the assessment of the overall complexity of SME business dealings, from direct con-

tacts with customers and suppliers to contacts through domestic and foreign intermediar-

ies, namely agents or alliance partners.  

4.2.3. Control Variables 

All research is affected by the presence of confounding variables that could influ-

ence the tested relationships.  The effect of confounding variables should be minimized 

by the various kinds of controls. In addition I controlled for firm age, size, and industry.  

I also planned to control for firm ownership, but since most of the companies in my sam-
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ple are privately owned, and just a small fraction of them identified themselves as a first-

generation family business, I decided to omit the ownership control variable. 

Firm age was measured by the number of years as of SME founding, not taking 

into account changes in firm ownership or name.  The data on age was collected via ques-

tionnaires, but it was also verified through the publicly available databases of the Federal 

Tax Service of Russia. Firm age is expected to positively correlate with organizational 

social capital, as this intangible resource takes time to develop.  Over a longer period of 

time, firms may establish more bridging ties, or may strengthen their bonding relations. 

Thus, controlling for firm age was essential. 

Firm size was measured as the natural logarithm of the number of employees (full-

time), following Lu and Beamish (2001).  Employment data was collected from questionnaires, 

and verified by using such sources as SME web sites, or information booklets.  Statistical data on 

employment in private firms in Russia is considered confidential, and cannot be verified through 

the Russian Federal Statistics Service.  

Industry. Several industries in the sample they were coded as high to medium-

technology (1) or medium to low-technology (0),  following  OECD’Ь (2011) classifica-

tion of manufacturing industries into categories based on R&D intensities.  It is possible 

that the type of industry may influence firm growth. Empirical studies have supported the 

link between R&D expenditures and firm growth (Coad & Rao, 2010; Klette & Griliches, 

2000). Thus it is reasonable to expect that depending on the level of their R&D spending, 

firms may have to be more aggressive in their growth to be able to generate more reve-

nues, and recuperate their R&D investments.  
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SME denaturing was assessed through business group membership. This parame-

ter serves as an indicator of denaturing context. Business group affiliation captures many 

of characteristics of denatured SMEs: wider markets, formal management practices, re-

porting systems (Torrès & Julien, 2005). In Russian business practices business groups, 

КlЬШ ФЧШаЧ КЬ “РЫШЮЩЬ ШП МШЦЩКЧТОЬ” СКЯО ЭШ СКЯО ПШЫЦКl КРЫООЦОЧЭЬ КЧН ЬЩОМТПТМ МШn-

tracts covering the basis of relationships among members. As such, business group mem-

bership does reflect a higher level of formality in SME management in comparison with 

traditional SMEs.  Thus, while this parameter was not controlled for, the variable of de-

naturing allowed comparing bonding and bridging social capital for different types of 

SMEs. It served as a proxy for denaturing environment, and not as a measure of SME de-

naturing. Denaturing was coded as 1 if the SME was affiliated with a business group and 

0 otherwise.   

 

4.2.4. Moderators           

There are three moderator variables in this study: human capital, environmental 

uncertainty and environmental munificence (both reflecting the external environment).  

Human Capital was assessed using education, experience, and aspiration for 

growth (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003a).  These measures are highly relevant to this study 

as previously they have been used in SME growth research.  

Education was measured by asking respondents about the highest level of com-

pleted education. The level of education was recorded with reference to years of educa-

tion. 
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Experience was measured by summarizing three dichotomous variables: start-up 

experience, management experience, and experience of working in rapidly growing or-

ganizations.  Start-up experience (item HC1) was coded as 1 if a respondent had started 

another business (prior to starting his/her current business), and 0 otherwise.  Manage-

ment experience (item HC2) was coded as 1 if a respondent had worked as a manager in 

any other organization for at least a year, and 0 otherwise.  Rapid growth experience 

(item HC3) was coded as 1 if a respondent had worked as a manager in organizations 

with annual sales growth of at least 20%, and 0 otherwise. All three scores were summa-

rized to measure the overall experience. 

Aspiration for growth is the measure often used to assess owners and managers 

motivation for growth. Thus it captures characteristics of human capital, such as inten-

tions and abilities to sustain growth, and not just reflect passive expectations of growth 

outcomes. This variable was assessed using a four-item measure (Wiklund & Shepherd, 

2003a). Two items were assessed using a 7-point Likert scale, from 1 (very negative) to 7 

(very positive). Two more items were assessed with one open-ended question each, and 

the answers were later converted into two seven-point scales.  The rОЩШЫЭОН CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь 

alpha for this measure was 0.72.  An example of one of the questions is:  What is your 

assessment of a 25 percent increase in your firm sales in five years?   

Environmental uncertainty and environmental munificence represent parameters 

of external environment.  Environmental uncertainty had been used in prior research (Xu 

et al., 2012). This measure consists of six items, assessed on a 7-point Likert scale, from 

1 (disagree very strongly) to 7 (agree very strongly). The reported CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 
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0.76. An example of an item under question is: It is important for our business to develop 

strategies that are competitor-oriented in the long run. 

Environmental munificence was measured by industry growth rate calculated as 

an average percentage of industry revenue increase for the last 3 years preceding data col-

lection (2008-2010).  This measure is often referred to as an indicator of external pressure 

to grow. It has been used in multiple studies.  

 

4.2.5. Design limitations        

There are number of limitations of this study that need to be mentioned. Firstly, 

the cross-sectional nature of this study only allows for a snap-shot of a firm’Ь social capi-

tal and firm growth.  Capturing the changes in variables being studied could improve the 

generalizability of results, and provide a better understanding of SME strategy-making.  

However, considering the difficulties of obtaining the data from both primary and sec-

ondary sources, I have decided to postpone the longitudinal analysis until the future, hop-

ing to use it for the development and refinement of the results of this study. 

Secondly, the common method bias needs to be controlled for (Podsakoff, Mac-

kenzie, Lee & Podsakoff, 2003).  I only have one informant per each company, and while 

it is not uncommon to rely on self-reported, single source data while dealing with SMEs, 

I made all possible efforts to minimize possible bias. I have verified several variables us-

ing secondary data sources. A firm-specific measure of firm total growth for 2008 and 

2010 and industry codes were obtained from the Russian Federal Statistics Service. Firm 

age was checked using the data available from Federal Tax Service of Russia. Self-

reported information on the scope and scale of growth was verified through firm websites 
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and catalogues. Industry growth rates were obtained from the reports published by the 

Russian Federal Statistics Service.  Industry codes were recoded in a dichotomous control 

variable; scale and scope of firm growth were each coded in three-level categorical varia-

bles as described in sections 4.2.2 - 4.2.3.  

Thirdly, sample size and structure is something of an issue.  I used a relatively small 

sample (65 firms); and the selection of firms was not random, but was made on the 

grounds of recommendations of the local experts. I received references from senior man-

agers of the Novosibirsk City Chamber of Commerce, and the Department of Industrial 

Development, Innovations and Entrepreneurship of the Novosibirsk City Administration. 

Some participants were sought based on my personal connections with former colleagues 

who became business owners.  Overall, all companies included in the working sample 

satisfy criteria of being less than 500 employees in size, and being a manufacturing firm 

working in either the business or the consumer sector.  About 70% of the sample consist-

ed of firms located in the city of Novosibirsk, or in the Novosibirsk region of Siberia, 

while about 30% of the firms were located in neighboring regions.  I believe I achieved 

sufficient variability in the characteristics of social capital, as well as in control and out-

come variables in my sample (See Table 1). The generalizability of results may be an is-

sue because of the sample size, which also restricts the choice of analytical procedures. 

 

4.2.6. Analytical Procedures 

  A pilot study using the data collected from a student sample (undergraduate or 

MBA students) was conducted before major primary data collection.  As a preliminary 

step, I assessed the factor structure using exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses as 
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some questionnaire items were slightly reworded in the process of translation, and I 

wanted to ensure that they had loaded on their appropriate factors in excess of .3, the crite-

rion commonly used to interpret factor loadings as being meaningful. I also assessed the reli-

ability of all scale-based measures.  I made some modifications to the back-translated 

questionnaire and these are described in the next section of this study.  

Descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations and correlations) are presented 

for all variables in this study.  Zero-order correlation analysis was used to assess the re-

lationships between variables (variable means, standard deviations, and zero-order Pear-

son correlations).   

Statistical techniques for comparing groups were applied to comparisons of ele-

ments of bonding and bridging social capital between different types of SMEs, and be-

tween SMEs that implemented various growth strategies. T-tests, one-way, and two-way 

between groups analysis of variance were used to assess between-group differences in 

mean scores of density of horizontal ties and trust.  

Hierarchical Regression Analyses, including multiple regression and logistic re-

gression were used to examine the main effects between dependent and independent vari-

ables. In the process of hierarchical multiple regression analysis, control variables were 

entered in the regression model and the variables of interest followed.  To examine the 

moderation effects, a set of exploratory regressions was proposed, following Baron and 

KОЧЧв’Ь (1986) ЬЮРРОЬЭТШЧ to use a three-step hierarchical analysis for the testing of sim-

ple moderator variable effects. In the first step, an independent variable was entered in 

the regression.  In the second step the moderator variable was added. In the third step, a 
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multiplicative cross-product term was added. If there had been increase in explained vari-

ance at the third step, as compared to the second step, then the interaction of the inde-

pendent and moderator variables would be considered proven.    
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Measures Pre-test 

The questionnaire was back translated into Russian, and the measures were pre-

tested using the data collected from 32 graduate students with current employment in 

Russian SMEs.  Principal components analysis (PCA) was applied to investigate the 

structure of adapted and translated measures, and reliability analysis was used to assess 

the internal consistency of scales in the Russian language.  The number of cases per item 

was adequate (at least five), and inter-correlations among items were moderate (r < .3) 

suggesting that that the data set was suitable for factor analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 

2007).  The factorability of the data was also supported by the statistical measures of 

BКЫЭlОЭЭ’Ь ЭОЬЭ ШП ЬЩСОЫТМТЭв КЧН KКТЬОЫ-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)’Ь measure of sampling ade-

quacy.  For all tested scales (information sharing, trust, aspiration for growth, and envi-

ronmental uncertainty) , BКЫЭlОЭЭ’Ь  ЭОЬЭ аКЬ ЬТРЧТПТМКЧЭ  КЭ Щ < 0.000 lОЯОl, КЧН KMO Тn-

dex ranged from .755 to .848, suggesting that the minimum requirements for factor anal-

ysis (KMO > .6) were being met (Tabachnick & Fidel, 2007). A one-component solution 

was reached for each of the measures.  To check the reliability of the scales, CronЛКМС’Ь 

alpha coefficients were obtained using SPSS reliability analysis. Reverse items from the 

measures of trust and environmental uncertainty were recalculated prior to running the 

ЩЫШМОНЮЫО.  TСО lТЭОЫКЭЮЫО ЬЮРРОЬЭЬ ЭСКЭ CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК МШОfficients should be above .7 

(DОVОllТЬ, 2003) ЭШ ТЧНТМКЭО ЭСО ЬМКlО’Ь ТЧЭОЫЧКl МШЧЬТЬЭОЧМв.  As a result of reliability 

testing, the six-item scales for trust and environmental uncertainty were modified to im-
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prove their internal consistency. Item T6 was removed from the trust measure (several 

inter-item correlations with r < .3, and item-total correlation r = .423), and item EU4 was 

removed from environmental uncertainty measure (negative inter-item correlations with -

.329 < r < -.051, and item-total correlation r = -.242). CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК ЯКlЮОЬ ПШЫ infor-

mation sharing, trust, aspiration for growth, and environmental uncertainty ranged from 

.758 to .936, suggesting that all the translated and modified scales were reliable 

measuresof underlying constructs.  

 

5.2. Preliminary Analyses 

Scales reliability analyses.  After the data collection was complete, and before 

preliminary data analysis was conducted, reliability tests were repeated for the five scale-

based measures used in the questionnaire instrument.  As a result, three scales were modi-

fied, and items with low item-total correlations were removed to improve the scales’ in-

ternal consistency.  The following items were removed:  IS4 (r = .253) from the scale 

measuring information sharing, item T5 (r = .179) from the scale measuring trust, and 

item HC1 (r =.292) from the scale measuring human capital experience. The resulting 

ЯКlЮОЬ ШП CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК were acceptable for information sharing (=.762), human 

capital experience (= 0.790) and aspiration for growth (= 0.725). The CronЛКМС’Ь 

alpha scores for trust (), and environmental uncertainty (= 0.820) were good.  

It is worth noticing that for short scales of less than ten items, it is common to have 

CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК ЯКlЮОЬ of less than .7 (PКllКЧЭ, 2007).  IП CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК ТЬ КЭ .5 lОЯОl 

it is recommended that inter-item correlations between .2 and .4 should be reported 

(Briggs & Cheek, 1986).  Even though none of the measures used in this study had low 
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CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК scores, I performed an additional screening of mean inter-item correla-

tions to make sure that they met the above mentioned requirements. In fact, the inter-item 

correlations for all the scales were between .360 and .757.  Data collected was suitable 

for measures of social capital  

Assessment of data normality.  Since the data was to be analyzed via regression 

analysis, it was ЧОМОЬЬКЫв ЭШ ОЧЬЮЫО “ЧШЫЦКl” НТЬЭЫТЛЮЭТШЧ ШП ШЛЬОЫЯОН ЯКЫТКЛlОЬ.  The ex-

amination of normality was based on statistical and graphical methods.  Skewness and 

ФЮЫЭШЬТЬ ЯКlЮОЬ аОЫО ЮЬОН ЭШ КЬЬОЬЬ ЭСО ЬвЦЦОЭЫв КЧН “ЩОКФОНЧОЬЬ” ШП НТЬЭЫТЛЮЭТШЧЬ.  SЭa-

tistical tests of normality were performed via Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics, checking 

for non-significant results (p > .05), and accompanied by assessment of histograms, ex-

pected normal probability plots and detrended expected normal probability plots. The 

shape of the distribution was either normal, or slightly deviated from normal for size (LN 

employees), aspiration for growth, environmental uncertainty, density of horizontal ties, 

density of vertical ties, and strength of horizontal ties. 

Various transformations were attempted to normalize the distributions of continu-

ous variables.  The variables of information sharing and trust, both negatively skewed (-

1.747 and -.699 respectively) were transformed via reflect and square root procedures; 

with transformed variables meeting normality assumptions.  Logarithm transformations 

were applied to variables of age (skewness = 3.279, kurtosis = 12.07), and out of home 

region growth (skewness = 1.845, kurtosis = 2.995). The resulting distributions were sig-

nificantly improved, but still deviated a little from normal.  The variable of strength of 
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vertical ties (skewness = 2.127, kurtosis = 4.281) had slightly improved distribution after 

attempting logarithmic and inverse procedures that had very similar results.  

Screening for outliers. A check for univariate outliers was performed as part of 

the normality assessment procedure. Two outliers for the variable of age and four outliers 

for the variable of out of home region growth were identified through box plots. After ex-

amining the outlier cases I checked for data accuracy and for the relevance of outlier cas-

es to the sample. Since the outliers were a legitimate part of the sample I decided to keep 

the cases with extreme scores, but I changed the scores as recommended by Tabachnick 

& Fidell (2007).  The outlier cases were assigned scores that were one unit larger that the 

next most extreme score in the distribution. Thus the modified outlier cases were still de-

viant, but their impact was reduced.  After locating univariate outliers, I checked for the 

presence of multivariate outliers using Mahalanobis distance statistics. No multivariate 

outliers were found in the sample.  

Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations. Table 1 presents the descriptive 

statistics and correlation matrix for all the variables in this study. The zero-order correla-

tions between information sharing and outcome variables of out of home region growth, 

scope of growth and complexity of contracts were weak and not significant at least at p< 

0.1; thus the variable of information sharing was excluded from the following regression 

analysis.  The bivariate correlations between dimensions of bonding capital were strong 

and significant (r = .757, p < .01), corresponding to the results reported by Leana & Pil 

(2006), and supporting the multidimensionality of bonding capital. Correlations between 

measures of bridging capital; specifically, between the density of horizontal ties and den-
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sity of vertical ties and between the strength of horizontal ties and strength of vertical ties 

were low to moderate, and all were significant, allowing for the use of these variables in 

subsequent analysis without aggregation.  

 

5.3.   Tests of Hypotheses 

5.3.1. Testing Hypothese comparing Bonding and Bridging Social Capital  

oП “DОЧКtЮЫОН” КЧН “TЫКНТtТoЧКХ” SMEЬ  

A series of tests were performed to compare types of social capital between dif-

ferent groups of SMEs.  Hypotheses 1.3 and 1.4 predicted that parameters of bonding and 

bridging social capital were different for denatured SMEs, as compared to traditional 

SMEs.  An independent samples t-test was performed in SPSS in order to compare mean 

scores for density of horizontal ties and trust as measures of bridging and bonding capital, 

respectively.  A one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was considered 

for testing group differences, but dependent variables did not fully satisfy the require-

ments for multivariate analysis. MANOVA works best if dependent variables are highly 

negatively correlated, or moderately correlated in any direction; but this technique is not 

attractive if variables are highly positively correlated, or weakly correlated (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 2007). The latter is the case with measures of bonding and bridging capital that 

were almost uncorrelated. Thus, two independent samples t-tests were performed to test 

hypotheses about the build up of social capital across different types of SME. 

Prior to the application of this statistical technique, general assumptions of inde-

pendence of variation, normality of distribution were checked for; and the homogeneity 

of variance was taken into consideration. Another consideration needs to be mentioned, 
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which applies to the possibility of having non-significant results due to insufficient pow-

er.   I followed StevenЬ’ (1996) ЬЮРРОЬЭТШЧ ЭСКЭ аТЭС ЬЦКll РЫШЮЩ ЬТгОЬ ЭСО “КlЩСК” lОЯОl 

of significance was to be set at .1 or .15 in order to decrease the probability of a Type II 

error.  Since my sample contained 65 observations, the approximate size of groups was 

from 20 (for three groups comparison) to 30 cases (for two groups), which put them in 

ЭСО “ЬЦКll ЬТгО” МКЭОРШЫв. I ЬОЭ ЭСО МЮЭ-off level of significance at .15 in order to capture a 

statistically significant difference between groups. The effect size was calculated to as-

sess the relative magnitude of the differences, as suggested by Cohen (1988). 

Independent samples t-tests found significant differences in mean scores of tested 

parameters of bonding and bridging social capital for denatured and traditional SMEs.  

There was a significant difference in scores of density of horizontal ties for denatured 

SMEs (M= 4.55, SD = 1.15) and traditional SMEs (M = 4.09, SD = 1.42; t (63) = 1.43, p 

= .16, two-tailed). The magnitude of differences in the means (mean difference = .46, 

95% CI: -.19 to 1.11) was small (eta squared = 0.031).  Significant differences were also 

found for scores of trust; it was lower for denatured SMEs (M= 15.8, SD = 2.9) than for 

traditional SMEs (M = 16.82, SD = 2.05; t (63) = 1.65, p = .10, two-tailed). The magni-

tude of differences in the means for trust (mean difference = 1.03, 95% CI: -.20 to 2.29) 

was small (eta squared = .041).  

Overall, hypothesis 1.3 was supported, as denatured SMEs had a slightly higher 

density of horizontal ties than traditional SMEs. Hypothesis 1.4 was supported, as scores 

for trust as the measure ШП ЛШЧНТЧР ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl аОЫО “ЬТРЧТПТМКЧЭlв” СТРСОЫ ПШЫ tradi-

tional SMEs than for denatured ones. For all the measures tested the effect size was 
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small, meaning that only 3% of variance in density of horizontal ties, and 4% of variance 

in trust were explained by SME denaturing.  The test results indicated that denatured 

SMEs had more horizontal ties to the external environment; and thus they may have been 

better positioned in terms of accessing new market or social opportunities than traditional 

SMEs.  The latter group, on the other hand, had more trust among individuals in a firm; 

and thus traditional SMEs may rely more on internal effectiveness, on firm-specific re-

sources and capabilities than their denatured counterparts.  

 

5.3.2. Testing Hypothesis comparing Bridging Social Capital of   

International and Domestic SMEs 

To test hypothesis 3, I moved the analysis further along than testing mean differ-

ences in scores for SMEs who chose internationalization, and those who stayed within 

national borders.  Considering that a significant difference was found for scores of densi-

ty of horizontal ties for denatured and traditional firms, I chose to conduct a two-way be-

tween-groups analysis of variance.  I decided to explore the impact of both SME interna-

tionalization and SME denaturing on the density of horizontal ties.  Regarding interna-

tionalization, firms were divided in two groups according to their scope of growth (do-

mestic or international).  The interaction effect between internationalization and denatur-

ing was not statistically significant, F (1, 61) = 1.30, p = .259. There was a statistically 

significant main effect for internationalization, F (1, 61) = 2.82, p = .1. However, the ef-

fect size was small (partial eta squared = .044). And as expected, another significant main 

effect was recorded for SME denaturing, F (1, 61) = 1.88, p = .17; with small effect size 
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(partial eta squared = .03). Figures 3 and 4 provide a graphical illustration of between-

group comparisons.  

Looking further at between-group differences I conducted a one-way ANOVA 

with post-hoc tests to explore where exactly the differences in bridging capital between 

international and domestic SMEs occurred.  In addition to international SMEs, I further 

divided domestic firms into two groups, according to their scope of growth (local or re-

gional); receiving three groups in total.  There was a statistically significant difference at 

the p < .05 level in density of horizontal ties scores for the three groups: F (2, 62) = 4.81, 

p < .01. The actual difference in mean scores between the groups was rather small (see 

Figure 5). The effect size, calculated using eta squared, was 0.13, which makes it medi-

um, and brings it close to large effect size  (eta squared .14 or higher). Post-hoc compari-

sons using the Tukey HSD test indicated ЭСКЭ ЭСО ЦОКЧ ЬМШЫО ПШЫ “LШМКl” РЫШЮЩ (M = 

3.70, S.D. = 1.19) was significantly different from two other groups: the “IЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl” 

group (M = 4.82, S.D. = 1.18), p = .01 and the “ReРТШЧКl” РЫШЮЩ (M = 4.45, S.D. = 1.36), 

p = .12.  The “IЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl” РЫШЮЩ НТН ЧШЭ НТППОЫ ЬТРЧТПТМКЧЭlв ПЫШЦ the “RОРТШЧКl” РЫШЮЩ.  

Hypothesis 3 predicted that international SMEs would have more horizontal 

bridging connections than domestic SMEs.  The between-groups analysis found statisti-

cally significant differences between international SMEs and an aggregated group of do-

mestic firms. A detailed comparison of three groups revealed that firms with a local ori-

entation were significantly different from SMEs that pursued both regional and interna-

tional strategies for growth. The effect size was moderate to large as 13.4% of variation 

in the density of horizontal ties was explained by the scope of SME growth. Thus, hy-
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pothesis 3 was supported. This result provides more support for earlier findings on the 

importance of bridging connections for firms aiming to pursue growth outside their local 

market (Batjargal, 2003; McMillan & Woodruff, 2002). Apparently, a firm’Ь “ЬЭЫКЭОРТМ 

ПlОбТЛТlТЭв” (АЫТРht et al., 2005) created by bridging ties gives SMEs developmental 

choices that cover a variety of domestic (regional or nation-wide) and international 

growth options.  

 

5.3.3. Testing the Model Linking Social Capital and SME Growth 

Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 were tested using hierarchical multiple regression analy-

sis.  Taking into account the issue of generКlТгКЛТlТЭв, “ПШЫ ЬШМТКl ЬМТОЧМО ЫОЬОКЫМС, КЛШЮЭ 

15 ЬЮЛУОМЭЬ ЩОЫ ЩЫОНТМЭШЫ КЫО ЧООНОН ПШЫ К ЫОlТКЛlО ОqЮКЭТШЧ” (SЭОЯОЧЬ, 1996: 72). Another, 

more conservative formula suggested by Tabachnick & Fidell (2007) allows the calcula-

tion of a minimum sample size based on the number of independent variables in equation: 

N > 50 + 8m (where m = number of independent variables).  Given my sample size of 65 

observations, the number of predictors in all subsequent regressions will not exceed 4. A 

series of regressions were run to test the effects of various measures of bonding and 

bridging social capital on firm out of home region growth, while controlling for firm size, 

age, and industry.    

The first set of 3-step regression models was run to test the direct relationships be-

tween variables of bridging social capital (density and strength of horizontal and vertical 

ties) and outcome variable were tested.  Following this, I present the results for the Step 4 

that tested for the presence of moderation effects for each proposed moderator.   Since the 
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moderation tests included testing for interaction effects among variables, all independent 

variables and potential moderators were centered prior to regression analyses in order to 

attenuate possible multicollinearity issues (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).  

Preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure no violations of normality, lineari-

ty, multicollinearity and homoscedasticity.  Twelve models in total were run for bridging 

social capital.  Six of them tested for direct and moderated associations between density 

of horizontal ties, density of vertical ties, and growth outcome, with results reported in 

Table 2.  I repeated regression analyses for strength of horizontal ties, strength of vertical 

ties, and growth outcome.  Table 3 reports the results of another six models that also in-

cluded tests for direct and moderation effects.   

For two of the models, the testing of direct effects was ended at Step 2. Models 1a 

and 1b tested the effects of the density of vertical ties and the strength of vertical ties, re-

spectively. Firm age, size, and industry were entered at Step 1, explaining 23.2% (adjust-

ed R square) of the variance in out of home region growth. After the entry of density of  

vertical  ties  at Step 2 the total explained variance decreased to 22%,  F (4, 60) = 5.523, 

p < .001.  This variable did not explain any additional variance in growth, F change (1, 

60) = .012, p < .913; and thus it was excluded from subsequent analysis.  Similar results 

were received for the model that tested the strength of vertical ties at Step 2: the total var-

iance explained by the model as a whole decreased to 22 %, F (4, 60) = 5.519, p < .001, F 

change (1, 60) = .000, p < .996.   

Models 2a through 6a tested the density of horizontal ties, and at Step 2 they 

demonstrated the increase in total variance explained from 23.3% to 27.2%,  F (4, 60) = 
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6.933, p < .001. With the introduction of density of horizontal ties, and after controlling 

for age, size and industry the model explained an additional 3.9% of the variance in 

growth. Adjusted R squared change = 3.98%, F change (1, 60) = 4.310, p < .042. This 

variable was statistically significant, with a relatively small positive beta value (.225, 

p < .042).  

Models 2b through 6b tested the strength of horizontal ties, and at Step 2 they also 

demonstrated the increase in total variance explained from 23.3% to 26.6% (adjusted R 

square), F(4, 60) = 6.785, p< .001. The strength of horizontal ties resulted in an addition-

al 3.6% of variance explained, and in F change (1, 60) = 3.702, p < .059. This variable 

was also statistically significant, with a small positive beta value (.210, p < .059).  

Since the density and strength of the horizontal ties were moderately correlated, it was 

not surprising to have similar results from direct effect tests.   

Models 1c through 5c tested the relationship between bonding social capital 

measured by trust and the SMEЬ’ total growth. Control variables entered at Step 1 ex-

plained 4.2% (adjusted R square) of the variance in total growth.  Adding the variable of 

trust at Step 2 demonstrated an increase in total variance explained from 4.2% to 5.7% 

(adjusted R square), F (4, 60) = 1.963, p< .15. Trust resulted in additional 1.5% of vari-

ance explained, and in F change (1, 60) = 1.982, p < .17. This variable was marginally 

significant, with a small positive beta value (.170, p < .17).  The statistical signifi-

cance of trust is rather low. However, for small samples (or small effect sizes) a more 

liberal  level is most appropriate for detecting a relationship or an effect (Stevens, 

1996).  
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Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 proposed positive relationships between two types of 

SME social capital and growth. Specifically, hypothesis 1.1 predicted a positive relation-

ship between bridging capital and out of home region growth. The results indicated that 

the density and strength of vertical ties had no effect on out of home region growth, but 

that the density and strength of horizontal ties had a small and significant positive direct 

effect on the outcome variable. Thus, Hypothesis 1.1 was partially supported. Both the 

structural (density) and relational (strength) dimensions of bridging social capital were 

eЬЬОЧЭТКl ПШЫ SME’Ь КЛТlТЭв ЭШ РШ ЛОвШЧН ТЭЬ lШМКl ЦКЫФОЭ. HШаОЯОЫ, ШЧlв СШЫТгШЧЭКl ЭТОЬ 

were associated with SME growth. Vertical ties demonstrated no relation to the growth 

outcome. It is possible that bridging horizontal and vertical ties serve different purposes 

for SMEs. The former help in spanning boundaries, while the latter provide stability in 

the uncertain environment of emerging markets. The extant literature tends to generalize 

all bridging ties of a firm as having similar effects, but it may be that further detalization 

is needed to clarify the role of horizontal and vertical linkages. 

 Hypothesis 1.2 proposed a positive association between SME bonding social cap-

ital and total growth.  I received some indication that trust had a discreet and marginally 

significant direct effect on the outcome variable of total growth. Bonding relations were 

associated with SME growth as a measure of firm performance, providing cautious sup-

port for prior studies. Thus, bonding social capital contributed to efficiency of SME pro-

cesses, and encouraged growth. Hence I consider that hypothesis 1.2 was partially sup-

ported, provided that the variable of trust demonstrated a lower level of significance.  
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5.3.4. Testing for Moderation Effects 

Hypotheses of direct relationships were tested using a series of hierarchical re-

gression analyses in SPSS.  At the next stage of the regression analysis I tested for mod-

eration effects.  Hypotheses 4.1 predicted that human capital (measured as aspiration for 

growth, education, and experience) would positively moderate the relationship between 

1) independent variables of bridging social capital (density of horizontal ties and strength 

of horizontal ties) and the outcome variable of out of home region growth; and 2) inde-

pendent variable of bonding social capital (trust) and the outcome variable of total 

growth. Hypothesis 4.4 and 4.7 predicted moderation effects of environmental uncertain-

ty, and environmental munificence on the relationship between independent and outcome 

variables. For these analyses I have followed the procedure described by Baron & Kenny 

(1986).  For each of proposed moderators I continued hierarchical multiple regression 

analysis, adding one of moderators at Step 3 for models 2a through 6a, 2b through 6b, 

and 1c through 5c.  If there was a noticeable increase in explained variance at Step 3, as 

compared to Step 2, then I followed with a multiplicative cross-product term of inde-

pendent variable and proposed moderator at Step 4.  The interaction of the independent 

and moderator variables was considered proven if at the last step of analysis there was an 

increase in explained variance. 

I tested for moderation effects by adding variables of human capital and external 

environment in three sets of regression models: 1) models 2a through 6a testing density of 

horizontal ties; 2) models 2b through 6b testing strength of horizontal ties; and 3) models 

1c through 5c testing trust.   
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Firstly, I added aspiration for growth at step 3 in model 2a. The model testing 

density of horizontal ties  improved at Step 3, as the results indicated a small increase in the total 

variance explained from 27.2% to 28.3.6% (adjusted R square), F (5,59) = 6.045, p < 

.001. Aspiration for growth contributed 1.1% of the variance explained, and F change (1, 

59) = 1.855, p < .178. This variable, however, was not statistically significant, with a 

very small positive beta value (.148, p < .178).  Since the model had improved in to-

tal, I moved on to Step 4 to test the interaction of two variables of interest, density of hori-

zontal ties and aspiration for growth. Although a direct effect between aspiration for 

growth and the outcome variable was found, the Step 4 results indicated no moderation 

effect as there was no increase in total variance explained (the adjusted R square had 

slightly decreased to 28.2%). Adding variables of education and experience at Step 3 did 

not improve models 3a or 4a.  The total variance explained decreased from 27.2% to 

26.2% for education, and to 26.4% for experience. Thus, testing was ended at Step3.  

I continued testing for the moderation effects of environmental uncertainty and 

environmental munificence.   Analyses of both variables had to stop at Step 3, as models 

5a and 6a had not improved. Instead, after adding each of proposed moderators, the total 

variance explained by each model had dropped from 27.2% to 26% (adjusted R square). 

This means that the proposed variables did not add to their respective models, and that 

testing was to be discontinued.  Thus, no moderation effects were found for the set of 

models testing the relationship between the density of horizontal ties and out of home re-

gion growth.  
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Models 2b to 6b tested potential moderators with the variable of strength of hori-

zontal ties.  Step 3 indicated that aspiration for growth had no effect on total variance 

explained, as it stayed practically unchanged, the adjusted R square was 26.7% at Step 3 

vs. 26.6% at Step 2. There was a very small improvement of 0.01%, and F change (1, 59) 

= 1.158, p < .286. The next step resulted in decreasing explanatory power, with an ad-

justed R square of 25.5%. A product of strength of horizontal ties and aspiration for 

growth had deducted 1.2% out of total variance explained, F change (1, 58) = 0.30, p < 

.863.  After adding education and experience to models 3b and 4b, the total variance ex-

plained had dropped from 26.6% to 25.9%, and to 26.3% respectively. Thus, with no im-

provement in the models, I discontinued testing at Step 3.  Hence, no moderation effect 

was found for the variables of human capital.  The same results were received for the var-

iables of environmental uncertainty and environmental munificence. Both variables did 

not improve their respective models at Step 3.  The adjusted R square values had de-

creased from 26.6% to 25.4% and 25.3% respectively, and testing was stopped.   

Finally, models 1c through 5c tested the moderation effects of human capital and 

the external environment on the relationship between trust and total growth.  Aspiration 

for growth had a direct effect on total variance, as explained in Step 3. The adjusted R 

square increased to 12.8% at Step 3 vs. 5.7% at Step 2 (F change (1, 59) = 5.882, p < 

.018). The beta value was small to moderate, and was statistically significant ( = .289, p 

< .018).  The next step, however, indicated that adding a product of trust and aspiration 

for growth had a negative effect on the explanatory power of the model.  The adjusted R 

square value decreased to 11.6%, F change (1, 58) = .232, p < .632. Thus, no moderation 
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effect was found for aspiration for growth.  Experience had a very small positive and not 

significant direct effect ( = .15; p < .293); bringing total variance explained from 5.7% 

to 5.9% at Step3, with F change (1, 59) = 1.125, p < .293. Step 4 indicated no moderation 

effect, as the adjusted R square decreased to 4.3%, and the model did not improve.  Add-

ing education to model 2c led to a decrease in the total variance explained from 5.7% to 

4.8%; and testing was stopped at Step 3.  

Parallel results were received for variables of the external environment (models 

4c and 5c).  Environmental uncertainty had a positive direct effect at Step3. The adjusted 

R square increased to 6.1%, F change (1, 59) = 1.288, p < .261. The beta value was posi-

tive, small and not significant ( = .149; p < .261).  Model 4c did not improve at Step 4 

as adding an interaction term resulted in a decreased adjusted R square (4.6% vs. 6.1% at 

Step 3), indicating no moderation effect.  Environmental munificence did not add to the 

model 5c; with lower total variance explained at Step 3 (4.8% vs. 5.7% at Step 2) and 

testing was discontinued.   

Overall, the saturated models for bridging social capital tested at Steps 3 and 4 

explained less variance in out of home region growth than the direct effect models at Step 

2. Newly added variables (very small beta coefficients) had almost no effect and were not 

significant.  The set of models for bonding social capital provided similar results: most of 

the saturated models did not show any noticeable increase in explaining the variance in 

total growth.  The only variable that demonstrated positive and significant direct effect 

was human capital measured by aspiration for growth. No interaction effects were found, 

since for any of the models tested there was no increase in explained variance at Step 4. 
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Hence I concluded that expected moderation effects of both human capital and the exter-

nal environment on relations between bonding and bridging social capital and SME 

growth were not found.  Hypotheses 4.1, 4.4, and 4.7 were not supported. Human capital 

(aspiration for growth) had a statistically significant direct effect on total growth when 

entered in the regression equation together with trust.  Aspiration for growth demonstrat-

ed a not significant direct effect on out of home region growth when entered in the re-

gression equation together with density of horizontal ties. And so did the variables of ex-

perience and environmental uncertainty entered in their respective models together with 

trust. Thus, I found no support for the hypotheses predicting that human capital and the 

external environment would moderate the relationship between bonding social capital and 

SME growth, or between bridging social capital and SME growth.   

Both growth outcomes tested in hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2, and in hypotheses 4.1, 

4.4 and 4.7 reflected a qualitative increase in sales, and hence SME performance.  The 

structural and relational dimensions of bridging social capital explained an additional 

3.9% and 3.6% of variance in out of home region growth respectively, as compared to 

control variables alone. The relational dimension of bonding social capital contributed 

another 1.5% to the variance in total growth explained by the control variables.  Adding 

human capital in regression equations accounted for an additional 1.1% to 7.1% of vari-

ance in the outcome variable. While testing for moderation returned negative results, I 

found evidence of the direct effects of human capital on SME growth. While the direct 

contribution of human capital was rather small in comparison to the effects of bridging 

social capital, it was quite noticeable in comparison to the effects of bonding capital.  En-
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vironmental uncertainty also had a small direct contribution of 0.4% to the variance in 

SME total growth, and thus played a modest role in shaping one of the outcome varia-

bles. It was theorized that the external environment would have a weaker influence on 

SME growth than human capital. The environmental effects captured by hierarchical re-

gression models were in line with that theory as they were weaker than human capital 

effects.  

 

5.3.5. Testing the Model Linking Social Capital and Geographic Scope of 

Growth 

Multinomial stepwise logistic regression analysis using SPSS was performed to 

assess hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2. predicting that the characteristics of bonding and bridging 

social capital would impact on the likelihood of SMEs choosing a local, regional, or in-

ternational scope of growth.  Hypotheses 4.2, 4.5, and 4.8 suggested that human capital 

and the external environment would moderate the likelihood of SMEs selecting a wide 

geographic scope of growth. The stepwise procedure was chosen as it allows assessment 

of both direct and moderation effects on a step by step basis. Forward entry methods al-

low for estimating the predictive power of each block of variables while controlling for 

the effects of other predictors.  Predictors were organized in blocks: 1) social capital vari-

ables were entered first; 2) potential moderator was added to the model; and 3) if the 

model improved, two-way interaction terms for each of covariates and moderator were 

added to the model. Since testing for interactions was part of the analysis, I centered all 

independent predictors and prospective moderator variables as recommended by Hilbe 
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(2009), mostly to attenuate some possible problems with multicollinearity, but also to as-

sist with the interpretation of results.  I also verified that the assumptions of multicollinearity 

and linearity were met, and I limited the number of predictors to six, as recommended by 

Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford & Feinstein (1996). These authors suggest having a min-

imum of 10 events per parameter in order to obtain reliable estimates of regression coeffi-

cients when fitting a model.  While that ratio is rather small, Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000) 

consider it acceptable for logistic regression models with continuous and discrete covariates. 

They also recommend that for stepwise logistic regression models, and especially for those 

using small samples, it is more appropriate to use the level of significance of .15 or .2.  The 

conventional approach of using more stringent  of .05 does not allow fШЫ ТЧМlЮНТЧР “ТЦ-

porЭКЧЭ ЯКЫТКЛlОЬ” ТЧ К ЦШНОl, as stepwise procedure stops if the p-value of the tested varia-

bles is above certain cut-off criteria.   Thus, in performing hypothesis testing with multinomi-

al stepwise logistic regression analysis, I chose a p-value of .2 as a variable removal probabil-

ity. 

A series of models were tested. The first model contained three variables (density 

of horizontal ties, density of vertical ties, and trust).The model was statistically signifi-

cant  (6, N=65) = 21.328, p < .002, but it was not worthwhile, as the Hosmer-

Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test indicated a poor fit (p < .046). The second model con-

tained three variables (strength of horizontal ties, strength of vertical ties, and trust), and 

was also statistically significant  (6, N=65) = 18.116, p <. 006, but was poorly fitted (p 

< .041). For both poorly fitted models, testing was discontinued.  The third model using 

the strength of horizontal ties and strength of vertical ties was both statistically signifi-

cant with  (4, N=65) = 15.210, p < .004, and was well fitted (Goodness of Fit test indi-
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cated p < .163). Thus, I proceeded to Step 2 by adding one of the potential moderators at 

a time to see if the model improved.  While human capital (aspiration for growth, educa-

tion, and experience) and environmental uncertainty did not improve their respective 

models, adding environmental munificence did improve the model’Ь significance  (4, 

N=65) = 17.888, p < .007 and its goodness of fit (p < .166). No interactions were found 

between any of independent variables and environmental munificence, but the model with 

added direct effect of environmental munificence  explained between 24.1% (Cox and 

Shell R square) and 27.1% (Nagelkerke R squared) of the variance in the scope of 

growth, and correctly classified 46.2% of cases.  

As shown in Table 5, only one of the independent variables, namely strength of 

horizontal ties, made a unique statistically significant contribution to the model,). This 

predictor of scope of growth recorded 1.929 and 2.3 odds ratios for models comparing 

local vs. regional and local vs. international scopes of growth respectively. SMEs with 

the strength of horizontal ties above the mean level were about 2 times more likely to 

choose regional or international scope of growth over local growth, controlling for all 

other factors in the model. The other predictors in the model were not significant, as their 

confidence intervals contained 1.  

The fourth model contained only two predictors of the density of horizontal ties 

and the density of vertical ties, again demonstrating statistical significance ( (4, N=65) 

= 16.639, p < .002 and an acceptable fit (p < .056).  This model was further tested by 

adding potential moderators, and running a stepwise analysis for each of them.  Aspira-

tion for growth, education, experience and environmental uncertainty did not improve the 
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predictive power of the initial model.  Environmental munificence was selected at Step 2 

(model  (6, N=65) = 22.712, p < .001), and at Step 3 moderation effects were found for 

the multiplicative cross-product term (density of vertical ties x environmental  munifi-

cence). The final model was statistically significant ( (8, N=65) = 31.189, p < .000 and 

had improved the goodness of fit (p < .349).  The model was able to distinguish between 

SMEs that chose to pursue different types of growth, and explained between 38.1% (Cox 

and Shell R square) and 42.9% (Nagelkerke R squared) of the variance in the scope of 

growth, and correctly classified 58.5 % of cases.  The model had shown a higher percent-

age of correct classifications for a “lШМКl” ЬМШЩО of growth (78.3%), and for an “ТЧЭОЫЧa-

ЭТШЧКl” ЬМШЩО ШП РЫШаЭС (72.7%).  OЧlв 20% ШП “ЫОРТШЧКl” МКЬОЬ аОЫО МlКЬЬТПТОН МШЫЫОМЭlв, 

with misclassified cases counted as being ЛШЭС “loМКl” КЧН “ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl”.  

As shown in Table 6, three independent variables made a unique statistically sig-

nificant contribution to the model at both levels of comparison. These variables were 

density of horizontal ties, density of vertical ties, and the interaction term of density of 

vertical ties x environmental munificence.  The strength of predictions varied for two 

pairs of outcomes. For the model which assessed the choice between local and regional 

scope of growth, the strongest predictor of regional growth was density of horizontal ties, 

recording an odds ratio of 3.698. This indicated that SMEs which had more horizontal 

ties than the sample mean were over 3 times more likely to choose a regional scope of 

growth vs. local growth, controlling for all other factors in the model. The odds ratio for 

density of vertical ties was .510 (less than 1), indicating that, for every vertical tie above 

mean level, SMEs were 0.5 times less likely to choose regional growth, controlling for 
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other factors in the model. The third strongest predictor was environmental munificence, 

with an odds ratio of 1.636. This indicated that with an increase in environmental munifi-

cence (above the mean level) SMEs were 1.6 times more likely to choose regional 

growth. And finally, the interaction term recorded an odds ratio of 0.767 (less than 1). 

This showed that, with every unit of increase in environmental munificence above an av-

erage level, every additional vertical tie above mean level had resulted in SMEs choosing 

a regional scope of growth 0.7 times less likely, controlling for other factors in the model.  

In other words, environmental munificence strengthened the negative direction of the re-

lationship between the density of vertical ties and the choice of regional growth instead of 

local growth.  

For the model, assessing the choice between the local and international scope of 

growth, the strongest predictor of international growth was again the density of horizontal 

ties, with an odds ratio of 4.750. As in the previous model, SMEs which had a higher 

than average number of ties were almost 5 times more likely to choose international 

growth, controlling for all other factors in the model. The odds ratio for density of verti-

cal ties was less than 1, indicating that for every vertical tie above mean level, SMEs 

were 0.467 times less likely to choose international growth, controlling for other factors 

in the model. Environmental munificence strengthened the negative effect of the elevated 

number of vertical ties over mean level. With munificence being higher than average, 

SMEs were almost 0.8 times less likely to grow internationally. However, the direct ef-

fect of environmental munificence (odds ratio of 1.452) was not significant as the confi-

dence interval for this variable contained 1, meaning that we could not rule out the possi-
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bility that the true odds ratio was less than 1. As a result, the direct effect of environmen-

tal munificence could have varied between positive, negative or neutral.  

Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 both state that greater bridging capital and greater bond-

ing capital are more likely to lead to the choice of a wide geographic scope of SME 

growth.  Hypotheses 4.2, 4.5 and 4.8 predict that human capital and the external envi-

ronment would moderate the relationship between predictors and outcome. As a result of 

hypotheses testing, I concluded that SME bonding capital does not predict the choice of 

SMEЬ’ scope of growth.  Hence, hypothesis 2.2 received no support.  Bridging capital, 

however, does play a role in defining the choice of growth strategies, so partially support-

ing hypothesis 2.1.  Firstly, the strength of horizontal ties above the mean level has direct 

and positive effect on the odds of choosing between local, regional, or international 

growth. Secondly, the density of horizontal ties above mean level increases the likelihood 

of a choosing a regional or an international scope of growth, as compared to local growth, 

while a higher density of vertical ties increases the likelihood of SMEs staying local. 

Thus, vertical bridging connections have an effect that is opposite to that hypothesized. 

Overall, SME bridging social capital has demonstrated its ability to affect the likelihood 

of SMEs choosing a particular scope of growth.  It is interesting to note that while the 

horizontal ties had a positive effect on the likelihood of SMEs expanding to more distant 

geographic locations, the vertical ties had the reverse effect, increasing the probability 

that SMEs would grow locally.  To some extent, this result repeats the findings of previ-

ous sections where the relationship between bridging capital and quantitative growth out-

come was tested. The negative effect of vertical ties on the selection of SME scope of 
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growth may be related to the dТППОЫОЧМОЬ ТЧ СШЫТгШЧЭКl КЧН ЯОЫЭТМКl ЭТОЬ’ ЧКЭЮЫО. IЭ ТЬ ЩШЬЬi-

ЛlО ЭСКЭ аСТlО ЭСО ПШЫЦОЫ ЩЫШЯТНОН ЫОlКЭТЯОlв “ОqЮКl” ШЩЩШЫЭЮЧТЭТОЬ ПШЫ РЫШаЭС to all the 

ЩКЫЭТОЬ ТЧЯШlЯОН ТЧ ЫОlКЭТШЧЬ, ЭСО lКЭЭОЫ МЫОКЭОН “ЩШаОЫ-ЛКЬОН” ШЫ “КЮЭСШЫТЭв-ЛКЬОН” lШМКl 

growth options that stemmed from connections with government structures. In other 

words, vertical ties encouraged SMEs to stay local. 

Moderation hypotheses 4.2 and 4.5 were not supported.  The former predicted the 

positive moderation effect of human capital and the latter a negative effect of environ-

mental uncertainty on relations between social capital and the scope of SME growth.  

Moderation hypothesis 4.8 received partial support. As hypothesized, environmental mu-

nificence conditioned the relationship between bridging capital and the geographic scope 

of SME growth, increasing the probability of regional growth being chosen above local 

growth. At the same time, higher environmental munificence strengthened the negative 

effect of vertical bridging ties, decreasing the likelihood of going international vs. local 

development.  Thus, environmental munificence strengthened the effects of bridging 

connections, encouraging regional and national expansion, but making international 

growth look too risky for SMEs.  Since bonding capital had no effect on the selection of 

SMEЬ’ geographic scope of growth, there was no moderation effect of environmental 

munificence on those relations. Hence I would claim partial support for hypothesis 4.8. 

Thus far, it seems ЭСКЭ АШШlМШМФ’Ь (1998) idea of the complementarily of bonding and 

bridging social capital finds no support at a firm level.  In this study, all the benefits of 

social capital for SME growth are attributed to bridging relations.  
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5.3.6. Testing the Model Linking Social Capital and Complexity of  

Contractual Relations 

Another set of multinomial stepwise logistic regression analyses was performed in 

SPSS in order to assess the impact of the characteristics of bonding and bridging social 

capital on the likelihood that SMEs would develop complex contractual relations, exem-

plifying another parameter of qualitative growth. Hypotheses 2.3 and 2.4 predicted that 

greater bridging and greater bonding social capital would be more likely lead to the utili-

zation of complex contracts. The expected moderation effects of human capital (hypothe-

sis 4.3) and the external environment (hypotheses 4.6 and 4.9) on the utilization of com-

plex contracts were also tested in this set of models. The outcome variable of complexity 

of contracts has three categories: 1) direct contracts with domestic business partners; 2) a 

more complex mix of direct and intermediaries-based domestic contractual relationships, 

and 3) all types of domestic and international contracts, including strategic alliances.                                                                                                         

Two models were tested. The first model contained three variables (density of 

horizontal ties, density of vertical ties, and trust), was statistically significant   (6, 

N=65) = 23.216, p <. 001, and had good results in the Hosmer-Lemeshow Goodness of 

Fit test (p < .367).  Thus I continued with Step 2, adding the potential moderators one by 

one, and checking if a model with an added moderator would improve. Adding variables 

of aspiration for growth, education, experience and environmental munificence caused 

the stepwise procedure to stop, as no additional direct effects were found. Environmental 

uncertainty, however, did improve the initial model, resulting in higher statistical signifi-

cance ( (8, N=65) = 32.203, p < .000) and showing good fit (p < .521).  At Step 3, I 
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tested for moderation effects, and found that the interaction between trust and environ-

mental uncertainty was retained by the stepwise procedure.  The full model was signifi-

cant with  (10, N=65) = 38.816, p < .000, and had a better fit (p < .781). The final 

model explained between 45% (Cox and Shell R square) and 51.1% (Nagelkerke R 

squared) of the variance in complexity of contracts, and correctly classified 64.6% of the 

cases. The classification results for all three categories were good, ranging between 

71.4% of correct prediction for the first category, 60.9% for the second, and 57.1% for 

the third category.   

Table 7 presents the results of fitting the model. Only one of the independent var-

iables (density of horizontal ties) made a unique statistically significant contribution to 

the model. This strongest predictor of complexity of contracts recorded an odds ratio of 

2.188 for the model, comparing the first and the second outcome, and 2.930 for the mod-

el, comparing the first and the third outcomes. This indicated that the SMEs that devel-

oped at least one horizontal tie above sample mean level were over 2 times more likely to 

be involved in more complex business dealings at domestic and international levels, con-

trolling for all other factors in the model. Environmental uncertainty made a statistically 

significant contribution to a model comparing the choice of domestic direct and interme-

diary-based contracts vs. all types of domestic and international contracts. The odds ratio 

of 1.308 indicated that SMEs chose to add international partnerships to their portfolio of 

contracts 1.3 times more likely if environmental uncertainty was one unit above mean 

level, controlling for other factors in the model. The other predictors (density of vertical 

ties and trust) and moderator variable (trust x environmental uncertainty) were not signif-
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icant as their confidence intervals contained 1. As mentioned earlier, we could not rule 

out the possibility that the true odds ratios for all those variables in question were either 

less than 1, or higher than 1. As such, they could have affected the outcome in either a 

positive or a negative direction.  

The second model tested also contained three predictors (strength of horizontal 

ties, strength of vertical ties, and trust) demonstrating statistical significance at Step 1 ( 
(6, N=65) = 20.823, p < .002) and good model fit (p < .264).  This model was further 

tested by adding moderator variables, and running a stepwise regression procedure for 

each of them.  No effect was found for human capital (aspiration for growth, education, 

experience) and environmental munificence.  Environmental uncertainty was included in 

the initial model, improving its significance ( (8, N=65) = 29.282, p < .000), and fit (p 

< .533). At Step 3, the moderation effect was found for multiplicative term of trust x en-

vironmental uncertainty. The final model included direct effects and interaction, and was 

statistically significant ( (10, N=65) = 35.687, p < .000), with improved goodness of fit 

(p < .692).  This full model explained between 42.2% (Cox and Shell R square) and 48% 

(Nagelkerke R squared) of the variance in complexity of contracts. The model correctly 

classified 56.9 % of cases, with a high percentage of correct classification for the first and 

the third categories (67.9% and 64.3%), and with 39.1% of correct predictions for the 

second category. 

Table 8 shows that the only independent variable (strength of horizontal ties) 

made a unique statistically significant contribution to the model by comparing the first 

and the third outcomes. With an odds ratio of 2.569, strength of horizontal ties was the 
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strongest predictor of utilization of complex contracts that included domestic and foreign 

partnerships. This indicated that SMEs with a higher than average strength of horizontal 

ties were over 2 times more likely to develop various domestic and international contrac-

tual relations than just domestic direct contracts, controlling for all other factors in the 

model. Other variables in this model were not significant as their confidence intervals 

contained 1.  This was also the case for the model comparing domestic direct and domes-

tic direct and intermediary-based contractual relations. All the variables including the in-

teraction term were not significant due to confidence intervals containing 1. Thus, it is 

impossible to come to any definitive conclusions regarding the true directions of variable 

effects. 

Hypothesis 2.3 stated that higher bridging social capital would be more likely to 

lead to the utilization of complex contracts. Summing up the test results for the model 

assessing the choice between three categories of contracts: 1) domestic direct; 2) domes-

tic direct and intermediary-based; and 3) various domestic and international contracts, I 

can conclude that both density and strength of horizontal ties increase the likelihood of 

SMEs developing complex relations with business partners. Thus I found partial support 

for hypothesis 2.3, predicting the effect of bridging capital on the odds of utilizing com-

plex contracts. I found no support for hypothesis 2.4. The variable of trust was not signif-

icant in any of the models; thus the relationship between bonding capital and the use of 

complex contracts was not established.  Hypothesis 4.3 predicted a positive moderation 

effect of human capital on the complexity of SME contractual relations. This hypothesis 

was not supported, as none of the human capital variables had any effect on the odds of 
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conducting various business partnerships. Environmental uncertainty, when it is higher 

than average, does have a direct and positive effect on the odds of being involved in both 

domestic and international contracts. I found partial support for moderation hypothesis 

4.6 that predicted negative moderation effects of environmental uncertainty on the com-

plexity of SME contracts.  I believe that this hypothesis was partially supported at the 

model level as the interaction between environmental uncertainty and trust was retained 

during the stepwise procedure. However, it was unclear if there was a true moderation 

effect in models comparing pairs of outcomes. It was also impossible to come to a defini-

tive conclusion regarding the direction of the moderating effect.  Hypothesis 4.9 predict-

ed a positive moderation effect of environmental munificence on the utilization of com-

plex contracts. Thus, this hypothesis was not supported. Overall I can conclude that the 

greater the number of bridging ties, the higher the odds of SMEs having diverse and 

complex contractual relations. Domestic and foreign sales and purchasing contracts, 

agency partnerships or joint venture agreements are among the activities describing vari-

ous SME partnerships.  “Strength of ties” refers to the close relationships between par-

ties. Thus, SMEs with strong horizontal ties are able to have business dealings that are 

riskier, and that require more time and commitment of resources. Vertical ties had no ef-

fect on the utilization of complex contracts. One explanation is that hierarchical institu-

tional structures were less likely to be directly involved in SMEs relations with their part-

ners.  Thus, vertical ties did not encourage firms to take on risky or complex contracts.  

Environmental uncertainty seems to have had the direct effect of stimulating SMEs to 

diversify their contractual relations, and adding intermediaries as growth partners. The 
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moderation effect for environmental uncertainty, however, was established only statisti-

cally.  

A summary of the findings pertaining to all hypotheses tested in this study fol-

lows in Table 9. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

6. DISCUSSION 

6.1. Major Findings 

6.1.1. Overview   

Various perspectives on social capital research have provided many insights into 

the mechanisms of social capital formation and deployment. Both stability and continuity 

were emphasized by researchers as being important conditions for the development, 

maintenance and application of social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Leana & Van Buren, 

1999; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Up to date, management and sociological theorizing 

had occurred on individual, dyadic, organizational, and network levels of analysis.  In a 

recent review of social capital research, Payne, Moore, Griffis & Autry (2011) found that 

most of the studies were conducted at individual or network levels, with studies of organ-

izational social capital receiving less attention.  Among the outcomes of social capital 

that have been studied most intensively are tangible and financial gains in terms of re-

sources or firm performance (Li et al., 2009; Li & Atuahene-Gima, 2001; Peng & Luo, 

2000; Park & Luo, 2001; Rowley et al., 2000; Yiu & Lau, 2008). Thus, social capital has 

been mainly studied through the lens of resource-based view of a firm.  Empirical studies 

of organizational social capital were conducted for a variety of countries, large business 

conglomerates and stand alone firms. 

 This study contributes to the less developed stream of organizational social capi-

tal research, linking the firm-specific configuration of bonding and bridging capital of 

SMEs and their growth outcomes. My main interest was in extending the current 
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knowledge of SME growth strategies with relation to the facets of social capital measured 

at an organizational level.  This study contributes to the extant literature by providing 

more details on the specific effects of various bonding and bridging connections on 

growth outcomes. It is important to state that this study extends the knowledge of SME 

growth in both a quantitative and qualitative sense, and in the specific context of emerg-

ing markets. Thus, it provides more empirical evidence for the less explored areas of firm 

strategic behavior in unstructured environments.  Choosing emerging markets as a re-

search setting emphasizes the role of social capital as an intangible and valuable resource 

that is especially visible.  

Three research questions were addressed in this study. The first explored which 

types of SME organizational social capital (bonding or bridging) were more evident, and 

had a more distinct effect on growth as a measure of performance.  Answering the second 

question aimed to clarify how the bonding and bridging facets of social capital affect 

SME growth strategies. Thus, both quantitative (percentage of sales increase) and qualita-

tive (scope of growth, complexity of contracts) outcomes were considered in relation to 

the facets of firm social capital. And finally, the third question investigated the role 

played by the factors of external environment and human capital in shaping relationship 

between SME social capital and growth. 

I employed a sample of 65 manufacturing SMEs from Siberian region of Russia.  

To attenuate possible common method bias I collected the data from primary (question-

naire instrument) and secondary sources (publically available official statistics, and com-

pany information); and triangulated the outcome variables of growth.   
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To explore the various facets of SME social capital I ran between-group compari-

sons for traditional and denatured firms, and for domestic and internationalized firms. I 

used independent samples t-tests and one- and two-way analyses of variance techniques 

to detect differences in bonding and bridging capital across groups of SMEs.  As ex-

pected, I found significant variability in trust between traditional and denatured SMEs, 

and in horizontal bridging ties of SMEs representing different groups (traditional vs. de-

natured; domestic vs. internationalizing).  Thus, this study sheds more light on the im-

portance of studying social capital in relation with organizational features and organiza-

tional strategies of SMEs.  It would be interesting to further determine the causality of the 

relationship between the process of creation and the deployment of firm social capital and 

SME denaturing. A cross-sectional character of this study, and the study design did not 

intend for testing causal relationships among variables. Thus, a separate study is needed 

to focus on exchanges between an SME and its external environment.  It is important to 

understand if environmental factors lead to SME denaturing, or SME strategic behavior 

triggers the process of SME denaturing.  In addition, the role of bridging ties in encourag-

ing SME internationalization needs to be studied in more detail.  

 To further explain how bonding and bridging social capital affects SME growth, I 

tested direct and moderating effects in a series of hierarchical regression models, includ-

ing multiple and logistic regressions.  Consistently with recent conceptual and empirical 

studies, I argued that bonding and bridging relations represent a valuable intangible re-

source that is positively associated with SME growth outcomes in uncertain, hostile, and 

underdeveloped institutional environments of emerging economies.  Thus, the study ex-
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tended the knowledge about the role of firm-internal and firm-external ties in the context 

of smaller firms, and more turbulent environmental conditions.  Specifically, I argued 

that bridging capital would be associated with more growth outside of home region, and 

that greater bonding capital would be associated with higher total growth.  From the qual-

itative point of view, greater bonding and bridging facets of social capital lead to selec-

tion of wide geographic scope of growth. In addition they can facilitate the utilization of 

diverse and sophisticated contractual relations with SME partners.  This particular aspect 

of SME growth is exemplified by making a connection between the facets of social capi-

tal and the complexity of SMEЬ’ contractual relations, which has not been tested in the 

literature. Yet the level of contractual diversity allows for an estimation of the overall ap-

proach to SMEЬ’ business partnerships, and the state of those partnerships.  In this regard, 

the study makes another important contribution by exploring various meanings of growth, 

especially as qualitative change manifested in firm behavior. 

Finally, this study has contributed to the research by providing some insight into 

the role of contextual factors in firm strategic actions and outcomes.  I followed current 

theorizing, maintaining that a firm’Ь internal environment, and namely, its human capital 

would positively condition relationships between social capital and growth.  I also con-

tended that the external environment would indirectly contribute to the relationship be-

tween the predictors and outcomes of the study.   

Summing up the contributions of this study, they are mainly related to  1) detail-

ing the effects of SME bonding, as well as horizontal and vertical  bridging social capital 

in specific setting of Russian transition economy; 2) linking bonding and bridging facets 
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of SME social capital to quantitative and qualitative growth outcomes; and 3) providing 

more details on the moderating role of industry environment for qualitative SME growth. 

The secondary contributions of this study include testing the differences in bonding and 

bridging social capital across various organizational contexts, and between groups of 

SMEs pursuing different developmental strategies.  

Overall, I found full or partial support for 9 out of 18 hypotheses. I found full 

support for the hypothesized differences in the bonding and bridging ties of different 

types of firms.  All the hypotheses attesting to the role of bridging connections in SME 

development were partially supported in relation to horizontal bridging ties.  However, 

the hypotheses suggesting a positive association between bonding social capital and the 

likelihood of wider scope of growth, or the utilization of complex contracts, found no 

support. The relationship between bonding capital and total SME growth was marginally 

supported.  Another set of hypotheses that was not supported emphasized the moderating 

effect of human capital on SME growth. At the same time I found partial support for 

moderation hypotheses attesting to the role of environmental uncertainty and environ-

mental munificence.  The following sections discuss the findings for each set of hypothe-

ses, providing more details and clarity on predicted and supported relations. 

 

6.1.2. Bonding and Bridging Ties in Distinct Organizational Contexts 

In terms of theorizing on the structure of SME social capital, I aggregated prior 

concepts that described the nature of small and large firms, and their behavioral patterns 

(Gibb, 2000; Hitt et al., 2002; Messeghem, 2003; Torrès & Julien, 2005; Wright et al., 
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2005). Furthermore, I extended this line of thinking towards emerging markets context 

(Peng and Heath, 1996; Peng et al., 2009).   I proposed that the SMEs affected by the 

process of denaturing would exhibit similarities with larger firms in terms of developing 

a broader network of connections with their business environment. As such they would 

be relying on КЫЦ’Ь-length relations rather than on close and informal ties.  By building 

and maintaining their bridging connections, denatured SMEs would have less need to fos-

ter their bonding ties. Thus, they would exhibit less trust in comparison to traditional 

tightly knit small businesses.  Consistent with my predictions, the results indicated that 

denatured SMEs indeed had more bridging horizontal ties with their business partners, 

and less internal bonding measured by trust. The difference in mean scores for measures 

of bonding and bridging relations was rather small, as was the effect size (3 to 4%).  

Nevertheless, these results were ТЧ lТЧО аТЭС PОЧЫШЬО’Ь (1959) ЧШЭТШЧ ШП qЮКlТЭКЭТЯО 

growth being manifested through changes in the characteristics of a firm. Less bonding 

capital (less ascribed trust) may be an indication of SMEs shifting focus to developing 

explicit relations, including bridging linkages.  I can speculate that changes in bonding 

and bridging social capital are probably interrelated. However, the causality of this rela-

tionship is yet to be established, as well as for more general process of SME denaturing.  

A t-test does not give an answer to the question of whether denaturing is a condition that 

causes changes in SME social capital, and stimulates qualitative and quantitative SME 

growth; or if the opposite is true. Clarifying the mechanism that links SME denaturing, 

changes in social capital, and strategies of SME growth is beyond the scope of this study.  
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However, this study’Ь results do correspond to prior findings on the importance of 

arm’Ь-length relations for enhancing SMEЬ’ survival, and for increasing the pool of 

available resources (Alvarez and Barney, 2001; McEvily & Zaheer, 1999).  SMEs with a 

greater number of ties were able to compete on the level with other firms as denaturing 

made their management processes similar to those of large firms, and they were able to 

pursue riskier strategies of growth through internationalization.  I would conclude that the 

small difference in mean scores between traditional and denatured SMEs could be ex-

plained by the fact that, while business group affiliation indicated SME denaturing, those 

business groups were much smaller than the gigantic organizations usually discussed in 

business group literature.  In Russia, small, regional business groups are often called 

“РЫШЮЩЬ ШП МШЦЩКЧТОЬ”. They rarely include any financial institutions; their level of di-

versification is low, and the scope of their activities is usually regional.  So it is unrea-

sonable to expect that members of such groups will be similar to those of large entities 

such as Gazprom, or RusAl.  However, affiliation even with small business groups is an 

indication of denaturing. It does change SMEs’ approach to doing business, and puts 

them in a different position in terms of the opportunities available for growth relative to 

traditional small firms. 

One more hypothesis links the increased density of horizontal ties to firm interna-

tionalization.  The extant literature suggests that inter-firm networks help firms expand 

beyond their national borders (Tung & Chung, 2010; Peng & Luo, 2000; Tan & Litschert, 

1994; Wu et al., 2007; Zhao & Hsu, 2007). While the importance of business contacts for 

Asian emerging market firms has been established in previous research, this notion has 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090951604000124#BIB31#BIB31
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090951604000124#BIB36#BIB36
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1090951604000124#BIB36#BIB36
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yet to be tested in the context of other countries.  In line with earlier studies, I found that 

SMEs from the “international” group had more bridging connections than SMEs from the 

“domestic” group and that this difference was especially noticeable for international 

SMEs that had been denatured.  This may indicate that the denatured SMEs are organized 

and managed in an explicit and effective manner that increases their openness to the ex-

ternal environment. By establishing more horizontal ties, and by getting more access to 

various opportunities, SMEs can cope better with environmental uncertainties. Thus they 

are ready for bold growth options, including internationalization. 

I ran an additional post-hoc analysis to compare mean differences in the density 

of horizontal ties between SMEs with a local, regional, and international scope of growth. 

As a result, I found significant differences between local and regional SMEs, and be-

tween local and international SMEs.  SMEs who attempted internationalization had an 

average of one more horizontal connection than local firms. Effect size was at the upper 

limit of the “ЦШНОЫКЭО” ЫКЧРО.  TСО difference in scope of SME growth between groups 

accounted for 13.4% of variation in density of horizontal ties.  This is an important find-

ing, considering that most of effect sizes in social science research are statistically small 

(Cohen, 1988 Stevens, 1996).  Furthermore, it supports the idea of business networking 

being a vehicle for SME internationalization by testing it in different institutional, eco-

nomic, and cultural contexts. 

Taken together, the findings regarding the higher density of horizontal ties in de-

natured and international SME contribute to our understanding of relations between 

bridging connections, organizational structure and strategies of development through ex-
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ploration of market opportunities.  Another contribution is made in the cautious support 

ШП VКЧ SЭКЯОЫОЧ & KЧШЫЫТЧРК’Ь (2007) ЬЭКЭОЦОЧЭ ЭСКЭ ЛШЧНТЧР КЧН ЛЫТНРТЧР МКЩТЭКl at an 

individual level of analysis “КЫО ЩКrtly trade-ШППЬ”.  BОЭаООЧ-group comparisons of bond-

ing and bridging capital of denatured and traditional SMEs allow for projecting this idea 

at a firm level. The mean score for trust demonstrated that the traditional SMEs had more 

bonding capital than the denatured SMEs.  At the same time, the mean score for the den-

sity of horizontal ties indicated that denatured SMEs had more bridging social capital.  

Thus it seems that SMEs from the two groups placed more emphasis on fostering differ-

ent types of social capital.  I take this result as an indication that there may be some trade-

off between developing either bonding or bridging facets of social capital.  However 

more studies are needed to clarify if SMEs shift focus to developing bridging connections 

to complement bonding ties (Woolcock, 1998), or if they attempt to transfer some bond-

ing ties into bridging ones, and therefore the trade-off process takes place.  

 

6.1.3. Bonding and Bridging Connections in Relation to Objective Measure of 

SME Growth 

Based on the prior research stating the link between weak ties, inter-firm network-

ing, and firm performance (McMillan & Woodruff, 2002; Koka & Prescott, 2002; Batjar-

gal, 2003)  I expected that a positive direct relationship would be demonstrated between 

measures of bridging social capital and  SME growth outside the home region.  Hierar-

chical regression analysis was used to model the direct and moderating effects of density 

of horizontal and vertical ties, and the strength of horizontal and vertical ties on SME 
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growth.  After controlling for firm age, firm size and the type of industry, the density of 

horizontal ties and the strength of horizontal ties proved to be significant predictors of 

growth. Each of them explained an additional 3 to 4 % of variance in the outcome varia-

ble.   

At the same time, the hypothesized association between density and strength of 

vertical ties and SME growth was not supported.  Thus, the relationship between bridging 

capital and firm growth was supported only for the density and strength of horizontal 

connections. On one hand, the results are consistent with the previous research, and the 

premise of seeing bridging ties to the external environment as a source of developmental 

ШЩЩШЫЭЮЧТЭТОЬ.  OЧ ЭСО ШЭСОЫ СКЧН, ЭСО lКМФ ШП ЬЮЩЩШЫЭ ПШЫ ЭСО “КЧМСШЫТЧР” ЫШlО  ШП ЯОЫЭТМКl 

ties in uncertain environments to some extent contradicts prior research (Acquaah, 2007; 

Peng & Heath, 1996; Park & Luo, 2000; PОЧР & LЮШ, 2000).  TСО “ЮЧТЦЩШЫЭКЧМО” ШП 

vertical connections for growth may be related to the level of support provided by the 

Russian regulative environment to various groups of firms.  Russia is known for its un-

welcoming business environment and for its lack of institutional support for domestic 

SMEs.  Perhaps the lack of association between density and strength of vertical bridging 

ties and firm growth can be attributed to country-specific conditions when SMEs are left 

alone, and have to rely on support of their peers for survival and growth.  SMEs may see 

hierarchical relations and vertical ties to various levels of government as an extractive 

instrument; with bribes required to secure its market position or gain some legitimacy.  

TСОЬО “МШЧЧОМЭТШЧЬ”, ЬШЦОЭТЦОЬ ЫОПОЫЫОН ЭШ КЬ “ЛlКЭ”, carry little reciprocity among par-

ties; thus vertical ties in Russia cannot be said to facilitate development. This in sharp 
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contrast to China, аСОЫО ТЧЬЭТЭЮЭТШЧКl ЭТОЬ ЛОЭаООЧ ПТЫЦЬ КЧН РШЯОЫЧЦОЧЭ (“РЮКЧбТ”) КЫО 

perceived as positive and mutually beneficial.  

 The hypothesized relationship between bonding social capital and total growth as a 

measure of SME performance found partial support as the variable of trust was marginal-

ly significant. It seems that, in this study, bonding relations measured at a firm level have 

quite a weak effect on SME growth; which is not what the literature had previously sug-

gested (Collins & Clark, 2003; Cooke et al., 2005; Leana & Pil, 2006; Maurer et al., 

2011).  It is essential to note that prior studies measured bonding capital at either the low-

er (group) or higher (network) levels of analysis. It is possible that a business firm as a 

unit of analysis does not capture the nature of bonding ties in full. Organizations are 

mainly formal, contract-based entities; and bonding relations are ascribed, affection-

based in-group attributes.  Hence, interpersonal connections within organizations may 

reflect not only inherited, but also earned attributes including trust, information sharing, 

and ЦЮЭЮКl ЮЧНОЫЬЭКЧНТЧР. TСЮЬ, ЭСО ЦОКЧТЧР ШП “ЛШЧНТЧР” МСКЧРОЬ at an organizational 

level of analysis and this may be reflected in the results of this study. 

The findings related to the direct effects of horizontal bridging connections on 

growth outside the home region emphasize the importance of weak ties for firm perfor-

mance outcomes across various institutional settings and across a wide population of 

firms.  In turn, the marginal effects of trust on SME growth prompt for clarification of the 

role of bonding social capital at a film level of analysis.  
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6.1. 4.   Facets of SME Social Capital and the Scope of SME Growth 

The next set of hypotheses tested whether bonding and bridging social capital is a 

good predictor of direction of SME development, especially its geographic scope of 

growth.  Bonding capital was not a predictor of the likelihood of choosing a local, re-

gional, or international scope of growth.  There is conflicting evidence in the literature 

regarding the outcomes of well-developed bonding capital.  For instance, organizational 

trust facilitates an exchange of fine-grained knowledge and information (Pearson et al., 

2008; Uzzi, 1996), and encourages entrepreneurship in an underdeveloped institutional 

environment (Peng, 2004). On the other hand, it can restrict the choice of developmental 

options (Grabher & Stark, 1997; Kaminska, 2010; McMillan & Woodruff, 1999; van 

Staveren & Knorringa, 2007).  It is possible that bonding relations increase firm collec-

tive strength and survival, but do not encourage out-group expansion, and thus, have no 

relation to growth.  

The results for bridging capital indicated that both horizontal and vertical ties 

аОЫО ТЦЩШЫЭКЧЭ ЩЫОНТМЭШЫЬ ШП ЭСО ЬМШЩО ШП РЫШаЭС. I ЮЬОН “lШМКl” ЬМШЩО ШП РЫШаЭС КЬ К 

baseline for comparing pairs of outcomes. I believe it ЩЫШЯТНОН К РШШН МШЧЭЫКЬЭ ЭШ “Ыe-

РТШЧКl” РЫШаЭС ЭСКЭ КМЭЮКllв МШЦЛТЧОН ЫОРТШЧКl КЧН ЧКЭТШnwide developmental efforts, 

КЧН ЭШ “ТЧЭОЫЧКЭТШЧКl” РЫШаЭС.  AЬ ОбЩОМЭОН, the strength of horizontal ties had direct and 

positive effect on the odds of choosing local, regional, or international growth trajectory, 

controlling for all other factors in the model.  The density of horizontal ties was an even 

stronger predictor of the likelihood of choosing the scope of growth, controlling for all 

other factors in the model.  The density and strength of horizontal ties above the mean 
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sample score significantly increased the probability of the SME entering remote markets 

(2 to 3 times more likely). This finding is in line with the notion that bridging relations 

enhance opportunities available to a firm (Cardoza and Fornes, 2011; Peng, 2004).  The 

strength of vertical ties was not a significant predictor of the model outcome, but the den-

sity of vertical ties increased ЭСО lТФОlТСШШН ШП “lШМКl” РЫШаЭС.  Thus, vertical ties demon-

strated a negative effect, as opposed to a hypothesized positive effect. SMEs with a high-

er than average density of vertical ties were more likely to stay within local markets than 

to explore external opportunities.  It is yet to be clarified whether vertical connections 

provided for more local opportunities, but they most likely helped sustain a firm position 

in their local market and thus encouraged refraining from higher-risk growth activities. 

Overall, the results support the previously established positive association be-

tween horizontal bridging ties and growth, this time taking it to a qualitative level of as-

sessment.  Thus, this study adds more support to the research on the importance of busi-

ness networking for firm development.  It also brings into focus an important distinction 

between the role of horizontal and vertical ties.  Horizontal ties have demonstrated their 

ability to serve as boundary-spanning tool, encouraging SMEs to move beyond their 

comfort zone of well-known local markets by relying on both greater number and 

strength of connections.  The number of vertical ties above the mean level indicates that 

SMEs are less inclined to explore new growth opportunities if they have established mul-

tiple contacts with normative and regulative institutions and thus were set in their devel-

opmental path.  I would argue that vertical ties reduce the risks of doing business in local 

regions, and thus make the SME market position more secure.  Hence I see SME horizon-
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tal ties as being the vehicle of market exploration, and vertical ties as an instrument of 

market exploitation, and a way of coping with uncertainties. 

 

 6.1.5. Bonding and Bridging Relations as Predictors of the Complexity of 

SME Partnerships 

The relationship between facets of social capital and complexity of SME contracts 

has not been tested in prior studies.  I believe this is due to researcheЫЬ’ ПШМЮЬ ШЧ ЭКЧРТЛlО 

outcomes, either in firm performance or in firm behavior.  In my view, a ПТЫЦ’Ь ability to 

develop business dealings and sustain various contractual relations with other parties re-

flects its level of maturity in business networking.  Also, it gives an indication of the 

ПТЫЦ’Ь ЩШЭОЧЭТКl ШП ОЦЩlШвТЧР ЯКЫТОЭв ШП ЭШШlЬ ПШЫ ЛОТЧР ОЧЭЫОЩЫОЧОЮЫТКl, КЧН ПШЫ ЬЮММООd-

ing in geographically, culturally, or institutionally distant environments. 

Model testing stresses the significance of density and strength of horizontal ties as 

factors increasing the likelihood of SMEs utilizing complex contracts.  SMEs with a 

higher than average number of total horizontal ties, or with stronger ties, were more like-

ly to add strategic alliances with domestic or international partners to direct sales or pur-

chasing.  Thus, they demonstrated higher levels of trust, and long-term commitment to 

their network partners.  Vertical ties were not significant predictors of the outcomes test-

ed. Thus, hypothesized relations received only partial support. These results added more 

evidence to the pool of papers describing the benefits that can be derived from inter-firm 

networking.  Indeed, the collaborative agreements of a firm not only serve as a source of 

new resources and opportunities, but also provide a way to reduce environmental uncer-
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tainty. Wider business networks cite SME’s “ЬЭЫКЭОРТМ ПlОбТЛТlТЭв” as an important condi-

tion of survival and success in emerging economies (Wright et al., 2005).  This last con-

sideration makes a point of stressing the role of the business environment versus the regu-

lative environment in stimulating firm development. 

This study also indicates that the strength of horizontal ties is as important as their 

density in predicting qualitative growth outcomes.   There is some anecdotal evidence 

ПЫШЦ Цв ЬКЦЩlО ЭСКЭ “МlШЬО” ЫОlКЭТШЧЬ КЫО ТЦЩШЫЭКЧЭ ПШЫ SMEЬ, ОЯОЧ ЭСШЮРС the reciproci-

ty of ties does not mean that they are based on friendship, family, or other common traits.  

Close connections between Russian SMEs are based rather on the earned trust, repeated 

transactions, and the passing of time.  I believe that the density of ties opens growth op-

portunities, but it is the strength of ties that fosters continuity of development. 

 

6.1.6. Moderating Effects of Human Capital and the External Environment 

The first set of moderation hypotheses predicted the interaction between firm so-

cial capital and firm human capital.   Human capital is recognized in the extant literature 

for its benefits for firm growth (Wiklund & Shepherd, 2003a; Baum & Locke, 2004).  

The unique features of human capital allow for better recognition of opportunities (Kir-

zner 1997; Shane, 2000), and serve as a source of competitive advantage (Alvarez & 

Busenitz, 2001; Brush & Chaganti, 1998).  Some scholars argue that human capital is 

even more beneficial in hostile environments (Covin and Slevin, 1997; Puffer et al., 

2001). Taken together, the prior studies suggest that human capital might positively con-

tribute to various firm outcomes.  Thus I have proposed that human capital can positively 
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moderate the relationship between components of social capital and SME growth.  I used 

the variables of aspiration for growth, education and experience as measures of human 

capital as those were the previously tested measures of human capital linked to firm out-

comes.  

 Contrary to expectations, I found no moderation effects in any of the models in 

the study.  For the set of hypotheses testing association between bridging connections and 

quantitative SME growth, I found a very small direct effect of aspiration for growth on 

the outcome variable.  In fact, aspiration for growth explained an additional 1.1% of vari-

ance, p = .178, but the interaction term did not add to the explained variance.  I 

attribute this finding to the fact that SMEs in general are firms that exhibit quite limited 

growth.  As such, aspiration for growth may not be the best measure for SME human cap-

ital, despite the popularity of this measure in the literature.   It is also possible that, as an 

assessment made at individual level, aspiration for growth does not translate into actual 

behavior at a firm level. Two other variables of human capital namely experience and 

education, appeared to be unrelated to SME growth in any way. I would speculate that in 

my sample I did not have enough variability in these variables because of the country 

specific, and sample specific qualities of human capital. Having had post-secondary edu-

cation is a social norm in Russia; so the number of years of education is generally the 

same across informants. As to experience, the three items assessed (prior start-up experi-

ence,  prior management experience, and prior management experience in high-growth 

firms) may not correspond with the realities of Russian manufacturing SMEs. More than 

half of informants had “ЧШ ОбЩОЫТОЧМО” ТЧ ЭСО КЛШЯОЦОЧЭТШЧОН МКЭОРories; about 20% of 
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respondents had only one positive answer; and 15% of informants anЬаОЫОН “вОЬ” ЭШ Кll 

three questions measuring experience. Thus, I believe that the measure of experience was 

not appropriate for the sample of SMEs used in this study. Overall, the lack of support for 

the proposed effects of human capital suggests the need for more research into the role of 

human capital in this particular class of firms, and environmental conditions.  

The second set of moderation hypotheses focused on interaction between bonding 

and bridging capital and external environment.  I built my moderation hypotheses on 

conceptual pieces that brought forward the contextual importance of external environ-

ment for firm behavior (Carney & Gedajlovic, 2002; De Clercq et al., 2009; Khanna & 

Rivkin, 2001; Park & Luo, 2001).  Various environmental conditions, however, may 

stimulate or inhibit firm growth simultaneously (Dess and Beard, 1984).  Environmental 

effects interplay with firm-specific factors, and with the human components of firm be-

havior (Davidsson et al., 2007).  Thus, it is logical to expect that the environment will 

have an indirect effect on SME growth outcomes; and that the effects of various dimen-

sions of the external environment may be positive or negative.  I tested two potential en-

vironmental moderators: a subjective measure of environmental uncertainty, and an ob-

jective measure of environmental munificence.  I received mixed results.   

Regressing the interaction term of horizontal bridging ties and environmental un-

certainty did not explain any additional variance in out of home region growth. Very sim-

ilar results were received for the interaction terms of horizontal bridging ties and envi-

ronmental munificence. Thus, contrary to expectations, no moderation, and no direct ef-

fects were found for either of the tested variables.   One possible explanation may be re-
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lated to the choice of industry control variable.  A dichotomous dummy variable places 

manufacturing industries in groups in terms of their R&D intensity.   As such, an industry 

control variable may have reflected some of the direct effects of the industry environment 

on firm growth, but the other environmental variables did not capture any additional vari-

ance.   

I am being cautious here about the findings of logistic regression model linking 

SME social capital to the utilization of complex contracts.  At the model level, the inter-

action between environmental uncertainty and trust was retained during the stepwise 

analysis.  Thus, I consider that I received support for the moderation effect.  However, I 

cannot be certain if I indeed found a true effect as the confidence interval for the interac-

tion term contained 1 for both pairs of outcomes.  In other words, the moderation effect 

was not significant, and so was the direct effect of the variable of trust. 

Further analysis brought more encouraging results.  Logistic regression models 

demonstrated that environmental munificence had direct and moderating effects on the 

likelihood of choosing a particular scope of growth.  Controlling for other factors in the 

model, environmental munificence above the mean sample score accounted for a 1.5 

times increase in the likelihood of regional growth versus local growth.  At the same 

time, environmental munificence strengthened the negative effect of density of vertical 

ties as a factor, decreasing the likelihood of firm growing outside its local region.  The 

moderating effect was significant for both pairs of outcomes, supporting the hypothesized 

influence of environmental munificence on relations between bridging social capital and 

SME growth.   
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A higher level of munificence increased the probability of regional growth versus 

local growth, but in interaction with vertical ties it decreased the likelihood of growth 

outside the home region.  This result confirms the multi-directionality of environmental 

effects widely acknowledged in the literature.  And at the same time, it goes against the 

previous findings regarding the effects of guanxi with government authorities (Park & 

Luo, 2001). According to these authors, Chinese firms achieved more market expansion 

when resorting to vertical guanxi in unfavorable institutional conditions. The opposite 

was found to be true for Russian SMEs. They were more likely to limit their market ex-

pansion when using vertical ties in a highly munificent environment.  One of the reasons 

аСв Цв ЫОЬЮlЭЬ аОЫО НТППОЫОЧЭ МШЮlН ЛО ЭСО ЧКЭЮЫО КЧН ТЧЭОЧЬТЭв ШП “ЯОЫЭТМКl ЧОЭаШЫФТЧР” 

in China and Russia.  It is possible that Russian SMEs try to limit their contacts with au-

thorities, and use vertical connections to reduce potential losses, but not to increase busi-

ness advantages.  

Environmental munificence reflects conditions in an industry environment. It may 

include specific regulative pressures, market conditions, or macroeconomic factors which 

are applicable across different industries.  Rowley et al. (2000) suggest that industry envi-

ronments influence types of firm behavior (in terms of exploration or exploitation of op-

portunities).  I would consider that the combination of positive and negative effects found 

in the study provide more evidence in support of that point of view. 

Overall, the moderation hypotheses delivered mixed results.  I found no support 

for the moderating effects of human capital, but I found convincing evidence that the ex-

ternal environment moderated qualitative growth outcomes.  This study also demonstrat-
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ed that increased environmental munificence can be stimulating for growth.  This finding 

is consistent with the prior results in the hostile Chinese institutional environment that 

encouraged SMEs to grow through internationalization (Boisot & Meyer, 2008; Cardoza 

& Fornes, 2011).  Thus, I believe that this study has made a contribution to the discussion 

of the role of contextual factors in shaping SME growth.  In addition, the study has pro-

vided more support for the stimulating role of unfavorable environmental conditions re-

garding bolder strategies of growth in emerging markets.  

 

6.2. Strengths and Limitations 

As with any piece of research, there are strengths as well as limitations to this 

study.  The small sample size has limited the choice of analytical options available, and 

raised the question of the generalizability of research findings.  I recognize that the sam-

ple size is probably the major limitation of this study.  Another issue relates to the fact 

that I had only a single informant per firm, so the answers to survey questions may be 

biased towards ЭСКЭ ЩОЫЬШЧ’Ь ЯТОа.  I ЦЮЬЭ ЬКв, however, that it is a common practice to 

only collect SME data from one source.  I had the questionnaires filled in by either the 

CEO, or by another senior manager of a firm, so I believe the data collected was reliable. 

Not all my data was self-reported. The dependent variables were objective measures of 

growth.  I also used multiple sources for survey data verification.  As a result, I believe I 

took the right steps to reduce the influence of potential common method bias.  

Another potential limitation was the availability of appropriate measures of social 

capital at firm level.  Payne et al. (2011) note ЭСКЭ “ЭСО КНЯКЧМОЦОЧЭ ШП ЭСО ЬШМТКl МКЩТЭКl МШn-
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cept has been inhibited by multifaceted abstract definitions, differing theoretical perspectives, and 

ТЧМШЧЬТЬЭОЧЭ ШЩОЫКЭТШЧКlТгКЭТШЧЬ” (PКвЧО ОЭ Кl., 2011: 492).  I believe I encountered this prob-

lem while looking for measures of bonding and bridging capital. A large proportion of 

the social capital research was conducted on an individual, group, or network level of 

analysis. Many of the organizations studied in the prior research were not-for-profit enti-

ties. As a result, the measures used in the prior research were not fully transferable to a 

firm level.  For instance, measures of bridging relations were mostly developed for indi-

viduals and organizations exhibiting well-structured, routine behavior. It appeared impos-

ЬТЛlО ЭШ ЦОКЬЮЫО “ПЫОqЮОЧМв”, ШЫ “ЭТЦО ЬЩОЧЭ “ for contacts at a firm level as even small 

firms have severКl ОЦЩlШвООЬ, КЧН ЬЩОМТПТМ “ЫОlКЭТШЧКl” ЫОЬЩШЧЬТЛТlТЭТОЬ КЫО ЬЩЫОКН Лe-

tween them. And lastly, the study was cross-sectional, with no longitudinal considera-

tions given to the relationship between social capital and growth.  Thus, based on the is-

sues listed above, the results should be taken with some caution, especially when general-

ized to a larger population of firms, or to other countries. 

A definitive strength of this study is also related to the sample. It is worth empha-

sizing that empirical studies of Russian SMEs have rarely been carried out.  I am not 

aware of any study that uses a sample of firms outside Western Russia, and specifically 

outside the Moscow or St. Petersburg regions.  I have surveyed SMEs in the center of Si-

beria, a region far away from the administrative and financial center of Russia, and dis-

tant from national borders (except of Kazakhstan).  I believe I had a unique collection of 

firms that were more representative of Russian SMEs than their counterparts from the 

two capitals.  Thus, I may expect greater generalizability of my results, as they are more 
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representative of the nature and behavior of Russian SMEs which are not from central 

regions. Firms from the Moscow and St. Petersburg areas have multiple business oppor-

tunities, easier access to finance and to government structures. Peripheral firms struggle 

to gain access to markets and resources. They face more challenges in their daily activi-

ties and in long-term projects.  My data collection method adds to the strengths of the 

study, as only about one third of social capital research employs both survey and archival 

data (Payne et al., 2011).  It is especially difficult to gain access to firms operating in 

emerging markets. For instance, in Russia the level of business transparency and the 

overall level of trust are low, and one needs to make substantial efforts to recruit partici-

pants for a scientific research, and to deal with bureaucratic procedures for statistical data 

collection.  As such, my sample provides more value, and adds more strength to the 

study. 

 

6.3. Theoretical Implications and Future Research  

The number of social capital studies is growing, but despite that fact, the current 

literature does not answer the question of whether the benefits of bonding and bridging 

social capital pertain to all levels of analysis, and to a wide variety of settings. The theo-

retical argument and empirical evidence are mainly presented at individual, group, or 

network levels.  The research addressing social capital of firms, and in particular, SMEs 

is rather fragmented. Overall, the creation and appropriation of firmЬ’ social capital rep-

resents one of the under-investigated areas of strategy research. It has a good potential for 

providing more valuable insights to our understanding of firm functioning in the context 
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of emerging economies. These are studies dealing with the role of social capital in emerg-

ing markets, but their focus is mainly on the Asian context. Hence, the most important 

contribution of this study is to shed more light on the value of bonding and bridging so-

cial capital for small and medium enterprises operating in the transition economy of Rus-

sia. 

This study adds to the literature by specifying the effects of horizontal and vertical 

ties on SME growth outcomes.  It extends the existing knowledge of both quantitative and quali-

tative growth.  An important implication of the study is the growth-restricting role of verti-

cal relational connections.  It is worth further investigation if the effect found in this 

study is generalizable across other industries, and other national settings.   

Another important implication of the study relates to the effects of external envi-

ronment. The results indicate that the industry environment moderates the relationship 

between bridging social capital and strategies of SME growth.  This finding provides 

support for earlier theories and empirical tests conducted in the Chinese market.  More 

studies are needed to identify other important environmental contributors to, or inhibitors 

of SME growth. It is also essential to test this finding in broader institutional contexts.  

Yet another important theoretical issue raised in this study is the level of devel-

opment of bonding and bridging capital of SMEs.  I found that organizational features and 

strategies of development are related to the process of creation of firm social capital. The varia-

bility in the structure of social capital for different groups of SMEs found in this study calls for 

more research in this direction. In particular, it is worth exploring which organizational and 

inter-organizational factors define a firm’Ь emphasis on developing more organizational bonding, 
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or on expanding organizational boundaries through bridging relations.  In addition, another in-

teresting issue for future research could be making a comparison between the levels of the bond-

ing and bridging capital of a firm. Van Staveren & Knorringa (2007) suggest a trade-off in 

developing these types of social capital, while Woolcock (1998) argues for the compli-

mentary role of bonding and bridging connections.  It may be worth testing if SMEs as a 

group tend to lean towards developing more bonding ties, or external bridging connec-

tions; and have more insight into the dynamic relations between the two types of social 

capital.  It is also interesting to see if contextual factors will channel the process of firm 

social capital development.  Taken together, these potential research questions call for 

more longitudinal studies of social capital antecedents, and social capital change. 

Lastly, measuring the social capital of business organizations was a challenge in 

this study. I believe that there is a need for developing and validating measures that are 

well tailored for firms as special type of organizations.  

 

6.4. Implications for Practice 

In addition to the theoretical contributions, this study provides important practical 

guidelines on the benefits of structural components of social capital. Namely, owners and 

managers of SMEs may benefit from a better understanding of the role played by bridg-

ing connections in fostering specific strategies of growth.  I suggest that firms pay more 

attention to the creation and maintenance of horizontal bridging ties. Specifically, this 

research suggests that broad and strong business networks provide a great vehicle for 

market expansion, and allow for extracting more benefits in terms of resources, opportu-
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nities, risk-reduction and mutual support. At the same time, connections with governing 

structures reduce the negative effects of environmental changes, and improve stability of 

a firm position in local market.  Furthermore, my findings support the great role played 

by variety of relational connection in setting and achieving the developmental goals for 

emerging markets SMEs. 
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CONCLUSION 

Despite some limitations, the present study has answered the question of whether 

bonding and bridging relational connections have specific effects on the strategies of 

growth pursued by SMEs in emerging markets. The results suggest that both the density 

and the strength of bridging relational connections predict the geographic scope of SME 

growth, and the utilization of complex contracts. However, the density of vertical ties is 

also an important factor which contributes to SMEs’ decisions to limit the scope of their 

market expansion. This study has also supported and extended prior findings regarding 

the moderating role of the external environment in SME development.  In addition to 

clarifying the association between social capital and growth, the results suggest that dif-

ferent classes of SMEs exhibit various levels of bonding and bridging social capital. Tak-

en together, these findings contribute to an improved understanding of social capital and 

its outcomes for a firm across different institutional settings. Aside from these theoretical 

contributions, this research provides practical guidelines to building and maintaining 

SME social capital to assist firm growth, and follow several developmental options. 
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TABLES 

TABLE 1 

Descriptive Statistics and Zero-Order Correlations for Variables in the Study  

  List  of  Variables                         Mean Std. Deviation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

1.RSQR_ Information Sharing 2.543 .791 1 (.762)                

2. RSQR_Trust 2.082 .633 .757** 1 (.801)               

3. Density of Horizontal ties 4.310 1.310 -.202 -.142 1               

4. Density of Vertical ties 2.980 1.858 .140 .209 .336** 1              

5. Strength of Horizontal ties 2.520 1.480 -.131 -.109 .633** .128 1             

6. Strength  of Vertical ties .803 .306 -.078 -.122 -.323** -.490** -.296* 1            

7 Total Growth .010 .139 -.064 -.167 .213 .099 .251* .019  1          

8. LG_Out of Home Growth 1.017 .299 -.040 .013 .301* .063 .302* -.030 .528** 1          

9. Scope of Growth  1.980 .838 -.057 .052 .360** -.131 .384** .018 -.051 .519** 1         

10. Complexity of Contracts 1.785 .781 -.007 .071 .433** .019 .424** -.115 .080 .508** .831** 1        

11. Education 15.680 1.804 -.047 -.058 .056 -.123 -.100 .138 .054 .066 .121 .050 1       

12. Experience .662 .853 -339** -.404** .332** .066 .229 .015 .193 088 -.007 .006 .212 1 (.790)     

13. Aspiration for Growth 12.320 5.099 -.077 -.160 .216 -.126 .404** -.025 .321** .221 .220 .065 -.050 .083 1 (.725)    

14. Environmental Uncertainty 25.531 6.430 -.187 -.194 .320** .124 .299* -262* .093 .109 .233 .349** .033 .038 .114 1 (.820)   

154 Environmental Munificence 8.6865 2.390 .135 .023 .104 .023 .140 .124 -.018 .135 .208 .109 -.270* -232 .204 .001 1   

16. LN_Size 3.78 1.649 .056 .125 .163 .233 .082 -.088 .053 .302* .295* .236 .119 .035 .019 .216 .059 1  

17. LG_Age  .8999 .409 .202 .156 .061 -.077 .001 -.073 -.239 .028 .268* .280* .171 -.268* .005 .299* -.122 .381** 1 

      N = 65;   Figures in parentheses are reliabilities of scales.   

      * Correlation is significant at the   0.05 level (2-tailed).   **  Correlation is significant at the   0.01 level (2-tailed).  Correlation is significant at the  0.1   level (2-tailed). 
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TABLE 2 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Relationships between Density of Bridging Social Capital 

and Out of Home Region Growth 

Model Outcome variable Step Variable in the model  Adj. R2  R2 
Sig. F  

change 

1a 
LG (Out of region growth) 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of vertical ties -.013 .220 -.013 .913 

2a 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of horizontal ties .225* .272* .039* .042* 

3 Add  Aspiration for growth .148 .283 .011 .178 

4 Add  Density of horizontal ties x Aspiration for growth .107 .282 -.001 .330 

3a 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of horizontal ties .225* .272* .039* .042* 

3 Add  Education .041 .262 -.010 .712 

 

4a 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of horizontal ties .225* .272* .039* .042* 

3 Add  Experience .073 .264 -.008 .567 

5a 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of horizontal ties .225* .272* .039* .042* 

3 Add  Environmental uncertainty .019 .260 -.012 .871 

4 Add Density of horizontal ties x Environmental uncertainty .027 .248 -.012 .813 

6a 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Density of horizontal ties .225* .272* .039* .042* 

3 Add Environmental munificence .003 .260 -.012 .975 

4 Add  Density  of horizontal ties x Environmental munificence .046 .249 -.011 .692 
           N = 65;  Control variables: age (LG), size (LN), industry dummy;   *   p < .05;   ** p < .01;   p < .10. 
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TABLE 3 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Relationships between Strength of Bridging Social Capital 

and Out of Home Region Growth 

Model Outcome variable Step Variable in the model  Adj. R2  R2 
Sig. F  

change 

1b 
LG (Out of region growth) 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Strength of vertical ties .001 .220 -.013 .996 

2b 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Strength of horizontal ties .210 .266 .033 .059 
3 Add  Aspiration for growth .126 .267 .001 .286 

4 Add  Strength of horizontal ties x Aspiration for growth .019 .255 -.012 .863 

3b 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Strength of horizontal ties .210 .266 .033 .059 
3 Add  Education .072 .259 -.007 .513 

 

4b 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add  Strength of horizontal ties .210 .266 .033 .059 
3 Add  Experience .106 .263 -.003 .381 

5b 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add   Strength of horizontal ties  .210 .266 .033 .059 
3 Add  Environmental uncertainty .023 .254 -.012 .849 

4 Add Strength of horizontal ties x Environmental uncertainty .071 .246 -.008 .543 

6b 

 1 Control  .233  .000 

2 Add   Strength of horizontal ties  .210 .266 .033 .059 
3 Add Environmental munificence .001 .253 -.013 .996 

4 Add  Strength of horizontal  ties x Environmental munificence .094 .249 -.004 .402 
          N = 65;  Control variables: age (LG), size (LN), industry dummy;   *   p < .05;   ** p < .01;   p < .10. 
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TABLE 4 

Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Relationships between Bonding Social Capital and SME Growth 

Model Outcome variable Step Variable in the model  Adj. R2  R2 
Sig. F  

change 
1c Total growth 1 Control  .042  .135 

2 Add  Trust .174 .057 .015 .164 
3 Add  Aspiration for growth .289* .128* .071* .018* 

4 Add  Trust x Aspiration for growth .060 .116 -.012 .632 

2c  

1 Control  .042  .135 

2 Add  Trust .174 .057 .015 .164 
3 Add  Education .083 .048 -.009 .506 

3c  

1 Control  .042  .135 

2 Add  Trust .174 .057 .015 .164 
3 Add  Experience .150 .059 .002 .293 

4 Add Trust x Experience -.019 .043 -016 .893 

4c  

1 Control  .042  .135 

2 Add   Trust .174 .057 .015 .164 
3 Add  Environmental uncertainty .149 .061 .004 .261 

4 Add Trust x Environmental uncertainty -.024 .046 -015 .850 

5c  

1 Control  .042  .135 

2 Add   Trust .174 .057 .015 .164 
3 Add Environmental munificence -.083 .048 -.009 .516 

                                      N = 65;  Control variables: age (LG), size (LN), industry dummy;   *   p < .05;   p < .20. 
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TABLE 5 

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis for Relationship between Strength of Horizontal and Vertical Ties  

and Geographic Scope of SME Growth 
Model Outcome Variable Variable in the model 

B Std.Error Wald df p 
Odds  

Ratio 

95% C.I. of Odds Ratio 

Lower Upper 

 Geographic scope of growth 

a 
 

        

1 Regional Intercept .046 .354 .017 1 .896    

Strength of horizontal ties .726** .285 6.489 1 .011** 2.067** 1.182 3.614 

Strength of vertical  ties -.661 .339 3.809 1 .051 .516 .266 1.003 

International Intercept .097 .351 .076 1 .783    

Strength of horizontal ties .902** .293 9.470 1 .002** 2.464** 1.387 4.377 

Strength of vertical  ties -.406 .288 1.989 1 .158 .666 .379 1.171 

           

2 Regional Intercept .009 .359 .001 1 .980    

Strength of horizontal ties .657* .288 5.201 1 .023* 1.929* 1.097 3.391 

Strength of vertical  ties -.567 .346 2.680 1 .102 .567 .288 1.118 

Environmental  munificence   .239 .153 2.429 1 .119 1.270 .940 1.714 

International Intercept .095 .351 .073 1 .788    

Strength of horizontal ties .833** .290 8.228 1 .004** 2.300** 1.302 4.062 

Strength of vertical  ties -.333 .295 1.279 1 .258 .716 .402 1.277 

Environmental  munificence   .162 .150 1.177 1 .278 1.176 .877 1.577 
a. The reference category is: 1 (Local). 

N = 65.   *   p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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TABLE 6 

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis for Relationship between Density of Horizontal and Vertical Ties 

and Geographic Scope of SME Growth 
 

Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variable in the model 
 Std.Error Wald df p Odds Ratio 

95% C.I. of Odds Ratio 

Lower Upper 

 Geographic scope 

of growth a 
 

        

1 

Regional 

Intercept .046 .354 .017 1 .896    

Density of horizontal ties .726* .285 6.489 1 .011* 2.067* 1.182 3.614 

Density of vertical  ties -.661 .339 3.809 1 .051 .516 .266 1.003 

International Intercept .097 .351 .076 1 .783    

Density of horizontal ties .902** .293 9.470 1 .002** 2.464** 1.387 4.377 

Density of vertical  ties -.406 .288 1.989 1 .158 .666 .379 1.171 

2 Regional Intercept .180 .384 .220 1 .639    

Density of horizontal ties .944** .359 6.932 1 .008** 2.570** 1.273 5.191 

Density of vertical  ties -.531* .232 5.243 1 .022* .588* .374 .926 

Environmental  munificence   .369* .165 5.017 1 .025* 1.447* 1.047 1.999 

International Intercept .233 .381 .374 1 .541    

Density of horizontal ties 1.203** .371 10.491 1 .001** 3.330** 1.608 6.897 

Density of vertical  ties -.554* .232 5.713 1 .017* .575* .365 .905 

Environmental  munificence   .270 .164 2.734 1 .098 1.310 .951 1.806 

3 Regional Intercept .421 .450 .879 1 .348    

Density of horizontal ties 1.308** .448 8.518 1 .004** 3.698** 1.537 8.901 

Density of vertical  ties -.673* .281 5.725 1 .017* .510* .294 .885 

Environmental  munificence   .491* .207 5.658 1 .017* 1.635* 1.090 2.451 
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Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variable in the model 
 Std.Error Wald df p Odds Ratio 95% C.I. of Odds Ratio 

Density of vertical ties  x Envi-

ronmental  munificence   
-.265* .112 5.595 1 .018* .767* .616 .956 

International Intercept .497 .445 1.246 1 .264    

Density of horizontal ties 1.558** .460 11.496 1 .001** 4.750** 1.930 11.693 

Density of vertical  ties -.760** .279 7.398 1 .007** .468** .271 .809 

Environmental  munificence   .373 .197 3.600 1 .058 1.452 .988 2.134 

Density of vertical ties x Envi-

ronmental  munificence     
-.230* .104 4.860 1 .027* .795* .648 .975 

a. The reference category is: 1 (Local). 
N = 65.  *   p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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TABLE 7 

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis for Relationship between  Density of Horizontal and Vertical Ties  

and Complexity of Contracts 

 

Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variables 

 

B 

 

Std.Error 

 

Wald 

 

df 

 

p 

Odds Ratio 95% C.I. of Odds Ratio 

Lower  Upper 

 Complexity of contracts a          

1 Domestic direct and  

through intermediaries 
Intercept -.081 .321 .064 1 .800    

Density of horizontal ties .801* .309 6.707 1 .010* 2.227* 1.215 4.082 

Density of vertical  ties -.405* .201 4.035 1 .045* .667* .450 .990 

 Trust -.007 .136 .003 1 .957 .993 .761 1.295 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept -.892 .432 4.268 1 .039    

Density of horizontal ties 1.354** .401 11.393 1 .001** 3.872** 1.764 8.497 

Density of vertical  ties -.304 .237 1.636 1 .201 .738 .463 1.175 

  Trust -.285 .156 3.315 1 .069 .752 .554 1.022 

2 Domestic direct and  

through intermediaries 
Intercept -.084 .326 .067 1 .796    

Density of horizontal ties .790** .311 6.438 1 .011** 2.204** 1.197 4.057 

Density of vertical  ties -.415* .204 4.145 1 .042* .661* .443 .985 

Trust -.014 .141 .010 1 .919 .986 .747 1.301 

Environmental  uncertainty   -.002 .053 .002 1 .967 .998 .899 1.107 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept -1.271 .527 5.816 1 .016    

Density of horizontal ties 1.285** .461 7.776 1 .005** 3.616** 1.465 8.925 

Density of vertical  ties -.491 .278 3.122 1 .077 .612 .355 1.055 

Trust -.418* .199 4.401 1 .036* .658* .446 .973 
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Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variables 

 

B 

 

Std.Error 

 

Wald 

 

df 

 

p 

Odds Ratio 95% C.I. of Odds Ratio 

Environmental  uncertainty   .216* .092 5.480 1 .019* 1.241* 1.036 1.486 

3 Domestic direct and  

through intermediaries 
Intercept -.283 .368 .591 1 .442    

Density of horizontal ties .783* .315 6.175 1 .013* 2.188* 1.180 4.058 

Density of vertical  ties -.384 .207 3.438 1 .064 .681 .454 1.022 

Trust .052 .158 .107 1 .744 1.053 .773 1.434 

Environmental  uncertainty  -.021 .058 .136 1 .713 .979 .874 1.096 

Trust  x Environmental  un-

certainty    
.025 .021 1.369 1 .242 1.025 .983 1.069 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept -1.366 .583 5.488 1 .019    

Density of horizontal ties 1.075* .461 5.443 1 .020* 2.930* 1.188 7.230 

Density of vertical  ties -.507 .280 3.276 1 .070 .602 .348 1.043 

Trust -.039 .271 .021 1 .885 .962 .566 1.634 

Environmental  uncertainty .269* .113 5.641 1 .018* 1.308* 1.048 1.633 

Trust  x Environmental  un-

certainty    
-.088 .052 2.916 1 .088 .915 .827 1.013 

 

a. The reference category is: 1 (Domestic  direct). 

N = 65.  *   p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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TABLE  8 

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis for Relationship between Strength of Horizontal and Vertical Ties  

and Complexity of Contracts 

 

Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variables B Std.Error Wald df p 
Odds 

Ratio 

95% C.I. of Odds 

Ratio 

Lower  Upper 

 Complexity of contracts a          

1 Domestic direct and  

through intermediaries 
Intercept -.160 .309 .266 1 .606    

Strength of horizontal ties .444 .237 3.504 1 .061 1.558 .979 2.479 

Strength of vertical  ties -.401 .307 1.713 1 .191 .669 .367 1.221 

 Trust .089 .122 .533 1 .465 1.093 .860 1.390 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept   -1.114 .461 5.832 1 .016    

Strength of horizontal ties 1.097** .345 10.145 1 .001** 2.996** 1.525 5.886 

Strength of vertical  ties -.079 .297 .071 1 .790 .924 .516 1.654 

  Trust -.236 .148 2.544 1 .111 .790 .591 1.056 

2 Domestic direct and 

 through intermediaries 
Intercept -.146 .317 .211 1 .646    

Strength of horizontal ties .443 .237 3.500 1 .061 1.558 .979 2.479 

Strength of vertical  ties -.473 .323 2.149 1 .143 .623 .331 1.173 

Trust .080 .129 .386 1 .534 1.084 .841 1.397 

Environmental  uncertainty   .018 .053 .116 1 .733 1.018 .918 1.130 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept -1.404 .535 6.876 1 .009    

Strength of horizontal ties 1.102** .402 7.508 1 .006** 3.011** 1.369 6.625 

Strength of vertical  ties -.324 .343 .894 1 .344 .723 .370 1.415 
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Model 

 

Outcome Variable 

 

Variables 
B Std.Error Wald df p 

Odds 

Ratio 

95% C.I. of Odds 

Ratio 

Trust -.335 .177 3.600 1 .058 .715 .506 1.011 

Environmental  uncertainty   .199* .082 5.901 1 .015* 1.220* 1.039 1.433 

3 Domestic direct and  

through intermediaries 
Intercept  -.317 .352 .809 1 .368    

Strength of horizontal ties .405 .241 2.818 1 .093 1.499 .934 2.403 

Strength of vertical  ties -.400 .318 1.580 1 .209 .670 .359 1.251 

Trust .140 .144 .944 1 .331 1.151 .867 1.527 

Environmental  uncertainty  .003 .057 .003 1 .960 1.003 .898 1.121 

Trust x Environmental  un-

certainty 
.024 .020 1.499 1 .221 1.024 .986 1.064 

International direct and 

through intermediaries 
Intercept -1.436 .565 6.450 1 .011    

Strength of horizontal ties .944* .394 5.748 1 .017* 2.569* 1.188 5.558 

Strength of vertical  ties -.514 .401 1.638 1 .201 .598 .272 1.314 

Trust .024 .255 .009 1 .924 1.025 .621 1.689 

Environmental  uncertainty .267* .112 5.712 1 .017* 1.306* 1.049 1.626 

Trust  x Environmental  un-

certainty    
-.086 .052 2.675 1 .102 .918 .828 1.017 

 
a. The reference category is: 1 (Domestic  direct) 

N = 65.  *   p < .05.  ** p < .01. 
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TABLE 9 

Summary of the Findings in the Study   

Hypothesis Tested relationship Results 

1.1 Bridging capital of SMEs operating in emerging markets 

will be positively associated with an SME growth outside 

its home region. 

Partially 

supported 

1.2 Bonding capital of SMEs operating in emerging markets 

will be positively associated with SME growth. 

Partially 

supported 

1.3 

 

Denatured SMEs will exhibit more horizontal bridging ties 

than traditional SMEs. 

Supported 

1.4 Denatured SMEs will exhibit less bonding capital than tra-

ditional SMEs. 

Supported 

2.1 

 

SMEs with greater bridging capital will be more likely to 

select wide growth in geographic scope. 

Partially 

supported 

2.2 

 

SMEs with greater bonding capital will be more likely to 

select wider growth in geographic scope. 

Not  

supported 

2.3 

 

Greater bridging capital is more likely to lead to the utiliza-

tion of more complex contracts. 

Partially 

supported 

2.4 

 

Greater bonding capital is more likely to lead to the utiliza-

tion of more complex contracts. 

Not sup-

ported 

3.  Internationalizing SMEs will exhibit more horizontal 

bridging ties than domestic SMEs. 

Supported 

4.1 Human capital will positively moderate the relationship 

between bonding and bridging social capital and SME 

growth outcomes. 

Not  

supported 

4.2 Human capital will positively moderate the relationship 

between bonding and bridging social capital and the geo-

graphic scope of SME growth. 

Not  

supported 

4.3 Human capital will positively moderate the relationship 

between bonding and bridging social capital and the com-

plexity of SME contracts. 

Not  

supported 

4.4 Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and SME growth outcomes.  

Not  

supported 

4.5 Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and the geographic scope of SME growth. 

Not 

 supported 

4.6 Environmental uncertainty will negatively moderate the 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and the complexity of SME contracts.  

Partially 

supported 

4.7 Environmental munificence will positively moderate the Not  
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Hypothesis Tested relationship Results 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and SME growth outcomes.  

supported 

4.8 Environmental munificence will positively moderate the 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and the geographic scope of SME growth. 

Partially 

supported 

4.9 Environmental munificence will positively moderate the 

relationship between bonding and bridging social capital 

and complexity of SME contracts.  

Not  

supported 
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FIGURES 

FIGURE 1 

АooХМoМФ’Ь CoЧМОptЮКХТгКtТoЧ oП EМoЧoЦТМ DОЯОХopment 
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Macro level: Predation, corruption 

                                                        

                                                         

II 

 

MТМЫШ lОЯОl: “SШМТКl OЩЩШЫЭЮЧТЭв” 

Macro level: Cooperation, accountability,              

flexibility 

 IV 

 

MТМЫШ lОЯОl: “AЦШЫКl ТЧНТЯТНЮКl-

ТЬЦ” 

 Macro level: Anarchy    

                                                          I 

 

MТМЫШ lОЯОl: “AЦШЫКl ПКЦТlТЬЦ” 

Macro level: Inefficiency, ineffectiveness 

III 

       Low                                             Bonding Social Capital                          High 

Source: (Woolcock, 1998: 172, 177) 
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FIGURE 2 

Relations between Social Capital and SME Growth 
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FIGURE 3 

Between-group Differences in Density of Horizontal Ties for 

International and Denatured SMEs 
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FIGURE 4 

Between-group Differences in Density of Horizontal Ties for 

Domestic and International SMEs 
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FIGURE 5 

Between-group Differences in Density of Horizontal Ties for SMEs 

with Local, Regional, and International Growth Strategy 
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APPENDIX A 

Summary of Terms Used in the Study 

Term used in the study Definition 

Emerging market "A country that satisfies two criteria: a rapid pace of eco-

nomic development, and government policies favoring 

economic liberalization and the adoption of a free-market 

ЬвЬЭОЦ” (HШЬФТЬЬШЧ, EНОЧ, LКЮ, КЧН АЫТРСЭ, 2000: 249). 
Denatured SME 

(Anti-small business con-

cept) 

“A ЬЦКll-sized firm that is highly decentralized, with a 

high level of job specialization and an explicit, long-term 

strategy, having complex, formal internal and external, 

information systems and working on a world market” 
(Torrès & Julien, 2005: 363) 

Social capital “TСО Рoodwill that is engendered by the fabric of social 

relaЭТШЧЬ КЧН ЭСКЭ МКЧ ЛО ЦШЛТlТгОН ЭШ ПКМТlТЭКЭО КМЭТШЧ” 
(Adler & Kwon, 2002: 17). 

Bonding social capital “CШllОМЭТЯО КМЭШЫЬ' ТЧЭОЫЧКl МСКЫКМЭОЫТЬЭТМЬ” (AНlОЫ & 
Kwon, 2002:21) 

Bridging social capital “A resource located in the external linkages of a focal 

acЭШЫ” (AНlОЫ & KаШЧ, 2002: 21), 
Social relations “ SШМТКl ЫОlКЭТШЧЬ, ТЧ аСТМС ПКЯШЫЬ КЧН РТПЭЬ КЫО Оx-

МСКЧРОН” (AНlОЫ & KаШЧ, 2002 :18) 
Business relations  “MКЫФОЭ ЫОlКЭТШЧЬ, ТЧ аСТМС ЩЫШНЮМЭЬ КЧН ЬОЫvices are ex-

МСКЧРОН ПШЫ ЦШЧОв ШЫ ЛКЫЭОЫОН” (AНlОЫ & KаШЧ, 2002 
:18)  

Hierarchical  

relations 

“ HТОЫКЫМСТМКl ЫОlКЭТШЧЬ, ТЧ аСТМС ШЛОНТОЧМО ЭШ Кuthority 

is exchanged for material and spiritual secuЫТЭв” (AНlОЫ & 
Kwon, 2002 :18) 

Horizontal ties (linkages, 

connections) 

Market and social relations (Adler & Kwon, 2002) 

Vertical ties, Institutional 

ties (linkages, connections) 

Hierarchical relations (Adler & Kwon, 2002) 

Relations with various institutions, including government 

and administrative structures, financial institutions (Xu et 

al., 2012) 

Strength of ties “TСО ЬЭЫОЧРЭС ШП К ЭТО ТЬ К (ЩЫШЛКЛlв lТЧОКЫ) МШЦЛТЧation 

of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the inti-

macy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services 

аСТМС МСКЫКМЭОЫТгО ЭСО ЭТО” (GЫКЧovetter, 1973: 1361). 

Strong ties 1) “IЧЯШlЯО lКЫРОЫ ЭТЦО МШЦЦТЭЦОЧЭЬ” , “ЭСО ЬЭЫШЧРОЫ ЭСО 
tie connecting two individuals, the more similar they 

КЫО, ТЧ ЯКЫТШЮЬ аКвЬ” (GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ, 1973: 1362); 
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Term used in the study Definition 

2)  “Breeding lШМКl МШСОЬТШЧ” (GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ, 1973: 1378);   
3)   “Close or special relationships" (Uzzi, 1997: 41). 

Weak ties  1) “Between РЫШЮЩЬ” (GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ, 1973); 
2)  “Create ЦШЫО, КЧН ЬСШЫЭОЫ, ЩКЭСЬ” (GЫКЧШЯОЭЭОЫ, 1973: 

1365). 

AЫЦ’Ь lОЧРЭС ЭТОЬ 1) Market relationships (Uzzi, 1997) 

2) “LОКЧ КЧН ЬЩШЫКНТМ ЭЫКЧЬКМЭТШЧЬ” (UггТ, 1999: 483) 
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APPENDIX B  

Costs and Benefits of Bonding and Bridging Social Capital  

Implications Bonding Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Bridging Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Costs Limits access to external resources and 

information (De Carolis and Saparito, 

2006) 

Individual Conformity pressures if a network is large  

(Burt, 1997) 

Individual 

Network 

Creates unequal access to social net-

works, power asymmetries, and rent-

seeking behavior (Bowles & Gintis, 

2002; Molyneux, 2002).   

Group, 

Society 

  

Over-commitment limits cooperative 

behavior, learning and adaptability 

(Kaminska, 2010) 

Organization 

 

  

Limits developmental options by lock-

ing within group boundaries (Gargiulo 

& Benassi, 2000; Putnam, 1993; Uzzi, 

1997; Woolcock, 1998) 

Individual 

Dyad 

Group 

  

Benefits Provides social identity (Woolcock, 

1998) 

Individual 

Group  

Organization 

Helps to suppress group-thinking (McEvity 

& Zaheer, 1999) 

Group 

Organization 

Fosters information exchange and in-

novations (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; 

Putnam 1993; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998) 

Dyad 

Group 

Society 

Access to new information  and opportuni-

ties (Burt, 1997; Granovetter, 1973; McEvi-

ty & Zaheer, 1999; Peng, 2004; Putnam, 

1993, 2000; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; 

Zahra, 2010) 

Individual 

Group 

Organization 

Network 
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Implications Bonding Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Bridging Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Provides access to scarce resources 

and emotional support (Assudani, 

2009) 

Individual Provides access to resources (Leana & Van 

Buren, 1999; Lin, 2001; Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998; Zahra, 2010) 

Individual 

Group 

Organization 

Helps firm resources recombination 

(Galunic & Rodan, 1998) 

Organization Helps to overcome strategic and resource 

disadvantages (Park, & Luo, 2001) 

Organization 

Network 

Facilitates actions and transactions 
(Coleman, 1988) 

Group 

Organization 

Network 

Facilitates economic transactions (Grabher 

& Stark, 1997; Granovetter, 1973; McMil-

lan & Woodruff, 1999; van Staveren & 

Knorringa, 2007) 

Individual 

Group 

Organization 

Lowers transaction costs (Cardoza & 

Fornes, 2011; Putnam 1993) 

Group  

Organization 

Society 

Improves performance (Acquaah, 2007; 

Batjargal, 2003; Gulati, 1998; Koka & 

Prescott, 2002; Park & Luo, 2001; Peng & 

Luo, 2000; Rowley, Behrens & Krackhardt, 

2000) 

Individual 

Organization 

Network 

Helps entrepreneurs to establish their 

business (Kaminska, 2010; Peng, 

2004); improves firm survival (Pen-

nings, Lee, & van Witteloostuijn, 

1998) 

Individual 

Organization 

Network 

Increases chances to exploit new opportuni-

ties (Cardoza & Fornes, 2011; Grabher & 

Stark, 1997; Woolcock, 1998) 

Individual 

Group 

Organization 

Fosters generalized reciprocity, coor-

dination, and cooperation (Adler, 

2001; Dyer, 1996; Macneil, 1980; Put-

nam,1993; Sako, 1992; Uzzi, 1997) 

Dyad 

Organization 

 Network 

 Society 

Helps developing novel competitive strate-

gies (Geletkanycz & Hambrick, 1997) 

Group 

Organization 

 

Enforces mutual commitment, help, 

and trustworthy behavior (Peng, 2004; 

Woolkock, 1998) 

Individual 

Group 

 

Allows for more cooperation (McMillan & 

Woodruff, 1999) 

 

Organization 

Network 
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Implications Bonding Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Bridging Social Capital Level of anal-

ysis 

Stimulates coherent actions and com-

mon vision (MМCКllЮЦ & O’CШЧЧОl, 
2009) 

Group 

Organization 

Stimulates long-term partnerships (Chung, 

Singh & Lee, 2000) 

Dyad 

Allows for unique information shar-

ing, trust, and meaningfulness for a 

family firm (Pearson, Carr and Shaw, 

2008; van Staveren & Knorringa, 

2007) 

Group 

Organization 

Source of legitimacy and credibility; an in-

strument of leveraging new knowledge and 

resources  (Alvarez and Barney, 2001; Park, 

& Luo, 2001; Yli-Renko, Autio & Sapienza, 

2000) 

Network 

Group 

Organization 

 

Shared goals and values (Putnam, 

1993)   

Society Stimulates the development of firm capabil-

ities (Gulati, 1998; McEvity & Zaheer, 

1999) 

Organization 

Helps share and transfer critical and 

tacit knowledge (Uzzi, 1996; Uzzi & 

Lancaster, 2003) 

Group 

Organization 

Facilitates communication of explicit 

knowledge (Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003) 

Individual 

Organization 

Increases knowledge-intensity and 

international growth (Yli-Renko et al., 

2002) 

 Facilitates exploratory behavior and inno-

vations (Coviello, 2006; Prashantham, 

2008) 

Organization 

Improves organization outcomes 
(Leana &Pil, 2006) 

Organization Career advancement (Burt, 1997; Grano-

vetter, 1973) 

Individual 
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APPENDIX C 

Variables Description  

Variable Measure Range and description Source 

Independent Variables 

Bonding Social 

Capital -Structural 

Information 

sharing 

6 to 30 

Modified six items scale 

Hyatt & Ruddy, 1997;  

Leana & Pil, 2006 

Bonding Social 

Capital -Relational 

Trust 6 to 30 

Modified six items scale 

Leana & Pil, 2006 

Bridging Social 

Capital – Relation-

al 

Strength - ver-

tical 

0 to 7 

Measured by reciprocity 

of relationship (close = 

1; distant = 0) 

Granovetter, 1973 

Strength - hori-

zontal 

0 to 8 

Measured by reciprocity 

of relationship (close = 

1; distant = 0) 

Granovetter, 1973 

Bridging Social 

Capital – Structural 

Density -

vertical 

0 to 7 

Measured by the number 

of ties  

Boissevain, 1974; Cao 

et al., 2010; Xu et al., 

2012; Yiu et al., 2007 

Density - hori-

zontal 

0 to 8 

Measured by the number 

of ties 

Boissevain, 1974; Cao 

et al., 2010; Xu et al., 

2012; Yiu et al., 2007 

Dependent Variables 

Firm Growth - 

Quantitative 

Total Growth Average of percentage 

growth in sales for 2 

years 

Florin et al, 2003; Za-

hra et al., 2000 

Regional 

Growth  

Percentage of revenue 

from all activities outside 

of local market  

Bonaccorsi, 1992; 

Calof, 1994; 

 Zahra et al., 2007 

Out of home 

region growth 

Total Growth weighted 

by  Regional Growth  

Based on Bonaccorsi, 

1992; Calof, 1994; 

Zahra et al., 2007 

Firm Growth - 

Qualitative 

Geographic 

Scope of 

Growth 

1 - Local; 

2 - Regional;  

3 – International 

 

Categorical measure 

Qualitative assessment 

based on  Zahra et al., 

1997, 2007; Sullivan, 

1994; Tallman & Li, 

1996 

Complexity of 

Contracts 

1 - Direct domestic sales 

or purchasing; 

2 - Direct domestic sales 

Qualitative assessment 

based on Manolova et 

al., 2002 
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Variable Measure Range and description Source 

or purchasing, and agen-

cy  or distribution  

agreements,  

3 - All of the above and  

foreign  contracts or 

partnerships  

 

Categorical measure 

Control Variables 

Firm age  Age Number of years as of 

firm founding 

 

Firm size  Size Natural logarithm of the 

number of employees 

Lu and Beamish, 2001 

Industry Industry 0 – Low to moderate 

technology intensity 

1 – Moderate to high 

technology intensity 

 

Categorical measure 

Classification of manu-

facturing industries into 

categories based on 

R&D intensities, 

OECD, 2011 

SME denaturing Business group 

affiliation 

0 – Non affiliated firm 

1 – Affiliated firm 

 

Moderators 

Human Capital Education Years, based on full 

complete level of educa-

tion 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 

2003a 

Experience  0 to 3 

Sum of three items coded 

0 or 1 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 

2003a 

Aspiration for 

Growth  

4 to 28 

Four  items scale 

Wiklund & Shepherd, 

2003a 

External  

environment 

Environmental 

uncertainty 

1 to 42 

Modified six items scale 

Xu et al., 2012 

Environmental 

munificence 

Average percentage of 

industry revenue increase 

for the last 3 years 

Cao et al., 2010; Keats 

& Hitt,1988; McDou-

gall et al., 1994; Peng 

& Luo, 2000 
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APPENDIX D 

Scale based measures used in the study 

1. Bonding Social Capital (items partially reworded): 

a) Information sharing (Hyatt & Ruddy, 1997; Leana & Pil, 2006);  measured using a 

5-point Likert scale; reported CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь Кlpha=0.89 

IS1. Managers engage in open and honest communication with one another. 

IS2. Managers at this firm have no hidden agendas or issues. 

IS3. Managers share and accept constructive criticisms without making it per-

sonal. 

IS4. Managers discuss personal issues if they affect job performance. 

IS5. Managers willingly share information with one another. 

IS6.  Managers at this firm keep each other informed at all times. 

b) Trust (Leana & Pil, 2006); measured using a 5-point Likert scale; reported 

CronЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 0.88 

T1. I can rely on the managers I work with in this firm. 

T2. MКЧКРОЫЬ ТЧ ЭСТЬ ПТЫЦ КЫО ЮЬЮКllв МШЧЬТНОЫКЭО ШП ШЧО КЧШЭСОЫ’Ь ПООlТЧРЬ. 

T3. Managers have confidence in one another in this firm. 

T4. Managers in this firm show a great deal of integrity. 

T5. TСОЫО ТЬ ЧШ “ЭОКЦ ЬЩТЫТЭ” КЦШЧР ЦКЧКРОЫЬ ТЧ ЭСТЬ ПТЫЦ (ЫОЯОЫЬОН). 

T6. Overall, Managers at this firm are trustworthy. 
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2. Aspiration for growth (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2003a); measured using a 7-point 

LТФОЫЭ ЬМКlО; ЫОЩШЫЭОН CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 0.72 

GA1. What is your assessment of a 25 percent increase in your firm sales in five 

years?  

GA2. What is your assessment of a 100 percent increase in the number of employees 

in five years?  

If a respondent reports the higher value for question 2 than question 1, their an-

swer for question 1 will be manually re-recorded as seven (the highest value) on a 

25% growth scale.  

GA3. What is the ideal size of your firm in five years in terms of sales? 

GA4. What is the ideal size of your firm in five years in terms of the number of em-

ployees? 

Responses to questions 3 and 4, together with current sales and firm size figures 

(for year 2010)  will be used to calculate the growth rates, and each rate (percent of 

growth ) will be converted to two seven-point scales. 

 

4. Environmental uncertainty (Xu et al., 2012); measured using a 7-point Likert scale; 

reported CЫШЧЛКМС’Ь КlЩСК = 0.76. 

EU1. It is important for our business to develop strategies that are competitor-

oriented in the long run  

EU2. We regularly review the core capabilities of our current and potential 

competitors. 
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EU3. We exchange views on the information about competitors between man-

agers and employees. 

EU4. SОЧТШЫ ОбОМЮЭТЯОЬ ЩКв lТЭЭlО КЭЭОЧЭТШЧ ЭШ МШЦЩОЭТЭШЫЬ’ ЬЭЫКЭОРТОЬ. 

EU5. We share information about competitors within the company.  

EU6. АО НТЬМЮЬЬ МШЦЩОЭТЭШЫ’Ь ЬЭЫКЭОРв КЧН Мompetitive advantage at the man-

agement level. 
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APPENDIX E 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT 

 

“Social Capital and SME Growth: an Emerging Market Perspective” 

 

I understand that I have been asked to participate in a program of research being conducted by 

Natalya Totskaya, the PhD Candidate under the supervision of Dr. Michael Carney of the Man-

agement  Department of Concordia University. Contact information for Natalya Totskaya: e-mail: 

n_totska@jmsb.concordia.ca; tel: (514) 848-2424, ext. 2738; contact information for Dr. 

M.Carney: e-mail:  mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca;  tel: (514) 848-2424 ext 2937; address: MB 

13.349, 1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal, QC H3G 1M8, Canada). This research is 

conducted by Natalya Totskaya to fulfil the requirements of her PhD thesis.  

 

A. PURPOSE 

 I have been informed that the purpose of the research is as follows: to explore the sources 

and the use of firm social capital. Social capital is the resource created by social relations; it is asso-

ciated with reputation, trust, mutual understanding and cooperation that can enhance opportunities 

available to individuals, groups, and organizations. This project is intended to studying internal and 

external social connections as an engine of firm development, including strategies of local, regional, 

and international growth.  

 

 

B. PROCEDURES 

 I understand that this study involves a variety of participants from small and medium companies 

operating in Siberian region of Russia. As a participant in the study, I will be asked to review a ques-

tionnaire, and take part in a semi-structured interview lasting about one hour. The interview will be 

conducted in my office and will be recorded using notes and voice recorder.  During the interview I 

will be asked to cover issues related to the formation, development and deployment of firm social 

capital. 

 The information collected will be treated in a confidential manner. Only the researcher will 

know the identity of participants. No information that could reveal the identity of any participant or 

the name of participating company will be disclosed.  References in the data collection and analysis 

will be made through generalizations toward broad characteristics of firms participating in this study. 

The interview notes and tape recording will be destroyed after transferring into electronic format, and 

checking for possible errors. The data in electronic format will be kept in password protected 

computer at the management department. The data will be destroyed 5 years after publishing. 

 

 

C. RISKS AND BENEFITS 

I understand that there are no risks to me or to my company related to my participation in this 

research project. Instead my company can benefit from better understanding of own business 

practices, and national specifics of social capital development. 

 

 

mailto:n_totska@jmsb.concordia.ca
mailto:mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca
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D. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

  I understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue my participation at 

anytime without negative consequences. 

 I understand that my participation in this study is confidential (i.e. researcher will know, but 

will not disclose my identity). 

 I understand that the data from this study may be published. 

 

I HAVE CAREFULLY STUDIED THE ABOVE AND UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT.  

I FREELY CONSENT AND VOLUNTARILY AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY. 

NAME (please print) _______________________________________________________ 

SIGNATURE             _______________________________________________________ 

 

If at any tТЦО вШЮ СКЯО qЮОЬЭТШЧЬ КЛШЮЭ ЭСО ЩЫШЩШЬОН ЫОЬОКЫМС, ЩlОКЬО МШЧЭКМЭ ЭСО ЬЭЮНв’Ь 
Principal Investigator Dr. Michael Carney, Management  Department, Concordia University, tel: 

+1 (514)848-2424 ext 2937;  e-mail:  mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca  

 

If at any time you have questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the 

Research Ethics and Compliance Advisor, Concordia University, +1 (514)848-2424 ex. 7481, e-

mail: ethics@alcor.concordia.ca 

mailto:mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca
mailto:ethics@alcor.concordia.ca
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A questionnaire for the  research project 

“Social Capital and SME Growth: an Emerging Market Perspective” 

 

Company information 

Name of the company: ___________________________________ 

When was your company founded?  Year____________________ 

 

How many employees does your company have now?  _________ 

   

Which industry is your company in?  _______________________  

 

 

Is this company family-owned?           □   ВОЬ   □   No      

 

 

DШОЬ вШЮЫ МШЦЩКЧв СКЯО ЛШКЫН ШП НТЫОМЭШЫЬ?     □   ВОЬ   □   NШ        
   

If YES—AЫО вШЮ ШЧ ЭСО ЛШКЫН ШП НТЫОМЭШЫЬ?  □   ВОЬ   □   NШ          
         Are you Chairman of the board?     □   ВОЬ   □   NШ   
 

Is your company affiliated with any bЮЬТЧОЬЬ РЫШЮЩ?   □   ВОЬ   □   NШ   
    

If YES – How many other companies are members of your group? ____________ 

If YES - Please describe what relationships connect your company with other 

group affiliates (check all relevant boxes):  

□  FШЫЦКl МШЧЭЫКМЭЬ 

□  IЧПШЫЦКl МШЧЧОМЭТШЧЬ 

□  Common ownership 

□  Equity cross holdings 

□  CШ-founders of other companies 

□  IЧЭОЫlШМФТЧР НТЫОМЭШЫЬ 

□  FТЧКЧМТКl lТnkages 

□  OЭСОЫ ИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИ_______________________________ 

 

If YES - What type of relationships prevail?  

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Firm Performance 

АСКЭ аКЬ ЭСО РЫШаЭС ЫКЭО ТЧ вШЮЫ МШЦЩКЧв’Ь ЬКlОЬ ЯШlЮЦО? 

2010 vs. 2009  _______% 

         

2009 vs. 2008  _______% 
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National Expansion 
 

Is your company involved in any business outside yШЮЫ lШМКl ЦКЫФОЭ?   □   ВОЬ   □   NШ      
 

If YES  - What percentage of your company revenue comes from domestic operations 

outside your  local market /from other regions? ________% 

 

If YES  - How many regions your company sells to? _________ 

 

If YES  -  What types of domestic/regional partnerships is your company involved in? 

Please check all relevant boxes: 

□ Buying raw materials and components (procurement) 

□ Direct sales    

□ Contracting (agency sales and/or distribution)  

□ Franchise    

□ Licensing (product or service)   

□ Other types of partnerships. Please specify: 

__________________________________________ 

 

Internationalization 

IЬ вШЮЫ МШЦЩКЧв ТЧЯШlЯОН ТЧ КЧв ЛЮЬТЧОЬЬ ТЧ ПШЫОТРЧ ЦКЫФОЭЬ?   □   ВОЬ   □   NШ      
 

If YES what percentage of your company revenue comes from all international 

operations? ________% 

 

If YES  - How many foreign countries your company sells to? _______________ 

 

If YES  - In which year did your company first sell or operate overseas?  

Year_________ 

 

IЬ вШЮЫ МШЦЩКЧв ТЧЯШlЯОН ТЧ …. (please check all relevant boxes): 

□ Import    

□ Direct export    

□ Export through an intermediary   

□ Contracting (agency sales and/or distribution)  

□ Franchise    

□ Licensing (product or service)   

□ International Joint Venture (product or service)   

□ Other types of partnerships.  Please specify:___________________________________ 

 

 

Personal background 

AЫО вШЮ ШЧО ШП ЭСО МШЦЩКЧв’Ь МШ-ПШЮЧНОЫЬ?       □   ВОЬ   □   NШ    
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How many years have you worked in this company? _________yrs 

 

Your job title / position? ___________________________________ 

 

Years in this and closely related industries _________yrs 

 

Have you had started another business (prior to starting your current business or prior to 

working for this company)?       □   ВОЬ   □   NШ      
 

Have you worked as a manager in any other organization for at least a year? 

□   ВОЬ   □   NШ      
 

Have you worked as a manager in other organizations with annual sales growth of at least 

20%?   □   ВОЬ   □   NШ      
 

How many years of work experience do you have in total?  __________ 

 

What is your highest level of completed education?  Please mark the highest level of 

completed education: 

□   HТРС SМСШШl DТЩlШЦК 

□   CШllОРО DТЩlШЦК 

□   UЧТЯОЫЬТЭв – Specialist Diploma   

□   UЧТЯОЫЬТЭв – Bachelor Degree 

□   UЧТЯОЫЬТЭв – Master Degree  

□   PШЬЭ GЫКНЮКte – Candidate of Sciences 

□   PШЬЭ GЫКНЮКЭО – Doctor of Sciences 

   

Organizational Social Capital 

 

Internal Social Capital 

In this question we are interested in interpersonal relationships in your company. For the 

next set of statements please indicate the extent to which each of the following statements 

is true or untrue by circling one item that best describes your view. 

(1= very untrue, 3 = neutral, 5 = very  true) 

At this company: Very untrue                      Very  true Not  

applicable 

Managers engage in open and honest communica-

tion with one another 

1          2          3          4          5        0 

MКЧКРОЫЬ КЫО ЮЬЮКllв МШЧЬТНОЫКЭО ШП ШЧО КЧШЭСОЫ’Ь 
feelings 

1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers have no hidden agendas or issues 1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers share and accept constructive criticisms 

without making it personal 

1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers discuss personal issues if they affect job 

performance 

1          2          3          4          5        0 
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I can rely on the managers I work with  1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers willingly share information with one an-

other 

1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers at this firm keep each other informed at 

all times 

1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers show a great deal of integrity 1          2          3          4          5        0 

Managers have confidence in one another  1          2          3          4          5        0 

TСОЫО ТЬ ЧШ “ЭОКЦ ЬЩТЫТЭ” КЦШЧР ЦКЧКgers  1          2          3          4          5        0 

 

External  Social Capital  

Please think about all the business contacts that outside of your firm, who are important, 

or potОЧtТКХХв ТЦpoЫtКЧt, to СОХpТЧР to КМСТОЯО вoЮЫ МoЦpКЧв’Ь oЛУОМtТЯОЬ oЫ СОХp 
your company development. How many of them fall in the following categories?  

 
  If YES please indicate for each of the categories   

…. 
How much per-

centage in each 

of the categories 

was initially 

your unique 

contacts (i.e., no 

other top man-

agers knew pri-

or to the firm-

level connec-

tions)? 

 Our com-

pany 

maintains  

connec-

tions 

аТЭС…. 
 

(please 

circle) 

If relationship 

ТЬ ….  
 

 

 

(please circle 

) 

number 

of con-

tacts 

per 

week 
аТЭС… 

number 

of hours 

spent 

per av-

erage 

week 
аТЭС …. 

If you go 

out with 

for social 

activities 

outside 

work (i.e. 

as per-

sonal 

friends)? 

Customers 

 

yes no close distant    % 

Suppliers 

 

yes no close distant    % 

Partners 

 

yes no close distant    % 

Competitors 

 

yes no close distant    % 

Banks 

 

yes no close distant    % 

Financial 

agencies 

yes no close distant    % 

Federal  

government 

yes no close distant    % 

Regional  

government 

yes no close distant    % 

Municipal 

Government 

yes no close distant     
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  If YES please indicate for each of the categories   

…. 
How much per-

centage in each 

of the categories 

was initially 

your unique 

contacts (i.e., no 

other top man-

agers knew pri-

or to the firm-

level connec-

tions)? 

 Our com-

pany 

maintains  

connec-

tions 

аТЭС…. 
 

(please 

circle) 

If relationship 

ТЬ ….  
 

 

 

(please circle 

) 

number 

of con-

tacts 

per 

week 
аТЭС… 

number 

of hours 

spent 

per av-

erage 

week 

аТЭС …. 

If you go 

out with 

for social 

activities 

outside 
work (i.e. 

as per-

sonal 
friends)? 

Administra-

tive agencies 

yes no close distant    % 

Professional 

associations 

yes no close distant    % 

City / Re-

gional 

Chamber of 

Commerce 

yes no close distant     

Foreign 

commercial 

structures 

yes no close distant     

Foreign 

country  

authorities 

yes no close distant    % 

Diaspora 

/Overseas 

ethnic comu-

nity members 

yes no close distant    % 

Other (please 

specify): 

        

 yes no close distant    % 

 yes no close distant    % 
 

 

Growth Aspirations 

We are interested in assessing your growth aspirations. Please indicate the extent to 

which each of the following statements is true or untrue by circling one item that best de-

scribes your view. 

 
(1= very negative, 4 = neutral, 7 = very positive) 

For this company Very negative              Very positive 

What is your assessment of a 25 percent increase in the number of em-

ployees in five years? 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 
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What is your assessment of a 100 percent increase in the number of 

employees in five years?  
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 

 

What is the ideal size of your firm in five years in terms of sales? _____________________ 

What is the ideal size of your firm in five years in terms of the number of employ-

ees? ________________ 

Environmental Uncertainty 

In this question we are interested in assessment of environmental uncertainty. For the 

next set of statements please indicate to which extent you agree that each of the following 

statements. 

(1= disagree very strongly, 4 = neutral, 5 = agree very strongly) 

At this company: Disagree                                               Agree 

very strongly                                   very strongly         

It is important for our business to develop strategies 

that are competitor-oriented in the long run  

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

We regularly review the core capabilities of our 

current and potential competitors 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

We regularly  exchange views on the information 

about competitors between managers and employ-

ees 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

Senior executives pay little attention to competi-

ЭШЫЬ’ ЬЭЫКЭОРТОЬ 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

Share information about competitors within the 

company 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

DТЬМЮЬЬ МШЦЩОЭТЭШЫ’Ь ЬЭЫКЭОРв КЧН МШЦЩОЭТЭТЯО Кd-

vantage at the management level. 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    
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APPENDIX F 

Questionnaire in Russian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"でだぴごんずぽぞぼざ とんぢごどんず ご でどづんどぎゎごご 
づんげゑごどごé: ぜんずぼぎ ご でづぎがぞごぎ 

ぢづぎがぢづごéどごé ぞん づんげゑごゑんùЩごびでé 
づぼぞとんび" 

 

 

んÖ¡ñöóëÜçíÖóñ ½í¿▲ê ó ïëñÑÖóê äëñÑäëó　öóú 

ç ëí½¡íê  äëÜñ¡öí óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖó　  ë▲Ö¡Üç 
ゐëí£ó¿óó,  

づÜïïóó, ごÖÑóó ó とóöí　 
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でだゎずんでごぎ ばぶんでどゑだゑんどぽ ゑ  ごででずぎがだゑんどぎずぽでとだぜ ぢづだぎとどぎ 

"でだぴごんずぽぞぼざ とんぢごどんず ご でどづんどぎゎごご  づんげゑごどごé: ぜんずぼぎ ご でづぎがぞごぎ 
ぢづぎがぢづごéどごé ぞん づんげゑごゑんùЩごびでé づぼぞとんび" 

 

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ 　 äëóÇ¿íüñÖ(í) äëóÖ　öá Üôíïöóñ ç äëÜÇëí½½ñ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóú, 
äëÜçÜÑó½Üú ぞíöí¿áñú どÜî¡Üú, ÑÜ¡öÜëíÖöÜ½ äÜÑ ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑïöçÜ½ ÑÜ¡öÜëí ぜíú¡¿í とíëÖó ï 
¡íâñÑë▲ ½ñÖñÑ¢½ñÖöí ばÖóçñëïóöñöí とÜÖ¡ÜëÑó　. とÜÖöí¡öÖí　 óÖâÜë½íîó　 ぞíöí¿áó どÜî¡Üú: 
~¿.äÜôöí: n_totska@jmsb.concordia.ca, öñ¿.: (514) 848-2424, ÑÜä. 2738; ¡ÜÖöí¡öÖí　 óÖâÜë½íîó　 
ÑÜ¡öÜëí ぜ. とíëÖó: ~¿. äÜôöí:  mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca,  öñ¿.: (514) 848-2424, ÑÜä. 2937, 
íÑëñï: ぜゑ 13.349, 1455 ßÜ¿áçíë がñ ぜñ£íÖÖёç ゑñïö, ぜÜÖëñí¿á, とçñßñ¡, H3G 1M8, とíÖíÑí.  
がíÖÖÜñ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóñ äëÜçÜÑóöï　 ぞíöí¿áñú どÜî¡Üú Ñ¿　 ññ ÑÜ¡öÜëï¡Üú Ñóïïñëöíîóó.   
 

A. ぴぎずぽ 

é ÜçñÑÜ½¿ñÖ(í),  ôöÜ îñ¿á0 ÑíÖÖÜÇÜ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖó　 　ç¿　ñöï　 ó£ÜôñÖóñ óïöÜôÖó¡Üç 
âÜë½óëÜçíÖó　 ó Öíäëíç¿ñÖóú óïäÜ¿á£ÜçíÖó　 ïÜîóí¿áÖÜÇäÜ ¡íäóöí¿í äëñÑäëó　öó　.  
でÜîóí¿áÖ▲ú ¡íäóöí¿ - ~öÜ ëñïÜëï, ïÜ£Ñíçíñ½▲ú  ½ñ¢¿óôÖÜïöÖ▲½ó ïç　£　½ó. でÜîóí¿áÖ▲ú 
¡íäóöí¿  íïïÜîóóëÜñöï　 ï ëñäÜöíîóñú, ÑÜçñëóñ½, ç£íó½ÜäÜÖó½íÖóñ½ ó ïÜöëÜÑÖóôñïöçÜ½, 
¡ÜöÜë▲ñ Ü¿Üôüí0ö çÜ£½Ü¢ÖÜïöó Ñ¿　 ëí£çóöó　 ÜöÑñ¿áÖ▲ê ¿óî, ÇëÜää ó ÜëÇíÖó£íîóú.  がíÖÖ▲ú 
äëÜñ¡ö Öíäëíç¿ñÖ Öí ó£ÜôñÖóñ çÖñüÖóê ó çÖÜöëñÖÖóê ïÜîóí¿áÖ▲ê ïç　£ñú ¡í¡ óïöÜôÖó¡í ëÜïöí 
äëñÑäëó　öó　, ç¡¿0ôí　 ½ñïöÖÜñ, ëñÇóÜÖí¿áÖÜñ ó ½ñ¢ÑÜÖíëÜÑÖÜñ ëí£çóöóñ. 
 

B. ぢづだぴぎがばづぼ 

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ ç ÑíÖÖÜ½ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó ÜôíïöçÜ0ö äëñÑïöíçóöñ¿ó ëí£¿óôÖ▲ê ½í¿▲ê ó 
ïëñÑÖóê äëñÑäëó　öóú でóßóëó.  とí¡ ÜôíïöÖó¡ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖó　, 　 ßÜÑÜ Ü£Öí¡Ü½¿ñÖ çÜäëÜïí½ó 
íÖ¡ñö▲ ó äëó½Ü Üôíïöóñ ç óÖöñëçá0 Ñ¿óöñ¿áÖÜïöá0 Ü¡Ü¿Ü 1 ôíïí, ïÜÑñë¢íàñ½ Üö¡ë▲ö▲ñ ó 
£í¡ë▲ö▲ñ çÜäëÜï▲. ごÖöñëçá0 ßÜÑñö äëÜçñÑñÖÜ ç ½Üñ½ Üâóïñ ó £íäóïíÖÜ ï äÜ½Üàá0 
ëÜ¡ÜäóïÖ▲ê £í½ñöÜ¡ ó Ñó¡öÜâÜÖí. ゑÜ çëñ½　 óÖöñëçá0 ßÜÑÜö ÜßïÜ¢Ñíöáï　 çÜäëÜï▲, ïç　£íÖÖ▲ñ 
ï ïÜ£ÑíÖóñ½, ëí£çóöóñ½ ó äëó½ñÖñÖóñ½ ïÜîóí¿áÖÜÇÜ ¡íäóöí¿í äëñÑäëó　öó　.  
 

ごÖâÜë½íîó　, ïÜßëíÖÖí　 ç ëñ£Ü¿áöíöñ  ÑíÖÖÜÇÜ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖó　, ßÜÑñö 
¡ÜÖâóÑñÖîóí¿áÖÜú. どÜ¿á¡Ü óïï¿ñÑÜçíöñ¿á ßÜÑñö £Öíöá ¿óôÖÜïöá ÜôíïöÖó¡Üç ó öÜ, ¡í¡óñ 
äëñÑäëó　öó　 ÜÖó äëñÑïöíç¿　0ö. ぞó¡í¡óñ ïçñÑñÖó　 Ü ¿óôÖÜïö　ê ÜôíïöÖó¡Üç, Öí£çíÖó　ê 
äëñÑäëó　öóú, í öí¡¢ñ ¡Ü½½ñëôñï¡í　 óÖâÜë½íîó　 äëñÑäëó　öóú Öñ ßÜÑÜö ëí£Ç¿íüñÖ▲.  ゑïñ 
ïï▲¿¡ó Öí ïÜßëíÖÖÜ0 óÖâÜë½íîó0 ßÜÑÜö ïÑñ¿íÖ▲ ç âÜë½ñ ÜßÜßàñÖó　 êíëí¡öñëóïöó¡ 
äëñÑäëó　öóú, ÜôíïöçÜ0àóê ç óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó. げí½ñö¡ó ó íÜÑóÜ£íäóïó óÖöñëçá0 ßÜÑÜö 
ÜÖóôöÜ¢ñÖ▲ äÜï¿ñ äñëñçÜÑí ÑíÖÖ▲ê ç ~¿ñ¡öëÜÖÖ▲ú âÜë½íö ó äëÜçñë¡ó Öí Öí¿óôóñ ÜüóßÜ¡. 
がíÖÖ▲ñ ç ~¿ñ¡öëÜÖÖÜ½ âÜë½íöñ ßÜÑÜö êëíÖóöáï　 ç ¡Ü½äá0öñëñ Öí ¡íâñÑëñ ½ñÖñÑ¢½ñÖöí, 
ÑÜïöÜä ¡ ¡ÜöÜëÜ½Ü £íàóàñÖ äíëÜ¿ñ½.  がíÖÖ▲ñ ßÜÑÜö ÜÖóôöÜ¢ñÖ▲ ôñëñ£ ä　öá ¿ñö  äÜï¿ñ 
äÜß¿ó¡íîóó. 
 

mailto:n_totska@jmsb.concordia.ca
mailto:mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca
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C. づごでとご ご ゑぼゎだがぼ 

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ ½Üñ Üôíïöóñ ç óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó Öñ ïÜ£Ñíñö Öó¡í¡óê ëóï¡Üç Ñ¿　 ½ñÖ　 ó¿ó 
½ÜñÇÜ äëñÑäëó　öó　.  ぞíäëÜöóç, ½Üñ äëñÑäëó　öóñ äÜ¿Üôóö ç▲ÇÜÑÜ Üö ¿ÜôüñÇÜ äÜÖó½íÖó　 
ïÜßïöçñÖÖÜú äëí¡öó¡ó çñÑñÖó　 ßó£Öñïí, ó ÖíîóÜÖí¿áÖÜú ïäñîóâó¡ó ëí£çóöó　 ïÜßïöçñÖÖÜÇÜ 
¡íäóöí¿í. 

 

 D. ばでずだゑごé ばぶんでどごé  

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ 　 ó½ñ0 äëíçÜ ÜöÜ£çíöá ïçÜñ ïÜÇ¿íïóñ ó äëñ¡ëíöóöá Üôíïöóñ ç 
óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó ç ¿0ßÜú ½Ü½ñÖö ßñ£ ¡í¡óê-¿óßÜ ÖñÇíöóçÖ▲ê äÜï¿ñÑïöçóú.  

 

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ ½Üñ Üôíïöóñ ç ÑíÖÖÜ½ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó ¡ÜÖâóÑñÖîóí¿áÖÜ (ö.ñ. 
óïï¿ñÑÜçíöñ¿á ßÜÑñö £Öíöá, ÖÜ Öñ ó½ññö äëíçí ëí£Ç¿íüíöá ¿óôÖÜïöá ÜôíïöÖó¡í). 

 

é äÜÖó½í0, ôöÜ ÑíÖÖ▲ñ, ïÜßëíÖÖ▲ñ ç ÑíÖÖÜ½ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó, ½ÜÇÜö ß▲öá 
ÜäÜß¿ó¡ÜçíÖ▲. 

 

é どべんどぎずぽぞだ ごげばぶごず(ん) ゑぼぷぎごげずだぐぎぞぞだぎ, ご é ぢだぞごぜんù がんぞぞだぎ 
でだゎずんぷぎぞごぎ.  é だどとづぼどだ がんù でゑだぎ でだゎずんでごぎ ご がだゐづだゑだずぽぞだ ばぶんでどゑばù 
ゑ がんぞぞだぜ ごででずぎがだゑんぞごご. 

 

ごぜé ご ぱんぜごずごé (äñôíöÖ▲½ó ßÜ¡çí½ó) 
_______________________________________________ 

ぢだがぢごでぽ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ぎï¿ó Ü ゑíï çÜ£Öó¡ÖÜö çÜäëÜï▲ Ü ÑíÖÖÜ½ óïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóó, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, Üßëíàíúöñïá ¡ 
ゑñÑÜàñ½Ü ごïï¿ñÑÜçíöñ¿0 ÑíÖÖÜÇÜ äëÜñ¡öí ÑÜ¡öÜëÜ ぜíú¡¿Ü とíëÖó, ¡íâñÑëí ½ñÖñÑ¢½ñÖöí, 
ばÖóçñëïóöñö とÜÖ¡ÜëÑó　, öñ¿.: +1 (514) 848-2424 ÑÜä.2937, ~¿.äÜôöí: 
mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca 

 

ぎï¿ó Ü ゑíï çÜ£Öó¡ÖÜö çÜäëÜï▲ Ü ゑíüóê äëíçíê ¡í¡ ÜôíïöÖó¡í ÑíÖÖÜÇÜ äëÜñ¡öí, 
äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, Üßëíàíúöñïá ¡ でÜçñöÖó¡Ü äÜ Äöó¡ñ ごïï¿ñÑÜçíÖóú ó ゑ▲äÜ¿ÖñÖó　 ぢëíçÜç▲ê 
ぞÜë½ ばÖóçñëïóöñöí とÜÖ¡ÜëÑó　, öñ¿..: +1 (514) 848-2424 ext 7481;  e-mail:  

ethics@alcor.concordia.ca 

 

mailto:mcarney@jmsb.concordia.ca
mailto:ethics@alcor.concordia.ca
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ごぞぱだづぜんぴごé だ とだぜぢんぞごご: 

ぞí£çíÖóñ ¡Ü½äíÖóó: _____________________________________________________ 

とÜÇÑí ß▲¿í ÜïÖÜçíÖí ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　? ИИИИИИИИÇÜÑ 

で¡Ü¿á¡Ü ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡Üç  ç ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ? ИИИИИИИ 

だïÖÜçÖÜú çóÑ Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöó? ИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИ 

ÄöÜ ïñ½ñúÖ▲ú ßó£Öñï?  □ がí      □ ぞñö 

ぎïöá ¿ó ç ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ïÜçñö Ñóëñ¡öÜëÜç?        □ がí      □ ぞñö 

ぎï¿ó がん: ゑ▲ ô¿ñÖ ïÜçñöí Ñóëñ¡öÜëÜç?         □ がí      □ ぞñö 

     ぢëñÑïñÑíöñ¿á ïÜçñöí Ñóëñ¡öÜëÜç? □ がí      □ ぞñö 

 

でç　£íÖí ¿ó ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　 ï ¡í¡Üú-¿óßÜ ßó£Öñï-ÇëÜääÜú (ÇëÜääÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóú)?  

□ がí      □ ぞñö 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ï¡Ü¿á¡Ü ñàñ ¡Ü½äíÖóú ÜôíïöçÜ0ö ç ÇëÜääñ? ИИИИИИ 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ Üäóüóöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, ¡í¡óñ ÜöÖÜüñÖó　 ïç　£▲çí0ö ¡Ü½äíÖóó 
çÖÜöëó ÇëÜää▲? (Üö½ñöáöñ ÖÜ¢ÖÜñ) 

□ âÜë½í¿áÖ▲ñ (ÑÜÇÜçÜë▲/¡ÜÖöëí¡ö▲) 
□ ÖñâÜë½í¿áÖ▲ñ ïç　£ó 

□ Üßàóú ïÜßïöçñÖÖó¡ 

□ ç£íó½ÖÜñ Üôíïöóñ ç ÜïöíçÖÜ½ ¡íäóöí¿ñ ÑëÜÇ ÑëÜÇí 

□ ïÜ-ÜôëñÑóöñ¿ó ÑëÜÇóê ¡Ü½äíÖóú 

□ ç£íó½ÖÜñ ô¿ñÖöçÜ ç ïÜçñöíê Ñóëñ¡öÜëÜç 

□ âóÖíÖïÜç▲ñ ÜöÖÜüñÖó　 

□ ÑëÜÇÜñ ИИИИИИИИИИИИИИИ  

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ¡í¡óñ ÜöÖÜüñÖó　 äëñÜß¿íÑí0ö 
?_____________________________________ 

 

だßàóñ ëñ£Ü¿áöíö▲ Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöó ¡Ü½äíÖóó 

とí¡ó½ ß▲¿ äëóëÜïö öÜçíëÜÜßÜëÜöí ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ç 2010 ÇÜÑÜ äÜ ïëíçÖñÖó0 ï 
2009 ÇÜÑÜ½ ?   ИИИИИИИИИ% 
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ぢëóëÜïö Ü öÜçíëÜÜßÜëÜöí  ç 2009 ÇÜÑÜ. äÜ ïëíçÖñÖó0 ï 2008 ÇÜÑÜ½ ? 

______________% 

 

づí£çóöóñ Öí çÖÜöëñÖÖñ½ ë▲Ö¡ñ 

づíßÜöíñö ¿ó ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　 çÖñ ぞÜçÜïóßóëï¡Üú Üß¿íïöó (ö.ñ. ç ÑëÜÇóê ëñÇóÜÖíê)? □ 
がí      □ ぞñö 

ぎï¿ó がん öÜ ¡í¡Üú ïÜçÜ¡ÜäÖ▲ú äëÜîñÖö Üö ÜßÜëÜöí ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó 
äëóêÜÑóöï　 Öí Üäñëíîóó ç ÑëÜÇóê ëñÇóÜÖíê / Öí ÑëÜÇóê ë▲Ö¡íê? 
_______% 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ç ï¡Ü¿á¡óê ëñÇóÜÖíê ëíßÜöíñö ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　 ? 

______________________ 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ¡í¡óñ öóä▲ ïÜÇ¿íüñÖóú £í¡¿0ôñÖ▲ Ü ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ï 
âóë½í½ó ç ÑëÜÇóê ëñÇóÜÖíê?  

□ げí¡Üä¡í ï▲ëá　, ½íöñëóí¿Üç, ¡Ü½ä¿ñ¡öÜ0üóê 

□ ぢë　½▲ñ äëÜÑí¢ó ïÜßïöçñÖÖÜú äëÜÑÜ¡îóó ó¿ó Üï¿ÜÇ 

□ んÇñÖöï¡óñ ïÜÇ¿íüñÖó　 ó/ó¿ó ÑóïöëóßÜîó　 

□ ぱëíÖôíú£óÖÇ 

□ ずó£óÖÇ 

□ ぢëÜôññ (ÜöÜôÖóöñ, 
äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí)ИИИИИИ_____________________________________ 

 

ゑÖñüÖñ~¡ÜÖÜ½óôñï¡í　 Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöá 

げíÖó½íñöï　 ¿ó ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　 çÖñüÖñ~¡ÜÖÜ½óôñï¡Üú Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöá0? □ がí      □ 
ぞñö 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ¡í¡Üú äëÜîñÖö Üö ÜßÜëÜöí ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó äëóêÜÑóöï　 Öí 
çïñ £íëÜßñ¢Ö▲ñ Üäñëíîóó? И_________% 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ Öí ï¡Ü¿á¡óê £íëÜßñ¢Ö▲ê ë▲Ö¡íê (ïöëíÖíê) ëíßÜöíñö ゑíüí 

¡Ü½äíÖó　? 
_______________________________________________________________

____________ 

ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ç ¡í¡Ü½ ÇÜÑÜ ゑ▲ çäñëç▲ñ Öíôí¿ó çÖñüÖñ~¡ÜÖÜ½óôñï¡Ü0 
Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöá? ИИ_____ИИИИИИИÇÜÑ 
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ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ ¡í¡ó½ó çóÑí½ó çÖñüÖñ~¡ÜÖÜ½óôñï¡Üú Ññ　öñ¿áÖÜïöó 
£íÖó½íñöï　 ゑíüí ¡Ü½äíÖó　? (Üö½ñöáöñ ÖÜ¢ÖÜñ) 

□ ご½äÜëö 

□ Ä¡ïäÜëö ßñ£ äÜïëñÑÖó¡Üç 

□ Ä¡ïäÜëö ôñëñ£ äÜïëñÑÖó¡Üç 

□ んÇñÖöï¡óñ ïÜÇ¿íüñÖó　  (äëÜÑí¢í ó¿ó ÑóïöëóßÜîó　) 

□ ぱëíÖôíú£óÖÇ 

□ ずó£óÖÇ (âóÖíÖïÜçí　 íëñÖÑí) 

□ でÜç½ñïöÖÜñ äëñÑäëó　öóñ (äëÜó£çÜÑïöçÜ öÜçíëÜç, Ü¡í£íÖóñ Üï¿ÜÇ) 

□ がëÜÇóñ öóä▲ ïÜÇ¿íüñÖóú (ÜöÜôÖóöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí) 

__________________________ 

 

ずごぶぞんé    ごぞぱだづぜんぴごé 

éç¿　ñöñïá ¿ó ゑ▲ ïÜ-ÜôëñÑóöñ¿ñ½ ¡Ü½äíÖóó? □ がí      □ ぞñö 

で¡Ü¿á¡Ü ¿ñö ゑ▲ ëíßÜöíñöñ ç ~öÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóó? ИИИИИИИ ¿ñö 

ゑíüí ÑÜ¿¢ÖÜïöá ç ¡Ü½äíÖóó? 
_________________________________________________________ 

で¡Ü¿á¡Ü ¿ñö ゑ▲ ëíßÜöíñöñ ç ÑíÖÖÜú Üöëíï¿ó ó¿ó ëÜÑïöçñÖÖ▲ê Üöëíï¿　ê? ИИИИИИИИ 
¿ñö 

ぎïöá ¿ó Ü ゑíï Üä▲ö ïÜ£ÑíÖó　 ïÜßïöçñÖÖÜÇÜ ßó£Öñïí ÑÜ ïÜ£ÑíÖó　 ÑíÖÖÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóó 
ó¿ó ÑÜ ëíßÜö▲ ç ÑíÖÖÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóó?  □ がí      □ ぞñö 

づíßÜöí¿ó ¿ó ゑ▲ Öí ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑ　àóê ÑÜ¿¢ÖÜïö　ê  ç ¡í¡Üú-¿óßÜ ÑëÜÇÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ç 
öñôñÖóñ ÇÜÑí ó¿ó ßÜ¿ññ?  □ がí      □ ぞñö 

づíßÜöí¿ó ¿ó ゑ▲ Öí ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑ　àóê ÑÜ¿¢ÖÜïö　ê ç ¡í¡Üú-¿óßÜ ÑëÜÇÜú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ï 
ÇÜÑÜç▲½ öñ½äÜ½ ëÜïöí äëÜÑí¢ (öÜçíëÜÜßÜëÜöí)  20% ó¿ó ßÜ¿ññ?  □ がí      □ ぞñö 

とí¡Üç ゑíü Üßàóú ïöí¢ ëíßÜö▲? ИИИИИИИ ¿ñö 

とí¡Üç Öíóç▲ïüóú ÜëÜçñÖá ゑíüñÇÜ £í¡ÜÖôñÖÖÜÇÜ Üßëí£ÜçíÖó　? 

□ ïëñÑÖ　　 ü¡Ü¿í 

□ Üôó¿óàñ ó¿ó öñêÖó¡Ü½  
□ óÖïöóöÜö ó¿ó ÜÖóçñëïóöñö - Ñóä¿Ü½ ïäñîóí¿óïöí 

□ óÖïöóöÜö ó¿ó ÜÖóçñëïóöñö - ïöñäñÖá ßí¡í¿íçëí 

□ óÖïöóöÜö ó¿ó ÜÖóçñëïóöñö - ïöñäñÖá ½íÇóïöëí  
□ íïäóëíÖöÜëí 

□ ÑÜ¡öÜëíÖöÜëí 
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だぴぎぞとん でだぴごんずぽぞだゎだ とんぢごどんずん 

BÖÜöëñÖÖóú ïÜîóí¿áÖ▲ú ¡íäóöí¿ 

ゑ ~öÜ½ çÜäëÜïñ Öíï óÖöñëñïÜ0ö ½ñ¢¿óôÖÜïöÖ▲ñ ÜöÖÜüñÖó　 ç ゑíüñú  ¡Ü½äíÖóó.  

ごïäÜ¿á£Ü　 ü¡í¿Ü Üö 1 ÑÜ 5, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, Üö½ñöáöñ, Öíï¡Ü¿á¡Ü çñëÖÜ ó¿ó ÖñçñëÖÜ 
¡í¢ÑÜñ ó£ äÜï¿ñÑÜ0àóê Üöçñë¢ÑñÖóú  o ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó.  づ　ÑÜ½ ï ¡í¢Ñ▲½ 
Üöçñë¢ÑñÖóñ½ Üö½ñöáöñ îóâëÜ, ¡ÜöÜëí　 Öíó¿Üôüó½ Üßëí£Ü½ Üäóï▲çíñö ゑíüñ 
½ÖñÖóñ. ぎï¿ó ¡í¡Üñ-¿óßÜ ó£ Üöçñë¢ÑñÖóú Öñ ÜöÖÜïóöï　 ¡ ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó, 
Üö½ñÖáöñ "Öñ äëó½ñÖó½Ü". 

(1= でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ Öñ öí¡,  3 = Hñúöëí¿áÖÜ,  5 = んßïÜ¿0öÖí　 äëíçÑí) 

 

ゑ Öíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó: でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ                       
んßïÜ¿0öÖí　 

 Öñ öí¡                                           

äëíçÑí 

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó Üßàí0öï　 ½ñ¢ÑÜ ïÜßÜú ôñïöÖÜ ó Üö¡ë▲öÜ 1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó Üß▲ôÖÜ öí¡öóôÖÜ ÜöÖÜï　öï　 ¡ ôÜçïöçí½ ÑëÜÇ 
ÑëÜÇí  

1          2          3          4          5        

ば ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ñú Öñö öíúÖ▲ê ä¿íÖÜç ó¿ó ëí£ÖÜÇ¿íïóú 1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó ç▲ï¡í£▲çí0ö ó äëóÖó½í0ö ¡ÜÖïöëÜ¡öóçÖÜ0 
¡ëóöó¡Ü, Öñ äñëñêÜÑ　 Öí ¿óôÖÜïöó 

1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó ÜßïÜ¢Ñí0ö ¿óôÖ▲ñ äëÜß¿ñ½▲, ñï¿ó ÜÖó 
ç¿ó　0ö Öí ëñ£Ü¿áöíö▲ ëíßÜö▲ 

1          2          3          4          5        

é ½ÜÇÜ äÜ¿Ü¢óöáï　 Öí ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ñú, ï ¡ÜöÜë▲½ó 
ëíßÜöí0 

1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó ÜêÜöÖÜ Ññ¿　öï　 óÖâÜë½íîóñú ÑëÜÇ ï ÑëÜÇÜ½ 1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó Öíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó  äÜïöÜ　ÖÖÜ Ññë¢íö ÑëÜÇ 
ÑëÜÇí ç ¡Üëïñ ïÜß▲öóú 

1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó äëÜ　ç¿　0ö ßÜ¿áüÜ0 ôñïöÖÜïöá 1          2          3          4          5        

づÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó ÑÜçñë　0ö ÑëÜÇ ÑëÜÇÜ 1          2          3          4          5        

ば ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ñú Öñö “ÑÜêí öÜçíëóàñïöçí” 1          2          3          4          5        

 

 

 

 

BÖñüÖóú ïÜîóí¿áÖ▲ú ¡íäóöí¿   
 

ゑ ÑíÖÖÜ½ ëí£Ññ¿ñ ½▲ ä▲öíñ½ï　 ÜäëñÑñ¿óöá êíëí¡öñë ó óÖöñÖïóçÖÜïöá çÖñüÖóê 
ïç　£ñú ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó.  ぢÜÑÜ½íúöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, ÜßÜ çïñê çÖñüÖóê Ññ¿Üç▲ê 
¡ÜÖöí¡öíê, ¡ÜöÜë▲ñ çí¢Ö▲ ó¿ó äÜöñÖîóí¿áÖÜ çí¢Ö▲ Ñ¿　 ÑÜïöó¢ñÖó　 
äÜïöíç¿ñÖÖ▲ê ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóñú îñ¿ñú, ó¿ó Ñ¿　 Ñí¿áÖñúüñÇÜ ëí£çóöó　 ゑíüñú 
¡Ü½äíÖóó. で¡Ü¿á¡Ü ó£ ~öóê ¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç äÜäíÑíñö ç ï¿ñÑÜ0àóñ ¡íöñÇÜëóó?   
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  ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ Üö½ñöáöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, äÜ ¡í¢ÑÜú ó£ 
¡íöñÇÜëóú...…. 

とí¡Üú 
äëÜîñÖö 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç ç 
¡í¢ÑÜú ¡íöñ-

ÇÜëóó 
ó£Öíôí-¿áÖÜ 
ß▲¿ó ゑí-

üó½ó 
¿óôÖ▲-½ó 
¡ÜÖöí¡öí½ó 
(ö.ñ. ÑëÜÇóñ 
ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó 
Öñ ó½ñ¿ó ~öóê 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç, 
äÜ-¡í ゑ▲ óê 
Öñ 
ÜïöíÖÜçó¿ó 
Ñ¿　 ゑíüñú 
¡Ü½äíÖóó?) 
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 だ

ßà
íñ

öñ
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 ç
▲

 ç
Öñ

 ë
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Üö
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,  
 

   
 Ö

ñâ
Üë

½í
¿á

ÖÜ
  (

ö.
ñ.
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í¡
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ëÜ

£á
　,

  
  
 ä

ëó
　ö

ñ¿
ó)

? 

ぢÜöëñßóöñ¿ó 

 

Ñí Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

ぢÜïöíçàó¡ó 

 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

がñ¿Üç▲ñ 
äíëöÖñë▲ 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

とÜÖ¡ÜëñÖö▲ 

 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

ゐíÖ¡ó 

 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

ぱóÖíÖïÜç▲ñ 
íÇñÖöïöçí  ó 
âÜÖÑ▲ 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

ぱñÑñëí¿áÖ▲ñ 
ïöëÜ-¡öÜë▲: 
(½óÖóïöñëïö-çí, 
ï¿Ü¢ß▲, ó íÇñÖö-

ïöçí) 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

づñÇóÜÖí¿áÖ▲ñ 

ÜëÇíÖ▲ ç¿íïöó 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

    

ぜÜÖóîóäí¿áÖ▲ñ 
ÜëÇíÖ▲ ç¿íïöó 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

    

んÑ½óÖóïöëíöóçÖ Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½    % 
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  ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ Üö½ñöáöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, äÜ ¡í¢ÑÜú ó£ 
¡íöñÇÜëóú...…. 

とí¡Üú 
äëÜîñÖö 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç ç 
¡í¢ÑÜú ¡íöñ-

ÇÜëóó 
ó£Öíôí-¿áÖÜ 
ß▲¿ó ゑí-

üó½ó 
¿óôÖ▲-½ó 
¡ÜÖöí¡öí½ó 
(ö.ñ. ÑëÜÇóñ 
ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó 
Öñ ó½ñ¿ó ~öóê 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç, 
äÜ-¡í ゑ▲ óê 
Öñ 
ÜïöíÖÜçó¿ó 
Ñ¿　 ゑíüñú 
¡Ü½äíÖóó?) 
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　ö

ñ¿
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▲ñ ïöëÜ¡öÜë▲ í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

ぢëÜâñïïóÜÖí¿áÖ
▲ñ ÜßéñÑóÖñÖó　 ó 
íïïÜîóíîóó 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

ゎÜëÜÑï¡í　 ó/ó¿ó 
ëñÇóÜÖí¿áÖí　  
öÜëÇ-oçÜ-

äëÜ½▲ü¿ñÖÖí　 
äí¿íöí 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

げíëÜßñ¢Ö▲ñ 
¡Ü½½ñ-ëôñï¡óñ 
ïöëÜ¡öÜë▲ 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

げíëÜßñ¢Ö▲ñ 
äëíçó-

öñ¿áïöçñÖÖ▲ñ 
ïöëÜ¡öÜë▲ 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

がóíïäÜë▲/~öÖóôñ
ï-¡óñ ÇëÜää▲ ç 
ÑëÜÇóê ëñÇóÜÖíê 
ó¿ó £í ëÜßñ¢Ü½ 

Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

    

ぢëÜôññ (¡í¡óñ 
ó½ñÖÖÜ 
¡ÜÖöí¡ö▲?): 

 

 Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

 Ñí  Öñö öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½    % 
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  ぎï¿ó がん, öÜ Üö½ñöáöñ, äÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, äÜ ¡í¢ÑÜú ó£ 
¡íöñÇÜëóú...…. 

とí¡Üú 
äëÜîñÖö 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç ç 
¡í¢ÑÜú ¡íöñ-

ÇÜëóó 
ó£Öíôí-¿áÖÜ 
ß▲¿ó ゑí-

üó½ó 
¿óôÖ▲-½ó 
¡ÜÖöí¡öí½ó 
(ö.ñ. ÑëÜÇóñ 
ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿ó 
Öñ ó½ñ¿ó ~öóê 
¡ÜÖöí¡öÜç, 
äÜ-¡í ゑ▲ óê 
Öñ 
ÜïöíÖÜçó¿ó 
Ñ¿　 ゑíüñú 
¡Ü½äíÖóó?) 
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 Ñí  Öñ
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öñïÖ▲ñ âÜë½
í-

¿áÖ▲ñ 

   % 

 

 

 

でどづんどぎゎごご づんげゑごどごé とだぜぢんぞごご 

 

でöëñ½¿ñÖóñ ¡ ëÜïöÜ 

 

ぜ▲ êÜöó½ ÜîñÖóöá ïöëñ½¿ñÖóñ ¡ ëí£çóöó0 ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó.  ぢÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, Ñíúöñ 

ÜîñÖ¡Ü  äÜï¿ñÑÜ0àóê Üöçñë¢ÑñÖóú äëó½ñÖóöñ¿áÖÜ ¡ ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó. 

 

1 = でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ Üöëóîíöñ¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í       
2 = ゑ ÜïÖÜçÖÜ½ Üöëóîíöñ¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í 

3 = で¡Üëññ Üöëóîíöñ¿áÖí　, ôñ½ äÜ¿Ü¢óöñ¿áÖí　  ÜîñÖ¡í 

4 = ぞñúöëí¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í 

5 = で¡Üëññ äÜ¿Ü¢óöñ¿áÖí　,  ôñ½ Üöëóîíöñ¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í  

6 = ゑ ÜïÖÜçÖÜ½ äÜ¿Ü¢óöñ¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í 

7 = んßïÜ¿0öÖÜ äÜ¿Ü¢óöñ¿áÖí　 ÜîñÖ¡í 

 

Д¿я Вашеú ¡Ü½äаÖóó 
 

でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ                        んßïÜ¿0öÖÜ 

Üöëóîíöñ¿áÖí　        äÜ¿Ü¢óöñ¿áÖí　 

とí¡Üçí ゑíüí ÜîñÖ¡í 25% äëóëÜïöí ¡Ü¿óôíïöçí 

ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡Üç ç öñôñÖóñ ä　öó ¿ñö? 
1       2       3       4       5       6       7 

とí¡Üçí ゑíüí ÜîñÖ¡í 100% äëóëÜïöí ¡Ü¿óôíïöçí 1       2       3       4       5       6       7 
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ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡Üç ç öñôñÖóñ ä　öó ¿ñö? 

 

とí¡Üç, äÜ çíüñ½Ü ½ÖñÖó0, óÑñí¿áÖ▲ú ëí£½ñë ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ôñëñ£ ä　öá ¿ñö äÜ 

äÜ¡í£íöñ¿0 ¡Ü¿óôñïöçí ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡Üç? ________ ôñ¿.  

 

とí¡Üç óÑñí¿áÖ▲ú ëí£½ñë ゑíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó ôñëñ£ ä　öá ¿ñö äÜ Üßéñ½Ü äëÜÑí¢ 

(Üßáñ½Ü ëñí¿ó£íîóó äëÜÑÜ¡îóó)? __________________  

 

 

ぞñÜäëñÑñ¿ñÖÖÜïöá çÖñüÖñú ïëñÑ▲ 

 ゑ ~öÜ½ çÜäëÜïñ Öíï óÖöñëñïÜñö ÜîñÖ¡í ÖñÜäëñÑñ¿ñÖÖÜïöó Ü¡ëÜ¢í0àñú ïëñÑ▲. 
ぢÜ¢í¿Üúïöí, Üö½ñöáöñ, ÑÜ ¡í¡Üú ïöñäñÖó ç▲ ïÜÇ¿íïÖ▲ ï ¡í¢Ñ▲½ ó£ ï¿ñÑÜ0àóê 
Üöçñë¢ÑñÖóú: 

1= でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ Öñ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ        
2= ゑ ÜïÖÜçÖÜ½ Öñ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ       
3= だöôíïöó Öñ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ            
4= ぞñúöëí¿áÖÜ: Öó ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ, Öó Öñ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ 

5= だöôíïöó ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ           
6= ゑ ÜïÖÜçÖÜ½  ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ 

7= でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ            
 でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ                                      でÜçñëüñÖÖÜ                 

 Öñ ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ                                              ïÜÇ¿íïñÖ                                     
が¿　 ÖíüÇÜ äëñÑäëó　öó　 çí¢ÖÜ ëí£ëíßíö▲çíöá ÑÜ¿ÇÜ-

ïëÜôÖ▲ñ, ÜëóñÖöóëÜçíÖÖ▲ñ Öí ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöÜç  ïöëíöñÇóó 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

ぜ▲ ëñÇÜ¿　ëÖÜ ÜîñÖóçíñ½ ÜïÖÜçÖ▲ñ çÜ£½Ü¢ÖÜïöó Öíüóê 
Ö▲ÖñüÖóê ó äÜöñÖîóí¿áÖ▲ê ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöÜç 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

ぜ▲ ¡Ü¿¿ñ¡öóçÖÜ óïäÜ¿á£Üñ½ óÖâÜë½íîó0 Ü ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöíê 
ç ëí½¡íê Öíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

ぜ▲ ëñÇÜ¿　ëÖÜ Üß½ñÖóçíñ½ï　 ½ÖñÖó　½ó ½ñ¢ÑÜ 
ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑóöñ¿　½ó ó ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡í½ó äÜ äÜçÜÑÜ óÖâÜë½íîóó 
Ü ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöíê   

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

だöçñöïöçñÖÖ▲ñ ïÜöëÜÑÖó¡ó Öíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó Üßëíàí0ö 
½í¿Ü çÖó½íÖó　 Öí ïöëíöñÇóó ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöÜç 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    

ぜ▲ ÜßïÜ¢Ñíñ½ ïöëíöñÇóó ó ¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöÖ▲ñ äëñó½Üàñïöçí 
¡ÜÖ¡ÜëñÖöÜç ïëñÑó ëÜ¡ÜçÜÑïöçí  Öíüñú ¡Ü½äíÖóó 

1        2        3        4         5        6         7    
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